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Abstract

This dissertation concerns cluster-dependent asymmetries in vowel epenthesis in loanword adap-
tation and in non-native cluster perception. The central argument is that auditory factors affect
the relative perceptual similarity between consonant clusters and the corresponding epenthesis
forms, which in turn plays an important role in determining the site of epenthesis in loanword
adaptation. This dissertation provides an extended typology of vowel epenthesis sites in conso-
nant cluster adaptation, considering a variety of clusters both in word-initial and in word-final
positions. It will be argued that the cluster-dependent asymmetries in epenthesis sites are best
explained by the auditory properties of consonant clusters, such as intensity rise. Specifically,
if a cluster involves an intensity rise inside the cluster, epenthesis occurs inside the cluster; if a
cluster involves an intensity rise outside the cluster, epenthesis occurs outside the cluster; and if
a cluster involves two intensity rises, either internal or external epenthesis can occur. I argue that
this is because the epenthetic vowel insertion where there is an intensity rise makes a perceptu-
ally less salient change from the original cluster than epenthesis where there is no intensity rise,
based on the P-map hypothesis (Steriade, 2008) that an output involving a perceptually smaller
change is more optimal. The results of several perception experiments support the hypothesis by
showing that not only intensity rise but also C1 voicing have a significant effect on the perceptual
similarity between the consonant clusters and the corresponding epenthesis forms. Crucially, it
will be shown that the novel generalization about vowel epenthesis sites and the results of percep-
tion experiments employing phonetically diverse stimuli can be best explained by the auditory
properties, and not by the sonority profile, which has traditionally been used to explain these
data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Consonant clusters CC are often a target of phonological modification, such as vowel epenthe-

sis (CaC), consonant deletion (C), feature change, metathesis, etc. This dissertation examines

vowel epenthesis as a modification to underlying consonant clusters from the joint perspectives

of phonological typology and speech perception, focusing on cluster-dependent asymmetries ob-
served in vowel epenthesis. The core data is the typology of vowel epenthesis in loanword

phonology. Vowel epenthesis often takes place when a consonant cluster of a source language

is not allowed in the borrowing language. In many cases, an illegal cluster could in principle
be repaired by inserting a vowel between the two consonants (internal epenthesis; e.g., #CC ->

#CaC) or outside of the cluster (external epenthesis; e.g., #CC -> #aCC). What interests us is

that for most clusters only one pattern of epenthesis is observed across languages. For example,
if [#kll is repaired by epenthesis, the vowel is always epenthesized between the consonants, i.e.,

[#kall, and if [#mb] is repaired by epenthesis, the vowel is always epenthesized outside the clus-
ter, i.e., [#amb]. The principle thesis is that phonological vowel epenthesis tends to occur where
illusory vowel epenthesis occurs in speech (mis)perception, and the difference between clusters
with respect to their ability to undergo epenthesis is determined by the degree of perceptual

similarity between the original cluster and the epenthesized output. It has been known that lis-

teners may perceive an illusory vowel that does not exist when they hear a non-native consonant

cluster (Dupoux et al., 1999, a.o.); so a non-native cluster #CC may be perceived as #CaC or as

#aCC. The working hypothesis is that clusters that undergo internal epenthesis, e.g., [#klI, are
perceptually similar to the corresponding form with internal epenthesis, e.g., [#kal], while clus-

ters that undergo external epenthesis, e.g., [#mb], are perceptually similar to the corresponding

form with external epenthesis, e.g., [#ambl, and this knowledge of perceptual similarity plays a
role in forming the typology of vowel epenthesis.

The current perceptual similarity hypothesis is closely related to that of Fleischhacker (2001,
2005), in the sense that perceptual similarity in the acoustic signal is the determining factor

of vowel epenthesis. In this respect, the current hypothesis is different from other similarity-

based theories such as Steriade (2006) based on similarity in sonority profile, as well as from

markedness-based theories such as Broselow (1992) and Gouskova (2001). Crucially, unlike pre-

vious similarity-based theories, the current theory identifies as the critical similarity factor that

licenses epenthesis in consonant clusters the presence of an acoustic event in the phonetically

realized input structure, intensity rise and C1 voicing, in particular.
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1.1 What is known about vowel epenthesis in consonant clusters

In the phonological literature, great attention has been given to cluster-dependent asymmetries

in vowel epenthesis sites in loanword adaptation. Epenthesis may occur when a consonant

cluster of a source language is phonotactically illegal in the borrowing language. For instance,
English 'please' is adapted with an epenthetic vowel between the two consonants as [pihz] in

Hindi (Singh, 1985). The most well-known finding about loan epenthesis in consonant clusters

is that stop-sonorant clusters, such as [pl] in 'please', have an epenthetic vowel inserted between

the two consonants in the cluster, whereas sibilant-stop clusters such as [sk] have an epenthetic

vowel outside the cluster (Broselow, 1983, 1992; Singh, 1985; Fleischhacker, 2001). In Hindi,
for example, 'school' beginning with the sibilant-stop Isk] is borrowed with an epenthetic vowel

before the cluster as [iskul], in contrast with the cluster-internal epenthesis in 'please' (Singh,
1985).

The sonority profile of consonant clusters has been employed to predict the position of the

epenthetic vowel in consonant cluster adaptation. For instance, Gouskova (2001) has argued,
based on Russian loanwords in Kirghiz, that clusters involving a sonority rise, such as [#plj, are

more likely to allow vowel epenthesis between the two consonants in the cluster than clusters

involving a sonority plateau or fall, such as [#lbI, which are likely to undergo external epenthesis

outside the cluster. According to Gouskova (2001), this asymmetry originates from markedness
over a syllable boundary. That is, a sonority rise across a syllable boundary is cross-linguistically
marked (Syllable Contact Law; Murray and Vennemann, 1983; Vennemann, 1988), and internal

epenthesis occurs between the two consonants, e.g., /#pl... / -+ [#pa.1... ], to avoid a marked

structure, e.g., [#ap.... 1, which would have resulted from external epenthesis. In contrast,
external epenthesis occurs in clusters with level or falling sonority, e.g., //#b... / -+ [#al.b... ,
because it does not create a sonority rise across the syllable boundary. In other words, the

default site of epenthesis is cluster-external, and internal epenthesis is possible when the resulting

structure violates the Syllable Contact Law.

On the other hand, Fleischhacker (2001, 2005) explains the asymmetry between stop-sonorant

and sibilant-stop clusters based on perceptual similarity between the consonant cluster and the

resulting epenthesized form. In particular, stop-sonorant clusters such as [#pl, are perceptually
similar to the form with epenthesis, e.g., [#poll, and this is why stop-sonorant clusters are adapted

with internal epenthesis in many languages. In contrast, sibilant-stop clusters are often borrowed

with external epenthesis because epenthesis in sibilant-stop clusters, e.g., /#sk/ -> [#sak], yields

a perceptually salient change, according to Fleischhacker. Fleischhacker (2001) also suggests an

implicational hierarchy of vowel epenthesis in word-initial obstruent-initial clusters and argues

that it also reflects the hierarchy of perceptual similarity between original clusters and repaired

epenthesis forms, as presented in (1). That is, stop-sonorant (TR) clusters are the most likely to

be split by an epenthetic vowel, followed by sibilant-liquid (SL), sibilant-nasal (SN), and sibilant-
stop (ST) clusters in order, because #TR and #TaR are perceptually most similar to each other,
and #ST and #SaT are the least.

(1) Partial implicational hierarchy in Fleischhacker (2001, 2005)
(S: sibilant, T: stop, N: nasal, L: liquid, R: sonorant)

#ST #SN #SL #TR
internal epenthesis CC -+ CaC <

perceptual similarity between CC-CaC <

Fleischhacker's (2001, 2005) generalization about epenthesis in obstruent-initial clusters is im-
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plemented employing the idea of sonority profile in Steriade (2006).Roughly speaking, /#pl... /

involves a sonority rise, and its corresponding form with internal epenthesis [#pal... I also in-

volves a sonority rise, albeit a bit steeper. So the change from the shallow sonority rise in /#pl/

to the steep sonority rise in [#pal] is perceptually small, resulting in internal epenthesis. In

/#sk... /, however, the sonority fall in /sk/ is perceptually very different from the sonority rise
in [#sak] with internal epenthesis, and thus speakers are reluctant to apply internal epenthesis

in ST clusters.
Sonority profile has also been argued to play an important role in consonant cluster per-

ception. It is well known that speakers often misperceive phonological structures that are not

attested in their language, and the misperception of a non-native consonant cluster CC as an

epenthesized sequence CaC has attracted a considerable amount of attention. For example, ebzo,
produced by a French speaker, is often misperceived as ebuzo with an illusory vowel by Japanese

speakers, because such a consonant sequence is not legal in Japanese (Dupoux et al., 1999). Of

special interest is that the likelihood of perceptual epenthesis may differ depending on the type

of consonant cluster. Berent et al. (2007, 2008, 2009, et seq.) have argued that the likelihood of

perceptual epenthesis is determined by the universal markedness of onset clusters, particularly by

the sonority profile of the cluster. This is based on their experimental evidence that universally

less marked clusters with rising sonority, e.g., blif, are more accurately perceived than universally

more marked clusters with level sonority, e.g., bdif, which in turn are more accurately perceived

than even more marked clusters with falling sonority, e.g., ibif.

On the other hand, there is a growing body of evidence that the phonetic details of a cluster

have an influence on consonant cluster perception (Dupoux et al., 1999; Fleischhacker, 2001, 2005;

Wilson et al., 2014; Durvasula and Kahng, 2016, a.o.). Wilson et al. (2014), for example, show

that the longer the release duration is and the stronger the release amplitude is, the more likely

a vowel is inserted after a cluster-initial stop in English speakers' non-native cluster production.

Also, Durvasula and Kahng (2016) show that the longer the duration of closure voicing is, the

more likely Korean listeners hear an illusory vowel after a cluster-initial stop.

1.2 What is not known about vowel epenthesis in consonant clus-
ters

Although vowel epenthesis in consonant cluster adaptation and in speech perception has been

studied from different points of view, there are still questions that need to be answered. First,
previous studies have focused on vowel epenthesis in word-initial position, and little is known

about vowel epenthesis in non-initial positions. What is the typological pattern of vowel epenthe-

sis in non-initial consonant clusters? Is the same cluster-dependent asymmetry in epenthesis sites

observed in non-initial positions as in word-initial position? What is the pattern of perceptual

epenthesis in non-native clusters in non-initial positions? Do the loan vowel epenthesis and

perceptual illusory vowel epenthesis pattern in the same fashion?

Once we figure out the pattern of vowel epenthesis in non-initial clusters, we need to investi-

gate what the decisive factors that govern epenthesis are both in word-initial and in non-initial

positions. Is it markedness or faithfulness that determines the epenthesis site? If it is markedness,
is it related to sonority contour at a syllable boundary (Gouskova, 2001) or universal markedness

within a syllable (Berent et al., 2007)? Or if it is faithfulness, is it sonority profile (Steriade,
2006) or a purely auditory property (Fleischhacker, 2001, 2005) to which the faithfulness is acti-
vated? Does the factor that determines cross-linguistic epenthesis patterns also govern perceptual
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epenthesis? This dissertation aims to answer these questions.

1.3 Overview of the dissertation

The first goal of this dissertation is to provide an extended typology of epenthesis sites in loanword
adaptation, by considering various types of clusters, i.e., not only obstruent-initial but sonorant-

initial clusters, both word-initially and word-finally. The present, larger typology will provide

new generalizations about loan epenthesis sites, and uncover several interesting asymmetries that

cannot be explained by the hypotheses relying on sonority contour in the previous studies. This
dissertation will argue that the current typology of cluster-dependent asymmetries in epenthesis

sites is best explained by auditory properties of consonant clusters, such as intensity rise. That
is, vowel epenthesis occurs where there is a rise in intensity, which is schematically represented

in (2). Specifically, if a consonant cluster involves an intensity rise, indicated by the arrow " ",
between the two consonants in the cluster, as in (2a), internal epenthesis occurs; if a cluster

involves an intensity rise outside the cluster but not inside the cluster, as in (2b), external

epenthesis occurs; if a cluster involves two intensity rises, one inside and the other outside the

cluster, as in (2c), either internal or external epenthesis can occur.

(2) Consonant cluster types and epenthesis sites in loanword adaptation

cluster -+ epenthesis
a. #C'C -+ #CaC

C/C# -+ CaC#
b. #'CC -+ #OCC

CC/# -+ CCa#
C. #CC -+ #CaC~#aCC

C/C '# -+ CaC#~CCa#

I argue these cross-linguistic generalizations about epenthesis sites are based on the relative

perceptual similarity between the consonant clusters and their corresponding vowel epenthesis

forms. In other words, the epenthetic vowel inserted where there is an intensity rise makes a per-

ceptually less salient change from the original cluster than epenthesis where there is no intensity

rise, and this results in epenthesis at an intensity rise, based on the P-map hypothesis (Steriade,
2008) that an output involving a perceptually smaller change is more optimal. This hypothesis is

supported by the results of several discrimination and identification experiments. This finding is

intriguing because it shows that speakers' knowledge of perceptual similarity is actively applied

to the adaptation of novel forms, and that this knowledge is applied in comparable ways across

different languages.
This dissertation owes a great deal to Fleischhacker (2001, 2005), in that it explains cluster-

dependent asymmetries in loan epenthesis based on perceptual similarity between the cluster and

its matching epenthesis form. This dissertation, however, covers a broader range of typological
data than Fleischhacker (2001, 2005), who focused on word-initial obstruent-initial clusters, and

provides a more general account of the larger typology employing auditory features that can

universally be applied to any kind of cluster.
The auditory property, intensity rise, will also be shown to affect the (mis)perception of an

illusory vowel in consonant clusters in several perception experiments reported in this disserta-

tion. It will also be shown that voicing of the first consonant in a cluster, as well as intensity

rise, has a significant effect on the discrimination between consonant clusters and epenthesis
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forms. This dissertation also investigates the relative contribution of phonological factors like

the sonority profile and auditory factors, i.e., intensity rise and C1 voicing, in the perception of

consonant clusters, by conducting several perception experiments employing diverse stimuli in

terms of acoustic properties as well as sonority profiles. Crucially, it will be shown that it is
auditory factors that significantly affect consonant cluster perception and vowel epenthesis, not
the sonority profile.

1.4 Structure of the dissertation

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I first introduce perceptual and

acoustic bases of the auditory factors, intensity rise and C1 voicing, that affect the perceptual
similarity to the vowel-epenthesized forms, and provide experimental results that support the
hypothesis that consonant clusters CC that involve an intensity rise or C1 voicing are perceptually
more similar to the vowel-epenthesized form CaC, compared to clusters that lack these properties.
Chapter 3 presents the results of a typological survey of epenthesis sites in loan adaptation and
suggests that the epenthesis typology can be explained by the presence or absence of intensity
rise in the cluster. The results of similarity judgment and transcription experiments will provide
further evidence that the relative perceptual similarity between consonant clusters and vowel
epenthesis forms plays a crucial role in determining the site of epenthesis. Based on the P-map
hypothesis, the epenthesis typology will be analyzed by the interaction between a perceptually-
driven constraint ranking and other general markedness and faithfulness constraints. Chapter 4
discusses alternative analyses of cluster-dependent asymmetries in vowel epenthesis in loanword
adaptation and cluster perception based on sonority sequencing and points out how they fail to
generalize to the full set of data. Chapter 5 summarizes and concludes the dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Auditory Factors Favoring Vowel
Similarity

2.1 Perceptual and Acoustic Bases

This chapter concerns key auditory features that influence consonant cluster perception. I will
argue that perceptual vowel epenthesis is more likely to occur in a consonant cluster CC when the
cluster is sufficiently similar in auditory perception to the vowel-epenthesized counterpart CaC.
Among the many acoustic properties that can appear in a consonant cluster, this dissertation
hypothesizes that the two critical factors helping to determine the perceptual similarity between
CC and CaC are intensity rise and C1 voicing, each of which will be discussed in the following
subsections.

2.1.1 Intensity rise

First, I hypothesize that a rise in intensity plays a key role in perceptual epenthesis in consonant
clusters. In other words, if there is a rise in intensity in the transition between the two consonants
in a cluster, the cluster is perceptually similar to the corresponding sequence with an epenthetic
vowel, CaC, and is thus more readily split with an epenthetic vowel in loanword adaptation. The
first question we can ask about this hypothesis is why the presence of an intensity rise makes a
consonant cluster CC perceptually more similar to CaC than a cluster without an intensity rise.
This is because vowels in general have greater intensity than consonants, resulting in a rise in
intensity from the initial consonant to the vowel in CaC. Therefore, the intensity contour, rising
from the first to the second segment, is similar in a consonant cluster involving an intensity rise
and in its corresponding epenthesis form. This can be schematically presented as in Figure 2-1.
The consonant cluster in Figure 2-la involves a rise in intensity between C1 and C2 , and so
does its epenthesized counterpart in Figure 2-1b between C1 and the vowel [a]. Although the
magnitude of the intensity rise is greater in Figure 2-1b since the intensity of the vowel is greater
than that of C2 , whatever the kind of C2 is, the patterns of intensity rise in word-initial sequences
of two segments that'listeners hear from the very beginning of the utterance are remarkably alike.
Therefore, it would be plausible to assume that a consonant cluster involving a rise in intensity
is perceived as similar to the matching vowel-epenthesized form, which also involves a rise in
intensity.
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a. # C1 C2 b. # C1 e C2

Figure 2-1: Schematic representations of the intensity contours in CC with an intensity rise and

in COC

Note that we assume here that what is relevant is the intensity rise present between C1 and

the epenthetic vowel, not the intensity fall between the vowel and C 2. It is true that vowel

epenthesis introduces an intensity fall that is not present in a consonant cluster with rising

intensity, as in Figure 2-la. It is hypothesized here that the intensity rise between C1 and the

vowel is more important than the intensity fall between the vowel and C 2 , because it is intuitive

to assume that what listeners hear first, i.e., the intensity rise, plays a more important role in

perception than what they hear next, i.e., the intensity fall. This would be especially true in this

case since the window for the intensity rise is short and perhaps the auditory system cannot wait

to get more information or cannot backtrack to override a prior decision. There is also literature

claiming that an onset, i.e., rise in intensity, is more salient in the auditory system than an

offset, i.e., fall in intensity. Phillips et al. (2002) show that sound onsets have a more elaborate

neurophysiological representation and receive a heavier perceptual weighting than sound offsets.

Also, Wright (2004) states that in CV sequences, the formant transitions of a vowel out of a

consonant closure, as well as consonantal cues out of silence, receive a boost in auditory nerve

fibres, while there is no equivalent boost in the formant transitions from a vowel to the following

consonant in VC sequences.

On the other hand, Figure 2-2 represents the intensity contour of a consonant cluster not

involving an intensity rise and that of its epenthesized counterpart CaC. Intensity decreases from

C1 to C2 in the consonant cluster in Figure 2-2a. If a vowel is inserted between the two consonants

as in Figure 2-2b, however, intensity increases from C1 to the following epenthetic vowel because

a vowel has higher intensity than a consonant, as mentioned above. Therefore, the intensity

contours in general in Figure 2-2, one with a decrease and the other with an increase, are quite

different from each other, compared to the intensity patterns in Figure 2-1, indicating that a

consonant cluster with no intensity rise and the matching epenthesis form would be perceptually
more distinct from each other than a consonant cluster with an intensity rise and its epenthesis

counterpart.

a. # C1 C2 b. # C1 e C2

Figure 2-2: Schematic representations of the intensity contours in CC with no intensity rise and

in CaC
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Although only word-initial clusters are illustrated here for convenience sake, the same prin-

ciple applies to word-inedial and word-final clusters.
Let us see actual examples of consonant clusters with and without intensity rises, illustrated

from Russian. In the following spectrograms, displayed with version 6.0 of Praat (Boersma and

Weenink, 2015), time is plotted along the horizontal axis, and frequency (left) and intensity

(right) are plotted along the vertical axis. The single hairline on the spectrograms indicates

intensity as a function of time with a window length of 30 ms, while intensity in a particular

frequency band is also represented by the darkness of the display.

First, stop-liquid clusters, such as 1pl], illustrate well a rise in intensity at the transition

between the two consonants. The spectrogram in Figure 2-3 shows that the intensity accelerates

from the silence of [p] throughout the release burst of [p], as indicated by the arrow, and it
continues to rise in the following [l and the vowel. Vowels have an intensity maximum in the low

andi mid-frequency regions, and a peak in low frequency amplitude has been used for automatic
vowel (or syllable) detection (e.g., Howitt, 2000). So in a vowel-epenthesized form C@C, there

would be a clear rise in intensity from the initial consonant to the vowel [aJ in the low frequency

region; thus it will be important to see whether an intensity rise in the low frequency region helps
to determine the perceptual similarity between CC and CoC. That is, a consonant cluster CC
involving an intensity rise in the low frequency region should be perceptually more similar to the
matching CoC sequence than a cluster involving no intensity rise at low frequencies. Following

Howitt (2000), we consider here intensity contours in the low frequency band between 300 Hz
and 900 Hz. Figure 2-4 displays the low frequency band of [pliJ in Figure 2-3, in which we see

a sharper rise of intensity. The spectrograms presented from now on are from male Russian
speakers' speech, unless otherwise noted. This pattern of rising intensity is analogous to that of
the consonant-vowel sequence in CoC. Figure 2-5 displays the word-initial fpl] with an intervening
vowel [], which shows a similar rise in intensity. Both in the cluster Ipl] and in the epenthesized
form IpalI there is a sharp rise in intensity from the first segment [p] to the following segment
Ill or [il, so it is reasonable to assume that the two sequences are perceptually similar to each
other.
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Figure 2-3: Spectrogram of Iplil from Iplital
'plait'
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Figure 2-4: Spectrogram of [pli] in Figure
2-3, band-pass filtered
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Figure 2-5: Spectrogram of IpAli], band-pass filtered

In contrast, most consonant clusters that do not involve an intensity rise involve a clear fall

in intensity. The most common cluster showing no intensity rise consists of fricative-stop. For
example, in the word-initial cluster fspl in Figure 2-6, the sibilant fricative has comparatively

strong energy, and there is a rapid drop in intensity as the stop closure starts, as marked by the
arrow. In the band-pass filtered spectrograi in Figure 2-7, a similar intensity drop is observed.

T OsX 100e SsO

Figure 2-6: Spectrogram of [spal from Figure 2-7: Spectrogram of spaj in Figure
fspat] 't~o sleep' 2-6, band-pass filtered

When a vowel is epenthesized between the word-initial fricative and the following stop, how-
ever, we see a very different intensity contour. As shown in Figure 2-8, there is a rise in intensity
between the [si and the following vowel, because vowels involve higher amplitude than conso-
nants including fricatives. In comparison to the intensity fall in fsp] in Figure 2-7, the rising
intensity contour in the Isa1 sequence makes a large dlifference compared to the falling contour in

the [spi cluster, consistent with the schematic representations in Figure 2-2. Therefore, we can
infer that consonant clusters like [sp] that (10 not involve a rise in intensity should be perceived
quite differently from their epenthIesized counterparts.
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Figure 2-8: Spectrogram of sipa band-pass filtered

As intensity is the most reliable phonetic correlate of sonority (Parker, 2002), one may suggest

that the intensity-based hypothesis is riot essentially different from the sonority-based ones.

However, there is a significant difference between sonority contours and intensity contours, and

the two are not always correlated with each other. Sonority refers to relative loudness of sounds

(Sievers, 1893; Ladefoged, 1975), and natural classes of sounds are ordered in a hierarchy with

respect to sonority. While several different sonority hierarchies have been suggested in literature,
the scale in (3) seems to be the most, commonly used. This hierarchy does not distinguish stops,
fricatives, and their voicing in the obstruent category, which may differ in sonority depending on

the sonority hierarchy assumed and on the language.

(3) Sonority hierarchy (e.g., Clements, 1990)
obstruents nasals liquids glides vowels

1 2 3 4 5
less sonorous more sonorous

Here the natural classes of sounds are arranged in order of sonority, from the most sonorous

to the least sonorous, and a numeric index is given for each class. The sonority distance of

a cluster C 1 C 2 is calculated by subtracting the sonority level of C1 from the sonority level of

C 2 . For example, the sonority distance of Ibl], a cluster with rising sonority, is 2, subtracting 1

from 3, and that of Insi, a cluster with falling sonority, is -1, subtracting 2 from 1. So clusters
with rising sonority have positive values of sonority distance, clusters with level sonority have a

sonority distance of 0, and clusters with falling sonority have negative values of sonority distance.

Phonetic studies of sonority have provided actual intensity values for each sonority class,
either integrated RMS (Root Mean Square) values averaged across entire phonemes (e.g., Lade-

foged, 1975; Fry, 1979; Lavoie, 2000) or sound level extrema (maximum sound level in vowels

and minimum sound level in consonants) (Parker, 2002, 2008; Jany et al., 2007). Those intensity

values can replace the arbitrary numbers in (3) for each sonority class. Nevertheless, the sonority

contours in consonant clusters should not change. Based on the intensity level of each sonority

catgory, the sonority contour in C 1 C 2 is calculated by subtracting the intensity value of C1 from

the intensity value of C 2 , and a sonority class located in a higher position in the hierarchy in (3)
involves a greater intensity than a class in a lower position. Based on Parker's (2008) intensity

measurements of English consonants, for example, the sound level extreme of voiced stops rela-

tive to the vowel lal is -21.1 and that of 1] is -11.8, and so the sonority distance of [blJ is thus

9.3, instead of 2 based on (3). For Ins], the sonority distance is -7.4, subtracting the sound level
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extreme of nasals -13.7 from that of fricatives -21.1, which replaces -1 based on (3). So positive

sonority distance values based on (3) correspond to positive intensity differences and negative

sonority distance values correspond to negative intensity differences. The point is that whether

the sonority of sounds is quantified as abstract numbers or as phonetically measured intensity

values, the relative differences between the sonority classes are not changed.,

Whereas sonority defines a property of the segment as a whole, intensity can change through

the time course of a segment and can rise or fall in the transition between segments. An intensity

contour refers to the actual intensity contour between the two consonants in a cluster, focusing

on the transition between them. First, consider consonant clusters involving a sonority rise.
which include obstruent-sonorant clusters and nasal-liquid clusters. 2 In these clusters, intensity

increases at the transition between the two consonants. For example, the stop-liquid cluster [plh
illustrated in Figures 2-3 and 2-4 involves a steep rise at the release of the stop [p]. Since in a

consonant cluster C 1 C 2 with a sonority rise, intensity is always lower in C1 than in C, consonant
clusters involving an intensity rise also involve a sonority rise.

On the other hand, consonant clusters with a sonority plateau do not tend to involve a

similar intensity plateau. A case of sonority plateau that also involves a plateau in intensity may
solely be observed in a nasal-nasal cluster, as non-plateau intensity contours in sonority plateau

clusters, i.e., stop-stop and fricative-fricative clusters, will be shown later. In the word-initial
nasal-nasal cluster [nnil in Figures 2-9 and 2-10, spoken by a Russian speaker, the line indicating

intensity is almost flat throughout the cluster. This is because the first nasal In] is not audibly

released.

5000 100 -000
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Figure 2-9: Spectrogram of [nmii from Figure 2-10: Spectrogram of [nmil in Figure

[nmitel (nonce word) 2-9, band-pass filtered

In most cases, however, this kind of flat intensity is not observed in consonant clusters

even when the sonority level of the consonants is identical. In particular, consider the pattern of

Parker (2002) suggests a finer-grained sonority hierarchy of 16 steps based on the intensity measurement.

Parker's hierarchy will have an empirical advantage compared to the sonority hierachy in (3), as well as have con-

crete phonetic evidence for the hierarchy. For the purpose of this study, however, both of the sonority hierarchies

do not make different predictions in crucial cases which will be presented in what follows. For example, Parker's

hierarchy, like the hierarchy in (3) does not differentiate sibilants and non-sibilants among fricatives, and thus

predicts that any fricative-fricative clusters are of level sonority. So I will stick to the sonority hierarchy in (3)

when making a comparison with the sonority-based hypothesis, for convenience sake.
2 Consonant clusters of which second member is a glide are not considered here because in many languages it

is unclear if the glide is part of the consonant cluster or part of syllable nucleus as a diphthong.
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intensity in Figure 2-11. C1 and C belong to the same sonority category, such as stops, resulting

in a sonority plateau. Considering the actual intensity of each consonant, the sonority contour

is still level in the cluster because both integrated RMS values and lowest intensity values of C1

and C 2 would be very similar to each other. If we concentrate on the intensity pattern at the

transition between the two consonants, however, there is a clear rise in intensity, if C1 is released.
Therefore, this kind of consonant cluster involves an intensity rise in the sense defined earlier,

even though it involves a sonority plateau.

-A

C1 C2

Figure 2-11: Possible intensity contour in sonority-plateau clusters

The intensity pattern schematized in Figure 2-11 is found in word-initial stop-stop clusters,
as shown in Figures 2-12 and 2-13. Since both Iki and It] are stops, the cluster forms a sonority

plateau. Unlike the sonority contour, the intensity contour of the cluster involves a clear rise at

the point where the first stop [k] is released with a burst, as indicated by the arrow.
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Figure 2-12: Spectrogram of Iktol 'who' Figure 2-13: Spectrogram of [kto] in Figure
2-12, band-pass filtered

However, it is not always the case that stop-stop clusters involve an intensity rise. If the first
stop of the cluster is unreleased, the cluster does not show any intensity rise in it. In English,
for instance, the first stop in word-final stop-stop clusters may be unreleased, as shown in Figure
2-14. In this case, there is no rise in intensity within the cluster.
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spoken by a female native speaker of

Another sonority-plateau cluster, a nasal-nasal cluster, may involve an intensity rise or riot
depending on its phonetic realization, like stop-stop clusters. We have seen in Figures 2-9 and

2-10 that the first nasal iir the nasal-nasal cluster Innil is not audibly released and there is no

intensity rise between the two nasals. However, it is also possible that the first nasal involves

an audible vocalic release when preceding another nasal. The following nasal-nasal cluster [mnj

in Russian serves as an example. The spectrogram in Figure 2-15 shows that the first nasal

[m] involves a vocalic release at the transition into the following nasal ml, accompanied with a

relatively slight rise in intensity, compared with the one we have seen in the [plh cluster earlier.

The magnitude of the intensity rise is sharper in the low frequency region as shown in Figure

2-16.

0

0 -- )4
Time (s)

Figure 2-15: Spectrogrami of [nmol from

[mnogal 'many'
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Figure 2-16: Spectrogran of [mol in Fig-

ure 2-15, band-pass filtered

So far we have seen that depending on the release of the first nasal, nasal-nasal clusters may

involve an intensity rise or not. Let us now consider one more example of the nasal-nasal cluster

[mn] in Figures 2-17 and 2-18. In this case, the initial nasal [m[ is not audibly released, and there

is no abrupt rise in intensity between the two nasals resulting from a release. However, intensity

is gradually increasing across the two nasals, although the magnitude of rise is far smaller than

that of the released nasal-nasal cluster in Figures 2-15 and 2-16.
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Figure 2-17: Spectrogram of [mna] from Figure 2-18: Spectrogram of [mna] in Fig-

I[mnatel (nonce word) re 2-17, band-pass filtered

The next question is how much of rise in intensity can be regarded as a perceptually salient

intensity rise. The niagnitude of intensity difference between the two consonants in C1 C 2 would

be huge when C 1 involves low intensity, such as in stops and non-sibilant fricatives, and C 2

involves high intensity, such as in nasals and liquids. Conversely, the magnitude of intensity rise

would be slight when C1 involves a high intensity and C2 involves a similar but slightly higher

intensity. This is not the case for stop- or fricative-initial clusters because Ci's intensity is quite

low; for stops, the intensity rise at a stop's release following the silence is abrupt, and the intensity

level of non-sibilant fricatives is said to be equivalent to that of stops. For nasal-initial clusters,

the intensity difference in nasal-nasal clusters would be smaller than that in nasal-liquid clusters

since liquids have a higher intensity than nasals, and an intensity rise is observed in nasal-nasal

clusters when the first nasal is audibly released and even when the first nasal does not involve an

audible vocalic release, as in Figures 2-17 and 2-18. Liquids involve higher intensity compared

to obstruents and nasals, and thus when a liquid precedes another consonant in a cluster, the

intensity contour would not be rising. Hence, it is estimated that the threshold of counting as

an intensity rise is at least greater than the rise in Imni with the unreleased [mi] in Figures 2-17

and 2-18 but less than in min] with the released Imi in Figures 2-15 and 2-16. Since intensity

rises in other consonant clusters, such as [plj and Ikt], were much steeper than the one in the

nasal-nasal clusters here, I assume that the threshold of intensity rise based on the measurement

of nasal-nasal clusters works for all kinds of consonant clusters.

I measured the intensity values of several Imn] clusters spoken by seven native speakers

of Russian, five males and two females. The clusters measured were extracted from: (i) two

real Russian words, Imnemoniitfeskii] 'mnemonic' (R,1 in Table 2.1) and [mnogal 'many' (R2),
which were recorded for reference, and (ii) nonce words, Imnatel (NI), [mnite] (N2), and [mnute]

(N3), which were recorded for experimental stimuli that will be introduced in the following

section. The recordings were made in a sound-attenuated booth in the MIT phonetics lab.

Wearing a head-mounted condenser microphone, subjects read target words printed on paper.

The utterances were recorded in mono at 44.1 kHz with the Amadeus software and saved to

.aiff files. Measurement was conducted using version 6.0 of Praat. The words beginning with a

nasal-nasal cluster that were subjected to measurement were first RMS-normalized using a Praat

script and were band-pass filtered ranging from 300 Hz to 900 Hz with a window length of 30

is. Intensity values were measured at several points in an interval of 60 ms (30 ms before and
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after the boundary between the two nasals). Based on the measured intensity values, I calculated
rates of change for intensity relative to time (sec), by dividing the intensity difference by time,
and chose the greatest value for each cluster. The results are presented in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Intensity rise in [mn] clusters (dB per second)

[m] released [ml unreleased

speaker word dB/sec speaker word dB/sec
Mi N1 644.24 Ml N1 48.08

N2 395.47 M2 NI 19.83
N3 461.33
N1 253.91

Fl N1 418.37
R1 216.67

M3 R2 515.64
R1 217.88

M4 R2 563.66
R1 321.33
R2 472.43
Ri 250.83
R2 209.98

It was found that two unreleased nasal-nasal clusters appeared in the pronunciation of a nonce
word, wheareas both of the real words were spoken with a released first nasal in the cluster. The
rates of change for intensity rise in unreleased nasal-initial clusters were lower than 50 dB per
second. The rates of change in released nasal-initial clusters varied, from 210 dB per second to
644 dB per second, all of which were much higher than those in unreleased nasal-initial clusters.
So we can set the threshold value for the intensity rise between 50 and 200 dB per second.

To sum up, stop-stop and nasal-nasal clusters that involve a sonority plateau may involve
an intensity rise when it increases by at least 200 dB per second, and otherwise they involve no
intensity rise.

Fricative-fricative clusters, which also involve a sonority plateau, show different intensity
patterns. Although both non-sibilant fricatives and sibilant fricatives are categorized as fricatives,
it is well known that sibilant fricatives have stronger energy than non-sibilants. Therefore,
clusters consisting of a sibilant and a non-sibilant, either sibilant-non-sibilant or non-sibilant-
sibilant combinations, involve change in intensity between the two fricatives. If the first fricative
in a fricative-fricative cluster is a non-sibilant and the second one is a sibilant, such as [fs], we
observe a clear intensity rise between the two fricatives as in Figures 2-19 and 2-20, which are
spectrograms of the cluster spoken by a female native speaker of Russian.
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Figure 2-19: Spectrogram of [fsj from [fsatej
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Figure 2-20: Spectrogram of [fs] in Figure

2-19, band-pass filtered

In contrast, if the first fricative is a sibilant and the second one is a non-sibilant in a fricative-

fricative cluster, e.g., Isf], as in Figures 2-21 and 2-22, the intensity of the first fricative is higher

than the second one and we see a drop in intensity. In this case, there is no AD. Hence, even

though both non-sibilant-sibilant clusters and sibilant-non-sibilant clusters are of level sonority,
the former involves an intensity rise but the latter does not.

Fu 2 :Ti of '

Figure 2-21: Spectrogram of [sfiral 'sphere'

81

62 F

Figure 2-22: Spectrogram of [sPiraj in Fig-

ure 2-21, band-pass filtered

In addition, fricative-stop clusters are classified as a sonority plateau cluster according to the
sonority scale in (3). They also involve no intensity rise, regardless of whether the initial fricative
is a sibilant or a non-sibilant, because the fricative has stronger intensity than the following stop
closure, as shown in Figures 2-6 and 2-7 earlier.

Let us now consider the intensity countours of falling sonority clusters. Many of the consonant
clusters with a sonority fall involve an intensity fall as well, and there is no intensity rise in them.
Lateral-initial clusters are examples. In the cluster jlgJ, for instance, the liquid [1] involves a higher
intensity than the following stop closure, represented with the silence with a voicebar, and the
intensity contour is falling in the cluster, as shown in Figure 2-23. Tracking the intensity contour
in just the low frequency region in Figure 2-24, the drop in intensity is by far clearer. The
same holds for the other lateral-initial clusters because laterals involve higher intensity than the
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following consonant -- stops, fricatives, or nasals.' So we can conclude that there is no intensity

rise in lateral-initial clusters.

Figure 2-23: Spectrogram of Ilgal from
Ilgat-il 'to lie'
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Figure 2-24: Spectrograrn of Ilgal in Figure
2-23, band-pass filtered

However, there are falling sonority clusters that involve an intensity rise. Considering a

schematic representation of a consonant cluster C 1 C 2 in Figure 2-25, the sonority contour between

the two consonants is falling, because the intensity value of C 1 , either the integrated RMS or

the lowest sound level, is higher than that of C 2 . Looking at the transition between the two

consonants, however, intensity increases at the end of C1 and decreases in C. 'This rise in

intensity can be counted as an intensity rise. perceptually salient.

aI)4

C1 C2

Figure 2-25: Possible intensity contour in sonority-falling clusters

Trill-initial clusters show the intensity pattern in Figure 2-25. Trills normally consist of two

or three periods of vibration, and each vibration includes a closed phase with weaker energy and

an open phase with stronger energy, creating a rise in intensity. Crucially, the last vibration mav

count as an intensity rise at the transition into the following C. In Figure 2-26. for example, the

word-initial trill involves two periods of vibration, and we see two intensity peaks. The second

rise in intensity, marked with an arrow, is regarded as an intensity rise that forms an AD.

For similar reasons, I assume that clusters that begin with a tap or a flap also involve an

intensity rise. Taps and flaps have a single short closure, in contrast with several in trills, and

there is an intensity rise following the closure.

As demonstrated above, lateral-initial clusters and trill-initial clusters are both liquid-initial

and involve falling sonority, but they are different in terms of intensity rise. Trill-initial clusters

involve an intensity rise but lateral-initial clusters do not.

3There is no liquid-liquid cluster attested word-initially in Russian. Word-finally, a cluster such as Irl] is
possible, but it is not lateral-initial.
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Figure 2-26: Spectrogram of Irtul from Figure 2-27: Spectrogram of Irtul in Figure

Irtutj] 'mercury' 2-26, band-pass filtered

To summarize, here is one way of categorizing consonant clusters with respect to separability
by a vowel: clusters involving an intensity rise and clusters involving no intensity rise. Specifically,
consonant clusters with an intensity rise involve a rise in intensity higher than 200 dB per second.
Table 2.2 summarizes the consonant clusters in terms of the presence or absence of intensity rise
as discussed in this section.

Table 2.2: Consonant clusters with or without an intensity rise

intensity rise no intensity rise

stop (released)-initial clusters stop (unreleased)-initial clsuters
non-sibilant-sibilant fricative clusters sibilant-non-sibilant fricative clusters
fricative-sonorant clusters fricative-stop clusters
nasal (released)-initial clusters nasal (unreleased)-initial clusters
trill-initial clusters lateral-initial clusters

Notice that the classification in Table 2.2 is based on the intensity rise within a consonant
cluster, which we have focused on thus far. The presence of intensity rise within the cluster affects
the perceptual similarity between the cluster CC and its matching sequence with an epenthetic
vowel CaC. Although we have considered the presence or absence of intensity rise within the
cluster so far, I will broaden the definition by including the difference between the ilence at the
onset of the utterance and the first segment. An intensity rise may also exist from silence to
the word-initial consonant that involves a great intensity. Sonorants involve a high intensity,
and so a rise in intensity is associated with the start of the word-initial sonorant. For example,
the word-initial [lg cluster involves an intensity rise from silence to the initial [11, while there is
no intensity rise between the two consonants in the cluster. This is shown in Figures 2-28 and
2-29, which are the same spectrograms as Figures 2-23 and 2-24 with an additional blue arrow
indicating the initial intensity rise.
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Figure 2-29: Spectrogram of [lgal in Figure
2-23, band-pass filtered

Among obstruents, sibilant fricatives involve a high amplitude, and we observe a rise in inten-
sity from the initial silence to the sibilant. Figures 2-30 and 2-31 below repeat the spectrograms
in Figures 2-6 and 2-7 with another arrow added to indicate initial intensity rise. The rise in
intensity from the silence to the sibilant is quite steep and the rate of change is higher than 200
dB per second; in the case of Ispj in Figures 2-30 and 2-31, it is 674 dB per second. Therefore, al-
though the word-initial IspI cluster does not involve an intensity rise between the two consonants

Is] and [p], it does involve an intensity rise before the cluster, from the silence to the Isi.
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Figure 2-30: Spectrogram

Ispat3i 'to sleep'

of Ispal from Figure 2-31: Spectrogram
2-6, band-pass filtered

of Ispal in Figure

As summarized in Table 2.3, we hypothesize that word-initial clusters beginning with a
sibilant fricative or a sonorant involve an intensity rise, regardless of whether they also have an
intensity rise within the cluster. For stop- and non-sibilant-initial clusters, the transition from
silence to C1 is assumed to fall below the threshold that defines an intensity rise that in turn

motivates epenthesis.
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Table 2.3: Consonant clusters with or without an intensity rise outside the word-initial cluster

intensity rise no intensity rise

sonorant-initial clusters stop-initial clusters
sibilan-initial clusters non-sibilant-initial clusters

There is no comparable case in word-final clusters because a vowel precedes the final cluster.
Since this intensity rise is present outside the cluster, it is predicted that its presence or absence
will not have a decisive influence on perceptual similarity between CC and CaC but will do so
on the perceptual similarity between CC and aCC, with an epenthetic vowel outside the cluster.
In this chapter, we focus on the perceptual similarity between CC and CaC, and the perceptual
similarity between CC and aCC will be discussed in the next chapter.

2.1.2 C1 voicing

Another feature that may affect the perceptual similarity between a consonant cluster and its
matching sequence with an epenthetic vowel is the voicing of the first consonant in the cluster.
Namely, a consonant cluster that begins with a voiced consonant, C[+,oice]C is hypothesized to be
perceptually more similar to the vowel-epenthesized form, C[+vicej]C, compared to the percep-
tual similarity between consonant clusters that begin with a voiceless consonant, C[_,vce]C, and
its vowel-epenthesized form, C[_vac,]aC. This is simply because the epenthetic vowel is voiced.4

In the case of vowel epenthesis in a voiced consonant-initial cluster, C[+,Ojic]aC, periodic vi-
bration of the vocal folds starts in the first consonant, and vowel insertion causes an intensity
boost, with voicing countinuously present during the entire sequence. In contrast, when the first
consonant is voiceless in C[-Voice]C, vowel insertion not only results in an intensity boost but
also initiates voicing. Since voicing is not present before the vowel begins here, vowel epenthesis
would be perceptually more salient in C[_,Oice]C than in C[+voice]C clusters.

Let us take a stop-stop cluster, with both of the stops voiced, as an example. Figures 2-32
and 2-33 illustrate the word-initial cluster [gd] in Russian. Here we see voicing in the word-initial
stop [gi, in the form of dark regular striations of very low frequency, as opposed to the silence
in the word-initial [k] in [ktoi shown earlier in Figures 2-12 and 2-13. So if a vowel is inserted
after the [g], it will induce a perceptually less salient change to the cluster than when a vowel is
inserted after the [k], because the former causes only the rise in intensity at the stop release and
the latter inaugurates voicing as well as an intensity rise.

4This might not always be true and an epenthetic vowel might be fully or partially devoiced. For example,
devoicing of high vowels in Japanese (e.g., 'Tsuchida, 1997) may apply to an epenthetic vowel. In cases where the
epenthetic vowel is not voiced, however, it tends not to be transcribed as a vowel in the loanword sources. The
current assumption would not apply where voiceless epenthetic vowels appear, but such cases are rare.
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Figure 2-32: Spectrogram of [gdJej 'where' Figure 2-33: Spectrogramn of'
2-32, banid-pass filtered

jg('ej iM Figure

2.1.3 Summary

We have explored two acoustic properties that may affect the perceptual similarity between a

consonant cluster CC and its corresponding epenthesis form C@C: intensity rise and C1 voicing.

Since the epenthetic vowel involves an intensity rise from the preceding consonant and is voiced, it

brings about a less noticeable perceptual alteration when the original cluster involves an intensity

rise and/or a voiced initial consonant compared to when it involves no intensity rise and/or a

voiceless initial consonant. More specific predictions are as follows: if a cluster involves both

intensity rise and C1 voicing, vowel epenthesis causes the least noticeable perceptual change; if

a cluster involves either an intensity rise or C1 voicing but not both, the perceptual change that

vowel epenthesis brings about is greater compared to the one in a cluster with both an intensity

rise and C1 voicing but smaller than the one in a cluster with neither an intensity rise nor C1

voicing. This is summarized in Table 2.4, where A(A-B) is read as "the perceptual distinctness

between A and B".

Table 2.4: Degrees of vowel similarity

A(CC-CaC)
t more similar

1, less similar

Tables 2.5 and 2.6 summarize the relevant acoustic features 1) cluster types, in which T stands

for stops, F for non-sibilant fricatives, S for sibilant fricatives, N for nasals, R for sonorants, C

for consonants. A checkniark indicates the presence of the factor and hence a more optimal

epenthesis site in loanword adaptation.
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Table 2.5: Auditory factors in word-initial clusters

cluster types acoustic features intensity rise C1
_______________ I__ I_________________ #C Cl1 .C 2 1[-c

#T[_,c]C intensity rise with a release burst x/ x
e.g., #kt, #kn, #pl, #tr
#T[+vc]C intensity rise with a release burst x /
e.g., #gd, #gn, #bl, #dr voiced C1

#F[_vc]T intensity fall from F to T X X
e.g., #fk, #xt

#F[+vc]T intensity fall from F to T /
e.g., #vd, #yd voiced C1

#F[_vc]S, #F-_c]R intensity rise from F to S/R /
e.g., #fs, #fl, #Or
#F[+vc]S, #F[+vJcR, intensity rise from F to S/R K /
e.g., #vz, #vl, #Or voiced C1

#S[-_c]T, #S[vc]F intensity rise from silence to S /
e.g., #sk, #sp, #ft, #sf intensity fall from S to T/F

#S[+vc]T, #S[ vc]F intensity rise from silence to S / /
e.g., #zd, #zv intensity fall from S to T/F

voiced C1

#N'C intensity rises from silence to N / / /

e.g., #mrd, #Mrn, #ml, #mrr intensity rise with an audible release
voiced C1

#N'C intensity rise from silence to N / /
e.g., #m'b, #m'n voiced C1

#1C intensity rise from silence to Pl] / /
e.g., #lg, #lv, #ln voiced C1

#rC intensity rises before & after Ir]
e.g., #rt, #rf, #rm voiced C1
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Table 2.6: Intensity rise and C 1 voicing in word-final clusters

cluster type acoustic features intensity rise C1
C1_C2 C2-# [+VC]

TrTr# intensity rise with a release burst of T1  / / //X
e.g., prkr#, grdr# intensity rise with a release burst of T2

rTr# intensity rise at the end of [r] / / /

e.g., rk'#, rdr# intensity rise with a release burst of T2

other CT'# intensity rise with a release burst of T2  X / /7X
e.g., p'kr#, g'dr#,
fkr#, str#, lk'#
T'F#, TS# intensity rise with a release burst / X /X
e.g., krf#, krs#, grz#
FS# intensity rise from F to S / X /X

e.g., fs#, vz#
rF#, rS# intensity rise at the end of [r] / /

e.g., rf#, rz#, rf#
N'N#, IN'# no intensity rise X X /
e.g., m'n'#, lm'#

other CN'# intensity rise from the obstruent to N or / X /X
e.g., krm'#, fm'#, intensity rise with an audible release of C 1

sn#, zm'#, mrn'#

C1# intensity rise from C 1 to [11 / X /X
e.g., grl#, fl#, sl#,
zl#, ml#
Cr# intensity rise from C1 to [r] / / //X

e.g., grr#, fr#, sr#, intensity rise at the end of [r]
zr#, mr# I I I I_ I

In the next section, we will see whether these hypotheses can be experimentally supported;

do subjects perceive consonant clusters with an intensity rise and a voiced C1 as more similar to

the epenthesis form than consonant clusters with no intensity rise and a voiceless C1 ?
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2.2 Experiments

This section provides experimental evidence for the hypothesis that consonant clusters involv-

ing an intensity rise and/or a voiced C1 are perceived as more similar to the matching vowel

epenthesis forms than clusters without them. The perceptual hypotheses, laid out in the pre-
vious section, were tested in three discrimination experiments, with speakers of three different
languages: English, Korean, and Mandarin Chinese. In particular, the hypotheses tested in the
experiments are stated in (4) below.

(4) a. Hypothesis 1: A consonant cluster involving an intensity rise is perceptually more
similar to its epenthetic counterpart than a cluster involving no intensity rise.

b. Hypothesis 2: A consonant cluster that begins with a voiced consonant is percep-
tually more similar to its epenthetic counterpart than a cluster that begins with a
voiceless consonant.

Much scholarly work has been done on the perception of consonant clusters and illusory
vowels with various hypotheses from different perspectives. It has been shown that nativeness of
consonant clusters affects their perception (e.g., Dupoux et al., 1999; Berent et al., 2007). That
is, no matter what the consonant cluster is, listeners can perceive it more accurately if it exists in
their native language. Dupoux et al. (1999) show that when Japanese listeners hear a sequence
including a consonant cluster, e.g., [ebzoj, not allowed in their native language, they tend to
misperceive it with an illusory vowel, [ebuzo], while French listeners, whose native language
permits such a sequence, correctly perceive it without the illusory vowel. In Berent et al.'s
(2007) experiments, cross-linguistically marked clusters, such as 1#lb], are rarely misperceived
by Russian listeners whose native language has the clusters in question, whereas English listeners,
whose native language lacks the clusters, have problems in perceiving such clusters.

Acoustic properties have also been said to play a role in non-native cluster perception. Rele-
vant to intensity rise, notably, Fleischhacker (2001, 2005) investigated perceptual similarity be-
tween consonant clusters and their matching epenthesis forms. Fleischhacker (2001) conducted
similarity rating experiments; English speakers listened to native English words that began with
a consonant cluster, either stop-initial (stop-liquid) or fricative-initial (fricative-stop, fricative-
nasal, fricative-liquid, and fricative-glide), and their matching epenthesis form, either prothesized
#aCC or anaptycized #CaC, and rated how similar the pairs were to each other. The results
showed that obstruent-sonorant clusters were perceived as more similar to the epenthesis forms
CaC than sibilant-stop clusters. This is consistent with the current hypothesis about intensity
rise because obstruent-sonorant clusters exhibit an intensity rise but sibilant-stop clusters do
not. On the other hand, Fleischhacker (2005) examined the perceptual similarity between a
cluster and its epenthesis counterpart with an AX discrimination experiment employing English
listeners. For stimuli, [CCa]-[CaCa] pairs were used, created by a diphone synthesizer. The
types of consonant clusters studied included more stop-initial clusters (stop-stop, stop-fricative,
stop-nasal, and stop-glide) and a nasal-nasal cluster, in addition to the native English clusters
used in Fleischhacker (2001). In Fleischhacker's (2005) stimuli, native and non-native clusters
in English were mixed, and the only cluster involving no intensity rise for certain was [skj, a
native cluster. The discrimination accuracy of [ski was poorer than that of non-native clusters
with an intensity rise, such as Ikt] and [kn], but it is not clear whether this should be attributed
to the nativeness or to the absence of an intensity rise in the cluster [ski. The nasal-nasal [mn]
cluster presumably was a cluster involving no intensity rise, and it exhibited higher accuracy
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than clusters like [kt] and [kn]. Hence, Fleischhacker's (2005) discrimination results may par-

tially support the current hypothesis. Meanwhile, since Fleischhacker (2001, 2005) focused on

stop- and sibilant-initial clusters, no voiced obstruents or sonorants were employed in the initial

position of consonant clusters.

Davidson and Shaw (2012) conducted AX and ABX discrimination experiments using English

listeners. They investigated discrimination between consonant clusters and their possible percep-

tual repairs: C1 change, C1 deletion, prothesis, and epenthesis. The stimulus clusters involved

fricative-nasal, fricative-stop, stop-nasal, and stop-stop clusters, including [sm] and [sp] that ex-

ist in English, recorded by an English-Russian bilingual speaker. Focusing on their epenthesis

results for our purpose, stop-stop clusters, involving an intensity rise (release), were significantly
less accurately discriminated from their epenthesized counterparts compared to fricative-stop
clusters, involving no intensity rise. Also, fricative-nasal and stop-nasal clusters were better

discriminated than stop-stop clusters. This appears to go against the present hypothesis about
intensity rise because it is expected that fricative-nasal and stop-nasal clusters involving an in-

tensity rise are harder to discriminate from the epenthesis forms than stop-stop clusters. We

cannot automatically conclude that this is against the current hypothesis, however, because the

participants were speakers of English, a language that contains several word-initial consonant

clusters. In other words, English speakers may have extended their knowledge of existing word-

initial clusters, such as stop-liquid and fricative-liquid, to the novel clusters in the experiment,
stop-nasals and fricative-nasals. (cf. Daland et al., 2011). Therefore, the experimental results

from Davidson and Shaw (2012) can be regarded as at least a partial support for the current
hypothesis. Both voiced and voiceless obstruents were used in the cluster-initial position, but

they did not report whether there was a significant difference in the results depending on the C1

voicing.

Durvasula and Kahng (2016) tested the effect of stop voicing in the perception of an illusory

vowel in intervocalic stop-nasal clusters, e.g., [ekmaj and fegma]. One identification experiment

showed that Korean listeners perceived more illusory vowels after a voiced stop than after a

voiceless stop. Moreover, when employing five different degrees of voicing in the stop closure,
it turned out that the more the portion of the stop closure was voiced, the more likely the

participant heard an illusory vowel after it. This serves as evidence for the current hypothesis

about C1 voicing. 5 Hwang (2011) also reports a similar voicing effect of stops observed in Korean

listeners.

My experiments are intended to contribute to a better understanding of non-native consonant

cluster perception. With regard to intensity rise, I employ a greater number of clusters than

the previous research, including sonorant-initial clusters and test whether the intensity rise in

5Durvasula and Kahng's (2016) hypothesis was that people use their phonological knowledge in speech per-
ception not only at the word level but also beyond the word level. In Korean, there is no voicing contrast in
stops, and stops preceding a nasal undergo nasal assimilation, e.g., /.. . km... / -+ [... Um. .. J, indicating that both
*[... kml and *[... gm... I are prohibited word-medially. At the level of the Intonational Phrase, however, stops
can surface before a nasal, e.g., I... k #1p m... j. So Durvasula and Kahng's interpretation of their experimental
results is that Korean listeners use their knowledge of phrase-level phonotactics to better perceive a voiceless stop
than a voiced stop in pre-nasal position. This is supported by results of English listeners who speak a native
language that allows both [... kmj and I... gm... I and perceive a voiced stop as well as a voiceless stop before
a nasal. According to the current hypothesis about C1 voicing, having a vowel after a voiced consonant is a
perceptually less salient modification to the original sequence than having a vowel after a voiceless consonant, as
stated previously. This hypothesis is based on auditory and phonetic grounds and does not refer specifically to
knowledge of native language phonotactics. Consistent results across participants speaking different languages in
what follows will provide support for the current hypothesis.
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audibly released nasals and trills has a significant effect on consonant cluster perception. As

for C1 voicing, I test the voicing effect in word-initial and word-final positions, with more types

of consonant clusters than the previous research. One advantage of my experiments is that the

interaction between intensity rise and C1 voicing can be tested; Experiments 2 and 3 use stimuli

with all four possible combinations of intensity rise and C1 voicing, as illustrated below.

Table 2.7: Types of stimuli

intensity rise no intensity rise

C1 voiced Type 1 Type 2

C1 voiceless Type 3 Type 4

In addition, my experiments employ participants from several different language backgrounds:
Mandarin Chinese and Korean speakers bilingual in English, Korean monolingual speakers, and
English native speakers. Comparisons between the participant groups may confirm that the

knowledge of consonant cluster perception is universal or show how knowledge of native language

phonotactics can affect consonant cluster perception.

In the next subsections, three discrimination experiments conducted for this study will be

presented.

2.2.1 Experiment 1

2.2.1.1 Methods

2.2.1.1.1 Participants

Participants for Experiment 1 were 24 Korean speakers and 12 Mandarin Chinese speakers. All

the Mandarin speakers and 4 out of 24 Korean speakers were undergraduate or graduate students

at MIT, and 20 Korean speakers were undergraduate students at Seoul National University, Seoul,

Korea, who had learned English in school for more than 10 years. None of the participants

reported any speaking/hearing problems. Participants were paid $10 for their participation.

Both Korean and Mandarin Chinese lack consonant clusters at word edges. So I assume that

phonological knowledge of their native language has no significant influence on the experimental

results. The participants, however, were familiar with English consonant clusters, and it is

possible that they may have used their knowledge of English phonotactics in the experiment,

although there were no native English clusters included in experimental stimuli.

2.2.1.1.2 Stimuli

The stimuli were three types of nonce words beginning with a consonant cluster, [CCAtej, [CCitel,

and [CCn'te], and their matching vowel epenthesis forms, [CaCate], [CaCite, and [CaCnte]. The

stimuli were recorded by a male native speaker of Russian, who speaks a native language in-

volving many different consonant clusters and can naturally produce the clusters in the stimuli.

Recording was conducted in a sound-attenuated booth in the Phonetics Lab in the MIT lin-
guistics department. The speaker wore a head-mounted microphone (Shure SM10A) and read

the target material written on paper twice. The sound files were recorded in mono using the

Amadeus software at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and saved to .aiff files. The speaker was di-

rected to read the stimulus words with a stress on the vowel following the initial cluster or the
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epenthesized cluster, so that the epenthetic vowel was not stressed.

The recorded stimulus words were manipulated using Praat, so that parts in words other

than the initial C(a)C did not affect the discrimination. First, the final syllable [-tel in the words

was cross-spliced in all stimuli. Using the PSOLA function, the pitch contours of the stimulus

word and durations of the stressed vowel that follows the consonant cluster were manipulated to

be indistinguishable in each pair of the cluster form and the epenthesis form. I used the natural

pronunciation of the epenthetic vowels, and the duration of each vowel differed. Durations of the

epenthetic vowels in the stimuli are given in Appendix A. Since previous research has established

that the duration of epenthetic vowels affects consonant cluster perception (e.g., Dupoux et al.,
1999), this durational difference between stimuli may be a potential confound of the results, but

in this experiment the vowel duration turned out not to have a significant effect on the results.

The target consonant clusters are listed in Table 2.8, which classifies the clusters according to

intensity rise, C1 voicing, and sonority contour. C' indicates that the consonant (stop or nasal)

is audibly released, as opposed to unreleased C'.

Table 2.8: Consonant clusters used in the stimuli (Experiment 1)

sonority # intensity rise no intensity rise

rise 9 C1 voiceless

#t'm, #krm, #k'n, #p'n

C1 voiced

#d'm, #brn, #grm, #grn, #mrl
plateau 10 C1 voiceless C1 voiced

#k'p, #krt, #prk, #p't #n'm

C1 voiced

#grb, # d'b, #drg, #brd, #mn
fall 10 C1 voiced C1 voiced

#mrd #m'k, #m'g, #m'd, #n'g, #n'k
#1k, #lb, #lg, #lp, #lm

Rising-intensity clusters were composed of stop-initial clusters and two nasal-initial clusters,

[#mrn] and [#mrd]. First, word-initial clusters that began with a stop always involved an audible

release, as previously seen in Figures 2-3, 2-4, 2-12, and 2-13, featuring a rise in intensity; in

stop-stop clusters, particularly, a release burst was the only acoustic cue for the first stop.

On the other hand, nasal-initial clusters may be audibly released (Figures 2-15 and 2-16) or

not (Figures 2-17 and 2-18), as previously stated. In the nasal-initial clusters recorded for the

experiment, most of the nasals were not audibly released, and therefore involved no intensity

rise, but all [#mrn] clusters and one I#mrd] cluster showed an audible release at the end of the

initial [m], accompanied by an intensity rise. Specifically, all the occurrences of [#mrn] cluster

involved an intensity rise as in Figures 2-15 and 2-16, in contrast with the other nasal-nasal

cluster [#n'm] as in Figures 2-9 and 2-10.6 In the case of the nasal-stop clusters, only [#mrd]
6This is unexpected, given that front-to-back clusters have greater gestural overlap than back-to-front clusters

(e.g., Byrd, 1996; Chitoran et al., 2002). One possible reason that [mn] clusters involved a vocalic release but

[nm] did not could be that Imn] is a native cluster in Russian but tnm] is not. In other words, no audible release
in tnm] clusters was possibly the result of careful pronunciation.
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in [nditeJ involved an intensity rise, as shown in Figures 2-34 and 2-35. The same [md] clusters

pronounced in Irridatel and Imdutel did not involve an audible release of the [m] and intensity

decreased from the [m] to the following [dj, as shown in Figures 2-36 and 2-37 with the initial

part of [lmduteI. There was no nasal place assimilation in any nasal-stop cluster.
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Figure 2-37: #m'd (band-pass filtered)

Five lateral-initial clusters were also included as clusters with r1o intensity rise. In this

experiment, clusters that begin with a voiceless consonant were not used for the no intensity rise

material, and trill-initial clusters were not used for the intensity rise material.

2.2.1.1.3 Procedure

The experiment was carried out in the Experimental Syntax and Semantics Lab at MIT using

an iMac and in the Phonetics Lab in the Linguistics Department at Seoul National University

using a Macbook Air.

The task was AX discrimination; for each trial the participants heard a pair of audio stimuli

and determined whether the two stimuli were the same or different. Two types of stimuli, one

beginning with a consonant cluster and the other its matching epenthesis form, were used; the
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pairs were constructed to be the same (AA or XX) or different (AX or XA), as illustrated in
Table 2.9.

Table 2.9: AX discrimination paradigm

A X

A CCAte-CCAte CCite-CaCAte
X CaCte-CCate CaCite-CaCAte

Instructions were presented verbally in English and in writing on the screen. After un-
derstanding the procedure, the participants put on headphones (Audio-Technica ATH-M50 or
Sennheiser HD280) and started the experiment by pressing a key on the keyboard when they
were ready. There was first a practice session that comprised six trials so that the participants
could become accustomed to the task. The practice trials were same or different pairs of real
English words, e.g., plight vs. polite, which contained either an initial cluster or the same conso-
nant sequence separated by a vowel. The real experiment following the practice trials consisted
of 702 trials separated into 11 blocks, presented in random order. To be specific, the 29 stimulus
clusters in Table 2.8 and their epenthetic counterparts in three vowel contexts (1-Ate], [-itel, and

[-nte) were presented in four types of pairs in Table 2.9 twice, with six dummy trials. The
inter-stimulus interval was 350 ms, and inter-trial interval was 500 ms. After completing each
block, the participants could take a self-terminated rest period as long as they wanted, and the
whole procedure lasted around 45-50 minutes.

2.2.1.2 Results

Discrimination results from Korean participants and from Chinese participants are presented in
Sections 2.2.1.2.1 and 2.2.1.2.2, respectively. I report both percentage correct and d' and use both
measures for statistical analysis. d' is calculated by subtracting the z-score of the proportion of
false alarms from the z-score of the proportion of hits. In the AX discrimination task, hit refers
to "different" responses for "different" pairs (AX or XA), and false alarm refers to "different"
responses for "same" pairs (AA or XX). We can use d' for this AX discrimination experiment,
based on an Independent-Observation Model (MacMillan and Creelman, 2005), assuming that
subjects form a percept of each stimulus (A or X), and decide and answer whether the two are
the same or different. The d' scores reported here were calculated using the psyphy package
(Knoblauch, 2014) in R (R Core Team, 2016).

To evaluate the statistical significance of the differences between the independent variables,
I fitted mixed effects logistic regression models to the percentage correct data and mixed effects
probit regression models to the d' data, using the glmer function from the Ime4 package (Bates
et al., 2015) in R. Fixed effects included intensity rise or C1 voicing, or both. Random intercepts
for clusters and participants were also included, unless otherwise noted. In most cases, random
slope models did not converge. To indicate statistical significance, z scores from the Wald test will
be reported along with p-values. The z value is the coefficient estimate divided by the standard
error. If the z value is close to zero and fails to reject the null hypothesis that the coefficient
is zero, the independent variable does not have a significant effect on the model, because the
independent variable having a coefficient that is really small compared to its standard error is
assumed to be of no help to predict dependent variable.

A mixed effects logistic regression model was also fit to the accuracy results with the predictors
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of the duration of the epenthetic vowels and the type of vowel in the templates with random

intercepts of clusters and participants. It turned out that these factors did not influence the

results, both for Korean and for Chinese participants.

2.2.1.2.1 Korean listeners

Let us first see the results for Korean listeners. Table 2.10 and Figure 2-38 show percentage

correct of the clusters classified by both intensity rise and C 1 voicing. Recall that there were

no clusters that involved no intensity rise and began with a voiceless consonant for this experi-

ment. A mixed effects logistic regression model was fit to the percentage correct results with the

predictors of intensity rise and C1 voicing, including cluster and participant as random effects.

The dependent variable was accuracy that was coded either as 1 (correct) or as 0 (incorrect).

In the current model and hereafter, both intensity rise and C1 voicing were treatment-coded;

the baseline values were having an intensity rise and voiced C 1 . It turned out that when C1

was voiced, clusters with an intensity rise were significantly less accurately distinguished from

the vowel epenithesis forms than clusters than clusters with no intensity rise (0=0.49, z=4.26,

p .001). Also, in intensity-rising clusters, the participants revealed lower accuracy when C1 was

voiced than when C 1 was voiceless (0-0.4, z-3.39, p- .001).

Table 2.10: Percentage correct by intensity rise and C1 voicing (Korean listeners)

intensity rise no intensity rise

C1 voiced 59.93% 66.54%

C, voiceless 66.64%

60 66.64 66.54
.1 59.93t 

I
S40 VC

voiced

Li voiceless

20-
a)

0-

intensity rise no rise
Intensity Rise

Figure 2-38: Percentage correct by intensity rise and C1 voicing (Korean listeners)

Mean d' scores by intensity rise and C1 voicing are illustrated in Table 2.11 and in Figure 2-39,

which shows compatible results with those of percentage correct in Table 2.10. A mixed effects

probit regression model was fit to response (same or different, sum-coded) with the predictors

of intensity rise and C 1 voicing. It confirmed that intensity rise was a significant predictor of

the discriminability between cluster forms and epenthesis forms when C 1 was voiced (0=0.86,

z 4.92, p-- .001), and so was C1 voicing when the cluster involved an intensity rise (/=0.8,

z -4.05, p .001).
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Table 2.11: d' scores by intensity rise and C1 voicing (Korean listeners)

intensity rise no intensity rise

C1 voiced
C1 voiceless

2. O

S1 5
E

1 0

o 5

o o

1.8

2.26,

intensity rise

2.081.80
2.26

2.08

VC

voiced
voiceless

no rise
Intensity Rise

Figure 2-39: d' scores by intensity rise and C1 voicing (Korean listeners)

2.2.1.2.2 Chinese listeners

Overall, Mandarin Chinese listeners show slightly lower percentage correct and d' scores than

Korean listeners, but the pattern of effects of intensity rise and C 1 voicing they exhibit are con-

sistent with those seen in Korean listeners. Table 2.12 and Figure 2-40 present mean percentage

correct, and Table 2.13 and Figure 2-41 present d' scores )v intensity rise and C 1 voicing. Ac-

cording to a mixed effects logistic regression model, the effect of intensity rise was significant,

when C 1 was voiced (0 -=0.26, z 3.47, p-..001), and the effect of C1 voicing was also significant

when the cluster displayed an intensity rise (0 0.32, z -3.84, p. .001). Also, a mixed effects

probit regression model confirmed that the presence of intensity rise and that of C1 voicing made

d' for the distinction between a cluster and its epenthetic counterpart significantly lower when C 1

was voiced (=0.37, z= 2.92, p .01), and when there was an intensity rise in the cluster (0 =-0.54,

z=3.8, p<. .001). respectively.

Table 2.12: Percentage correct by intensity rise and C1 voicing (Chinese listeners)

intensity rise no intensity rise

C1 voiced 56.74% 62.57%
C1 voiceless 63.97%
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Figure 2-40: Percentage correct by intensity rise and C1 voicing (Chinese listeners)

Table 2.13: d' scores by intensity rise and C1 voicing (Chinese

intensity rise no intensity rise

-C1 voiced 1.31 1.62

C1 voiceless 1.69

1 5-

1 0

-0
0 59

0

1.69 1 62

1.31

intensity rise no rise
Intensity Rise

isteners)I

VC
voiced

voiceless

Figure 2-41: d' scores by intensity rise and C 1 voicing (Chinese listeners)

2.2.1.3 Discussion

It is shown that both intensity rise and C1 voicing played a role in perceiving the difference

between a consonant cluster and its corresponding epenthesis form, both in Korean and Chinese

listeners' results. It should be underscored that even the same type of clusters or exactly the

same clusters may show different discriminabilities from the epenthesis forms depending on their

phonetic realizations, i.e., having an intensity rise or not. As previously mentioned, the initial

Inl in Imni] was audibly released featuring an intensity rise, whereas the initial [n] in [nmI was

not in the stimuli, although both 11mn1 and Inmit were composed of two nasals. As illustrated in

Table 2.14, both Korean and Chinese participants showed lower accuracies and discriminabilities

in the Imii cluster with an intensity rise than in the mini cluster with no intensity rise.
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Table 2.14: Percentage correct and d' scores in [min] and [n'm

[mrn] I n1m]
Korean Chinese Korean Chinese

percentage correct 58.93% 59.47% 67.86% 67.8%
d' 1.76 1.62 2.24 1.91

Also, the stimuli included an [mrd] cluster in [mdfte] where the first [m] involved an audible
release and thus involved an intensity rise, as illustrated in Figures 2-34 and 2-35. In contrast,
the other two Imd] clusters in [mdAte and [mdate involved no intensity rise, as presented in
Figures 2-36 and 2-37 above. The results reflect this acoustic asymmetry, as shown in Table
2.15. That is, the [m'd] cluster featuring an intensity rise was harder to discriminate from the
matching epenthesis form than the [m'd] cluster with no intensity rise.

Table 2.15: Percentage correct and d' scores in [m'd] and [m'd]

[mrd] [m'dJ ]
Korean Chinese Korean Chinese

percentage correct 56.55% 61.36% 84.52% 75.57%
d' 1.48 1.70 3.00 2.23

Note that there were no clusters that began with a voiceless consonant without having an in-
tensity rise (Type 4 in Table 2.7) in Experiment 1. It should be noted that statistical significance
was not always observed when only one of the factors, intensity rise or C1 voicing, was included
as the predictor, whereas the statistical significance was enhanced when both of the factors were
used as the predictors, as shown above. This might be because intensity rise was confounded by
C1 voicing and vice versa. Since all clusters involving no intensity rise, expected to have a higher
discriminability, began with a voiced consonant, expected to have a lower discriminability, the
effect of intensity rise was not significant in percentage correct results of Korean listeners and
both percentage correct and d' results of Chinese listeners because it was partially overridden
by the effect of C1 voicing. No significant effect of C1 voicing in Korean listeners' percentage
correct results may also come from a possible confound of having an intensity rise, because all
voiceless-consonant-initial clusters involved an intensity rise. In addition, we were not able to
see whether intensity rise makes a significant difference in discrimination when C1 was voiceless
and whether C1 voicing does so when there is no intensity rise. Experiment 2 overcomes this
weakness.

2.2.2 Experiment 2

Experiment 2 employed for stimuli consonant clusters containing a fricative and a trill, which
were not used in Experiment 1, as well as types of clusters used in Experiment 1, testing the
discriminability of a greater number of clusters. As will be shown later, this allows us to see
whether there is a significant interaction between intensity rise and C1 voicing, as well as to
confirm the hypotheses with more types of consonant clusters.
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2.2.2.1 Methods

2.2.2.1.1 Participants

The participants of Experiment 2 were 19 native speakers of Korean and 28 native speakers of
American English. The Korean participants were all monolingual Korean speakers 30-50 years
of age, unlike the Korean participants in Experiment 1.,Notice, though, that it is hardly ever
possible these days to find purely monolingual speakers of Korean due to English education in
school. So the participants selected for this experiments were persons who have not studied
English or other foreign languages for 10-30 years after they graduated from high school. They
also did not usually watch subtitled movies or TV shows in English, so I considered them to
have almost no experience with word-initial consonant clusters for a reasonably long time. So
their results can be compared with the results from the Korean participants in Experiment 1
who were bilingual in Korean and English to see whether the knowledge of a second language
has a significant effect on consonant cluster perception.

The English participants were college students or affiliates in the Boston area, recruited from
the subject pool of the MIT Behavioral Research Lab. All of the participants self-reported that
they had no experience of a foreign language involving many consonant clusters (e.g., Russian,
Arabic, German, Greek, etc.) None of them reported a hearing problem, and the participants
were compensated for their participation ($10). For English speakers, I analyzed only 23 partic-
ipants, excluding five people who made more than one wrong answer out of the sixteen fillers,
which were easily distinguishable as same or different pairs of CV(C) words without any con-
sonant clusters (e.g., [da] vs. [boll). There was no Korean participant who did not meet this
criterion.

2.2.2.1.2 Stimuli

The stimuli used in Experiment 2 were nonce words that begin with an initial consonant cluster

[#CC-] and their epenthetic counterparts [#CaC-l, as in Experiment 1. One exception is the
word-final cluster /kt/, which will be described later in detail. The stimuli were recorded by
five native speakers of Russian in the same recording setting as in Experiment 1. They were
instructed to read a list of the nonce words, written in Russian orthography including stress
markers on the non-epenthetic vowel. Epenthetic vowels in the stimuli were unstressed in all
cases. Since some clusters showed variations in their phonetic realizations, as will be discussed
in detail later, the stimuli had to be chosen from different speakers, but each pair composed of
a cluster and its epenthesis counterpart was picked from the same speaker's speech.

Each initial cluster was embedded in a template [CCAt, which has its correspondent epenthetic
form [CaC&tJ, and the final /kt/ cluster was embedded in [napfCC], or [napfCaCl with epenthesis.
The duration of the stressed vowel in each stimulus was in range of 150-200 ms, and was kept
nearly identical in each pairing of a cluster form and its epenthetic counterpart, by manipulation
with Praat. The durations of the epenthetic vowels ranged around 60-80 ms, which appear in
Appendix 2B. The other parts of the stimulus, i.e., [-t] in word-initial and [nap-] in word-final
stimuli, were cross-spliced. The pitch pattern was also manually manipulating using Praat to be
intistinguishable between each cluster and its epenthesis form, which resulted in a natural falling
tone in most cases.

For a classification of the stimulus clusters according to their sonority profile, intensity rise,
and C1 voicing, see Table 2.16. All obstruent-obstruent clusters agreed in voicing, since Russian
does not allow obstruent clusters that differ in voicing.
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Table 2.16: Consonant clusters used in the stimuli (Experiment 2)

sonority # intensity rise no intensitv rise

plateau 1 14

C1 ?)Oiceless
#k'-f, #k's, jtk'm, i k', rok r
#fi, #fi, 'fr
#sm, #sl, #sr

C 'voiced

#g,-v, #g, # , g,
#vM, g gl, vr,
mzn1, #zl, 4zr,
#mn1l, frr

C1 'OicCless
4kp, kIt>, q fs

C1 vo'iced
#gd, #miln

C1 voiced
#mk, em'f, #m-s,
4-rk, #rg, -4-rf, brv, 4rs, rz, -rm

C1 'I'oiceless
k' sf. f fk csk

avd(, z zd, t4v z, #zv, em'n

C1 voiced

/'-lk, 1m'f m's,
jlk, Flb, 41f, #lAv, jils, /Jlz, -41m

As in Experiment 1, the stop in stop-initial clusters is always released and thus exhibits an
intensity rise. To see whether intensity rise plays a role in the perception of stop-initial clusters,
the word-final stop-stop cluster IktHI was also included, which is shown in Figure 2-42. Since
the first stop in stop-stop clusters in Russian is always clearly released even word-finally (cf.
Kochetov, 2008), as in Figure 2-42, I created another word-final [ktj cluster where the release
burst of the first stop was removed, as shown in Figure 2-43.

Figure 2-42: k'tr # Figure 2-43: k't'#

Among the stimuli were fricatives, both sibilant and non-sibilants, in either position in the

cluster. Fricative-sonorant clusters involve a rise in intensity, because the intensity level was

lower in fricatives than in nasals or liquids. On the other hand, fricative-stop or fricative-fricative
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clusters involved no intensity rise, except for the fs| cluster in which the initial non-sibilant Ifi
has lower intensity than the following sibilant Is], as discussed earlier in Figures 2-19 and 2-20.

Unlike the voiceless non-sibilant-sibilant cluster [fs], its voiced counterpart IvzI was classified as a

cluster with no intensity rise, even though the non-sibilant [v] preceded the sibilant [z]. Looking

at Figure 2-44, intensity is increasing from Iv] to Iz], but in Figure 2-45, with a high-frequency

region over 900 Hz filtered out, [v] displays the higher intensity than [z]. 7 As discussed in the

previous section, we focus on intensity in the low-frequency band, and classify [vz] as a cluster

involving no intensity rise. Conversely, [vJ following the word-initial [zJ in [#zv] did not involve

high intensity as in lvzl, as illustrated in Figures 2-46 and 2-47. Therefore, i#zv] was not included

in the intensity rise group of the clusters.
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Figure 2-44: vz Figure 2-45: ~vz (band-pass filtered)
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Figure 2-46: #zv Figure 2-47: #zv (band-pass filtered)

All nasal-initial clusters except nasal-liquid clusters involved two kinds of tokens, one with a

7 This may be Russian-specifi( because of the special status of [vi in Russian. Russian lvi may behave like a
sonorant or like an obstruent, depending on the typ~e of p)honological process (Padgett, 2002, a.o.). In word-initial

lvzl, it is predicted that lvi maintains its voicing, as shown ini Figure 2-44. It is not apparent, however, that the lvi
preceding a voiCed1 obstruent always features high amplitude as in Figure 2-44, because to my knowledge, previous

studies of Russiain jvj have focused 011 whether it is voiced or not, iot focusing on its amplitude. The stimulus

[vzJ in this experimient may contrib~ute to 1)tt (does riot make am,' generalizations about phonetic realizations of
Russian lvij.
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released nasal and the other with an unreleased nasal, similar to the released and unreleased [md]
pair in Figures 2-34/2-35 and 2-36/2-37. It should, however, be noted that there were only a few
nasal-obstruent clusters featuring an audible release, whereas there were many such nasal-nasal
clusters. For the nasal-liquid clusters [ml] and [mr], an unreleased nasal did not occur.

For liquid-initial clusters, trill-initial clusters were included in the stimuli as intensity-rising
clusters, whereas lateral-initial clusters were included as non-intensity-rising clusters.

2.2.2.1.3 Procedure

As in Experiment 1, an AX dicrimination task was used. The stimuli were played in a randomized
order. Each trial presented a pair of the same or different stimuli with 350 ms of inter-stimulus
interval. The participants were instructed to press the key marked "kathim"d (meaning 'same'
in Korean; written in Korean) for the Korean speakers and "same" for the English speakers if
they thought the two items sounded identical, and to press the key marked "tarim" (meaning
'different' in Korean; written in Korean) for the Korean speakers or "diff" for the English speakers
if they thought the two items sounded different from each other. This instruction, in Korean for
Korean speakers and in English for English speakers, was presented on the screen throughout the
experiment, as well as being delivered by the experimenter and presented on the screen before
the experiment started. The participants were also informed that the presented words were not
Korean or English words.

The experiment was preceded by a practice with eight trials. A total of 480 trials were
presented divided by 10 blocks, involving two repetitions of 58 types of consonant clusters, four
types of pairs (AA, XX, AX, XA), and eight fillers for a sanity check. The sanity check items
consisted of different pairs of mono- or bisyllabic Russian words that are so easy to discriminate
(e.g., [bol] vs. [dal). The whole procedure took 25-30 minutes for the Korean speakers and 20-25
minutes for the English speakers.

The Korean participants did the experiment through Praat on a Macbook Air in a quiet
room. The participants wore the Audio-Technica or Sennheiser headphones used in Experiment
1. For the English participants, an iMac and Sony headphones were used and the experiment
was conducted in the MIT Behavioral Research Lab.

2.2.2.2 Results

Sections 2.2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2.2 present the results from the Korean participants and from the
English participants, respectively. Regardless of the participant group, it was shown that the
differences in the talker of the stimuli and the duration of the epenthetic vowels did not have a
significant effect on the experimental results.

2.2.2.2.1 Korean listeners

Here are the results from the Korean participants. The percentage correct results are given in
Table 2.17 and in Figure 2-48 by intensity rise and C1 voicing. The interaction between intensity
rise and C1 voicing was significant (X 2 (1)=7.75, p<.01), confirmed by a Likelihood Ratio Test.
To be specific, a mixed effects logistic regression model showed that intensity rise was a significant
predictor when C 1 was voiced (0=0.92, z=2.87, p<.01), but not when C1 was voiceless. On the
other hand, C1 voicing was a significant predictor when there was a rise in intensity (z=6.47,
p<.001), but not when there was no rise in intensity.
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Table 2.17: Percentage correct by intensity rise and C1 voicing (Korean listeners)

intensity rise no intensity rise

C1 voiced 57.24% 72.11%
C1 voiceless 78.10% 75.82%

80-
78.1 7211 7582

601

57.24

401 voiced

voiceless

20

01
intensity rise no rise

Intensity Rise

Figure 2-48: Percentage correct by intensity rise and C1 voicing (Korean listeners)

d' results in Table 2.18 and in Figure 2-49 show the same pattern and statistical significance.
A mixed effects probit regression model confirmed that intensity rise was a significant predictor

of the discrimination between CC and CoC only when C1 was voiced (3=1.09, z=8.1, p<.001),
and so was C1 voicing only when there was a rise in intensity ( =1.31, z=9.99, p<.001).

Table 2.18: d' scores by intensity rise and C1 voicing (Korean listeners)

intensity rise no intensity rise

C1 voiced 1.80 2.73
C1 voiceless 2.92 2.86

Figure 2-49: d' scores by intensity rise and C 1 voicing (Korean listeners)

2,92 2:862.73

E 1.8 voiced

voiceless

0 -------- - - -- - r -
intensity rise no rise

Intensity Rise
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2.2.2.2.2 English listeners

Turning now to the results from the English listeners, Tables 2.19 and 2.20 illustrate percentage

correct and d' results classified by intensity rise and C1 voicing, and the results seem quite similar

to what we have seen in Tables 2.17 and 2.18 for Korean.

Table 2.19: Percentage correct by intensity rise and C1 voicing (English listeners)

_ intensity rise no intensity rise

C1 voiced 70.26% 80.59%
C1 voiceless 85.44% 83.77%

Table 2.20: d' scores by intensity rise and C1 voicing (English listeners)

I intensity rise no intensity rise

C1 voiced 2.46 2.96
C1 voiceless 3.22 3.01

However, these results were confounded by the nativeness of the stimulus clusters. That is,
the stimuli included native English clusters, such as [ski and tkl], which the participants were
familiar with and could discriminate well. Indeed, the native clusters in English were significantly
better discriminated than non-native ones (0=0.95, z=--4.44, p<.001).

Considering results from clusters that do not exist in English only, the mean percentage
correct and d' scores decrease, but they are still higher than those of Korean participants in
general. More importantly, the results show a very similar pattern to the results from the
Korean participants seen in section 2.2.2.2.1. Table 2.21 and Figure 2-50 illustrate the accuracy
proportions by intensity rise and C1 voicing on non-native trials. The two significant predictors
interacted with each other at a statistically significant level (X2 (1)=5.34, p<.05)., Similarly to the
results of the Korean participants, a mixed effects logistic regression model showed that intensity
rise was a significant predictor only when C1 was voiced (0=31, z=2.38, p<.05), and C1 voicing
was significant only when there existed an intensity rise in the cluster (0=0.64, z=3.38, p<.001).

Table 2.21: Percentage correct on non-native trials (English listeners)

intensity rise no intensity rise

C1 voiced 70.49% 80.59%
C1 voiceless 81.47% 74.73%
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Figure 2-50: Percentage correct on non-native trials (English listeners)

On the other hand, d' results in Table 2.22 and Figure 2-51 exhibit statistical significance in
every contrast. Mixed effects probit regression models including participant as a random effect
showed that the effect of intensity rise was highly significant both when C1 was voiced (0=0.65,
z 6.07, p.-..001) and when C1 was voiceless (0 1.53, z 6.51, p- .001), and the effect of C1 voicing
was also significant regardless of whether there was an intensity rise in the cluster (0=0.82,
z--6.4, p-:..001) or not (0- 0.71, z - 3.58, p .001). Unpredicted is that voiceless-consonant-initial
clusters were less accurately discriminated from the epenthesis forms than voiced-consonant-
initial clusters in consonant clusters involving no intensity rise.

Table 2.22: d' scores on non-native trials (English listeners)

intensity rise no intensity rise

C 1 voiced 2.49 2.96
C1 voiceless 3.13 2.38

Figure 2-51: d' scores on non-native trials (English listeners)
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2.2.2.3 Discussion

In Experiment 2, we established that, intensity rise and C1 voicing interact with each other, and

intensity rise and C 1 voicing are significant predictors of the discriminability between clusters

and their matching epenthesis forms conditionally. A question is why the predictors are signif-

icant only in certain conditions. First, the effect of intensity rise was significant only when the

consonant cluster begins with a voiced consonant, because clusters that involve an intensity rise

and begin with a voiceless consonant showed quite high accuracy, contrary to the prediction that

they would show lower accuracy than clusters involving no intensity rise that begin with a voice-

less consonant. The d' results of English listeners show contradictory effects of an intensity rise

depending on whether the cluster begins with a voiced or voiceless consonant. Let us consider

the stimulus clusters that begin with a voiceless consonant in more detail. As illustrated in Table

2.16, the stop [k], and the fricatives [fl and Isi are the initial consonant in such clusters. In the

Korean listeners' results, intensity rise significantly affects the discriminability between [k-initial

clusters and their epenthesis counterparts. [k'tri# is the only [kl-initial cluster involving no in-

tensity rise, and the accuracy proportion is 75%. The accuracy proportion of the other word-final

[k]-initial cluster tk't#] that involves an intensity rise inside the cluster is 68.12%. lower than

the one without an intensity rise, as predicted by the hypothesis. For English listeners, there is

no non-native stop-initial cluster without an intensity rise. Hence. the results in clusters that

begin with the voiceless stop display the expected pattern.
It is fricative-initial clusters that show an unexpected pattern aiong the clusters beginning

with a voiceless consonant; fricative-initial clusters involving no intensity rise were not really

better discriminated than those involving an intensity rise. Figures 2-52 and 2-53 present the

accuracy proportions of the fricative-initial clusters for Korean and English listeners, respectively.

90.13
83.55

a 75- 77.63 80.26 79.61 76.97 79.61
t- 72.37

O 66.45 65.13

(D 50
)intensity rise
K] no rise

0251

a_
01

fs fm fl fr sm sl sr fk sk sf
Cluster

Figure 2-52: Percentage correct on fricative-initial clusters (Korean listeners)
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Figure 2-53: Percentage correct on fricative-initial clusters (English listeners)

Considering Korean listeners' results in Figure 2-52, we see that the percentage correct of

[fkJ is the lowest, even though it does not involve an intensity rise. On the other hand, all
fricative-initial clusters involving an intensity rise exhibit a percentage correct higher than the
mean percentage correct of the intensity-rising clusters, 64.73%. Similar patterns are observed
in English listeners' results in Figure 2-53, where English native clusters are also included. The
[fkj cluster shows the lowest percentage correct, as in the Korean listeners' results above.8 Non-
native clusters involving an intensity rise, Ifs] and Ifni], are well discriminated comparable to
the native clusters, [flJ and [frj, even though non-native clusters of English were less accurately
discriminated than native clusters in general, as mentioned previously.

This mysterious result of fricative-initial clusters is similar to Fleischhacker's (2005) results
in the AX discrimination task mentioned earlier. All fricative-initial clusters in her experiment
are [s-initial, which exist in English. The percentages correct are ordered from the highest to
the lowest: [sn [s1 Isl [swj Iski. The lowest accuracy for the discrimination of [sk] is not
expected by Fleischhacker's hypothesis, as well as by the current one. The results in Davidson

8 Although the unexpectedly low percentage correct of the Ifki cluster is noticeable, it is hard to attribute the
result to a stimulus artifact. First, the duration of the epenthetic vowel in the Ifki is 61.2 ms and is not particularly
shorter than the vowels in the other clusters. The mean and rraxirnun intensity of the epenthetic vowel are also
not very different compared to the other clusters. As shown in (1) below, the intensity of the epenthetic vowel in

Ifkf is slightly lower than the other clusters, but is higher than the one in Ifsl, which displays a higher accuracy
than [fkI. Crucially, cluster was included as a random effect in the regression models. There is also no data on
epenthesis in lfkI in loan adaptation, and so this result does not go against the empirical data.

(1) Mean and maximum intensity of the epenthetic vowel in voiceless fricative-initial clusters (dB)

cluster mean dB I maximum IdB

fk 62.1 63.34
fs 61.41 62.6

fin 66.03 67.18
fi 64.1 66.08
fr 64.81 66.44

sk 65.28 66.89
sf 64.39 65.58
sm 66.66 67.42

sl 65.92 66.49

sr 66.03 68.34
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and Shaw (2012) also show similar high accuracy for the discrimination of fricative-stop clusters,

involving no intensity rise. The discriminability between fricative-stop clusters ([vb], [zbj, lfpI,
[sp]) and their epenthesized counterparts is overall comparable to the discriminability between

fricative-nasal clusters (tvml, Izm], [fml, Ismi) and their epenthesis forms; the former was slightly

higher in the AX discrimination, and the latter was so in the ABX discrimination. Although it

is not clear at the moment why this unexpected result is observed in voiceless fricative-initial

clusters, it is consistent with the results of the previous studies. I leave this question for future

research.
Recall that no voicing effect was observed in clusters with no intensity rise. The non-intensity-

rising clusters that begin with a voiceless consonant are [k't! 1, [sf I, IfkI, and [ski, and those that

begin with a voiced consonant are [vdj, Ivzb, [zdj. Izv], and Im'ni. Figures 2-54 and 2-55 illustrate

the accuracy proportions of these clusters for Korean and English listeners, respectively.

66.45
61.84 61.18

55.26

vd vz zd zv

.75

60.53

mn(un) f kt(un)
Cluster

Figure 2-54: Percentage correct on non-intensity rise clusters (Korean listeners)
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Figure 2-55: Percentage correct on non-intensity rise clusters (English listeners)

Looking at the Korean listeners' results in Figure 2-54, clusters with no intensity rise that

begin with a voiced consonant exhibit higher accuracy than all clusters that begin with a voiceless

consonant except for the IfkI cluster, which shows a comparable percentage correct to the clusters

that begin with a voiced consonant. So it seems likely that the low accuracy in the lfkj cluster
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cancels the voicing difference in clusters with no intensity rise.

On the other hand, three of the clusters involving no intensity rise that begin with a voiceless

consonant, i.e., [k'tr#], [sf], and [sk], are native clusters in English, and therefore in Figure 2-

55 the actual comparison is made between all the non-intensity-rise clusters beginning with a

voiced consonant and the [fkj cluster. As in Korean listeners' results, the [fkJ cluster shows an

unexpectedly low percentage correct. Thus, we can conclude that the no significant difference in

C1 voicing in clusters involving no intensity rise is again attributed to the unpredicted pattern

of the [fkJ cluster and thus does not reject the current hypothesis.

In short, the current hypotheses about intensity rise and C1 voicing holds true with the

exception of fricative-initial clusters. This ungeneralizable pattern of fricative-initial clusters,
which is similar to ones in the previous research, is in need of further investigation.

2.2.3 Experiment 3

Although the role of intensity rise and C1 voicing in consonant cluster perception is investigated

only with word-initial clusters in the previous section, it is expected that both intensity rise and

C1 voicing play a role in consonant clusters at any position. In other words, it is hypothesized

that word-medial and word-final clusters are also perceptually more similar to their matching

epenthesis forms when involving an intensity rise and/or C1 voicing than when not involving

these factors. Experiment 3 was conducted to test this hypothesis.

2.2.3.1 Methods

2.2.3.1.1 Participants

Participants in Experiment 3 were 37 native speakers of Korean who lived in Korea, recruited

online. All of them self-reported that they learned English in school but had hardly used it

since they graduated from high school. Ages varied from 20s to 50s. No participant reported

speaking/hearing problems. $5 were paid for their participation. I analyzed 35 participants,
excluding two who made more than two errors out of eight sanity check trials, which were also

used in Experiment 2.

2.2.3.1.2 Stimuli

Stimuli for Experiment 3 involve nonce words ending in a consonant cluster and their epenthetic

counterparts. The final clusters were embedded in one of the three templates, [netACCJ, [betACC],
or [mit&CC], and in the matching epenthesis forms, [net&CaC], [betACaCI, or [mitACaC], in which

stress always fell on the second vowel [a]. The stimuli were chosen from the recorded speech of a

native speaker of Ukrainian from Kiev, Ukraine, who was also bilingual in Russian, and the speech

of three native speakers of Russian. Since Russian speakers devoice the final voiced obstruents,

the Ukrainian speaker's recordings were used for word-final clusters ending in a voiced obstruent.

An example of word-final obstruent clusters, [gd#], is presented in Figure 2-56. The recording

was conducted in the same setting as in Experiments 1 and 2.
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Figure 2-56: Spectrogram of jagd front the stinmlus lbetagl1

The consonant clusters used in the stimuli are listed in Table 2.23. Most of these word-
final clusters have word-initial counterparts employed in either Experiment 1 or Experiment 2.

Notice that there were not two types of nasal-obstruent clusters, released and unreleased, unlike
the stimuli in Experiment 2; in word-final position, pre-obstruent nasals were not audibly released

in any cluster.

Table 2.23: Consonant clusters used in the stimuli of Experiment 3

sonority 7 intensity rise no intensity rise
C1 voiceless
k'nmi, k/7 1( fii L, fi

rise 11 ~~(erise C1 voice(/

gz#, gm#, g"1/, vm-#,5 vl#

ml'l #, mn'r#
C1 voeeless C1 )Oliceless
k't%, krf#. fs fkY, sk , sfj

plateau 10
C1 voiced C1 _oiced

grd- #, rly zg t, rmi'nfi

fall 11
C, voiced
rk-rt, rs H , ril

C1 iuoiced
mi'kp, mffi, i'g /7, m'Vz#
lkr#. lg-tr, lf-j, lmo

Durations of the epenthetic vowels ranged front 50 ns to 80 ins, which can be found in
Appendix C. As in the previous experiments, the other factors, i.e., pitch pattern, duration of

the stressed vowel, and the rest of the stimulus, were controlled so as not to affect the results.
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2.2.3.1.3 Procedure

An AX discrimination task was employed as in Experiments 1 and 2. Unlike Experiments 1 and 2,
however, Experiment 3 was conducted online using Experigen (Becker and Levine, 2013). First,
the participants read the instructions, written in Korean, on the first page of the experiment

webpage, and were asked to do the experiment in a quiet place putting on headphones, not using

loudspeakers. Then they were asked to click a play button at the bottom of the page, which

played a song that was RMS normalized with the stimuli, and to adjust volume to a comfortable

listening level. After a short demographic survey, there was a practice session using five trials,
and the actual experiment followed. For each trial, the participants were solicited to click a

play button with a mouse, which played a pair of stimuli, with 500 ms of initial silence and 300
ms of inter-stimulus interval. Once the playback was done, two buttons appeared: one marked

"kath im" (meaning 'same' in Korean; written in Korean) and the other marked "tarim" (meaning
'different' in Korean; written in Korean). And the participants clicked the "kathim" button if

they thought the two words they heard sounded the same or the "tarim" button if they thought

the two words sounded different from each other.

The 32 clusters listed in Table 2.23 were presented in four types of pairs (AA, XX, AX, XA)

with eight sanity-checking fillers. Therefore, there were 134 trials in total, and the trials were

randomized for each participant. There was no repetition because I aimed to keep the exper-

iment short enough, supposing that participants would be more easily distracted in the online

experiment setting than in the lab. Also, there was no scheduled break, but the participants

were allowed to have a break, if they wanted, before clicking the play button for each trial. The

procedure took around 10-15 minutes.

2.2.3.2 Results

As in Experiments 1 and 2 employing word-initial clusters, intensity rise was a significant predic-

tor in word-final clusters too. Unexpectedly, however, there was no significant effect of C1 voicing.

Table 2.24 and Figure 2-57 shows percentage correct results by intensity rise and by C1 voicing.

A mixed effects logistic regression model confirmed that intensity rise was a significant predictor

when C1 was voiced (0=1.72, z=6.05, p<.001) and when C1 is voiceless (OZ=1.07, z=2.03, p<.05).
In contrast, C1 voicing is not a significant predictor regardless of whether there is an intensity

rise or not in the cluster. Also, a Likelihood Ratio Test confirmed that the interaction between
intensity rise and C1 voicing was statistically significant (X 2 (1)=3.91, p<.05).

Table 2.24: Percentage correct by intensity rise and C1 voicing (word-final clusters)

intensity rise no intensity rise

C1 voiced 66.75% 91.09%
C1 voiceless 72.21% 84.20%
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Figure 2-57: Percentage correct by intensity rise and C1 voicing (word-final clusters)

Mean d' scores in Table 2.25 and in Figure 2-58 show similar tendencies to the percentage

correct in Table 2.24. Namely, the effect of intensity rise was statistically significant when C1

was voiced (3-0.74, z 8.89, p .001). Tn d', unlike in percentage correct, the significance of the

intensity rise effect was marginal when C1 was voiceless (3 0.23. z 1.95, p .515). Again. C 1

voicing did not yield a significant difference.

Table 2.25: d' scores by intensity rise and C 1 voicing (word-final clusters)

intensity rise no intensity rise

C, voiced j 2.35 3.58
C1 voiceless 2.60 2.94

3.58
3

2.94
VC

E 2 2.35
voiced

voiceless

0"

intensity rise no rise
Intensity Rise

Figure 2-58: d' scores bv intensity rise and C1 voicing (word-final clusters)

2.2.3.3 Discussion

In Experiment 3, intensity rise was a significant predictor of discrimination between clusters and

epenthesis forms, but C1 voicing was not, unlike in Experiments I and 2. This is due to the

higher accuracy and discriminability in clusters that involve no intensity rise and begin with a

voiced consonant. Table 2.26 presents percentages correct in clusters involving no intensity rise.

We see here that most of the clusters beginning with a voiced consonant, most of which were

[ml- or ll-initial, show a percentage correct higher than 90%.
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Table 2.26: Percentage correct in clusters with no intensity rise

C1 voicing cluster percentage correct

fk 83.21
C1 voiceless sk 82.84

sf 86.57
zg 88.72

mn 90.30
mk 77.61
mf 95.56

C1 voiced mg 94.74
mz 92.48
1k 93.28
lg 92.48
lf 94.78

lm 90.91

One possible interpretation of this result is that the Korean participants were able to discrim-
inate [m]-initial and [I]-initial clusters well under the influence of native phonotactics. Korean
allows [mCI and [IlC clusters in word-medial intervocalic position. Also, vowel epenthesis tends
to occur in Korean loanword adaptation after a word-final singleton consonant (e.g., 'gag' -+

[koki), as well as after a cluster-final consonant (e.g., 'land' -+ [frnti). So it is possible that the
Korean participants heard an illusory vowel after the final consonant and perceived the word-
final clusters as word-medial, which are familiar to them. For example, the stimulus [betamg]
may have been perceived as [betamgi] by the Korean listeners, and the [mg] cluster is licit in
Korean phonotactics and was easy to discriminate. This explanation, however, is not applicable
to the [mn] and [lm] clusters that end in a nasal because the word-final nasal was not audibly
released and thus was not likely to be perceived with an illusory vowel after it. For the Imn] and
[lm clusters, there is a possibility of misperception as a singleton because the two consonants
are relatively similar to each other, compared to the clusters that consist of a sonorant and an
obstruent. This hypothesis needs to be substantiated by additional research.

2.2.4 Summary

This section has provided experimental evidence for the hypothesis that the two auditory factors,
intensity rise and C1 voicing would have a crucial influence on the perceptual similarity between
consonant clusters and their corresponding epenthesis forms. The discrimination results show
that consonant clusters involving an intensity rise are harder to discriminate from the epenthesis
forms than clusters involving no intensity rise, and that consonant clusters beginning with a
voiced consonant are harder to discriminate from the epenthesis forms than clusters beginning
with a voiceless consonant. It should be stressed that even the same cluster showed different
discriminabilities from the epenthesis form depending on its phonetic realization; for example,
participants were significantly better at discriminating the [md] cluster with an unreleased [m]
from its epenthesis counterpart than the [md] with a released [m]. However, there are still
unexplained results which need further investigation. In particular, the current hypothesis does
not hold for the discrimination in word-initial sibilant-initial clusters. Also, we need to find out
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additional factors that can explain no C1 voicing effect in word-final clusters without an intensity

rise, which I leave for future research.

It should also be noted that the experimental results were largely consistent across participant

groups. Regardless of the native language of the participants, intensity rise and C1 voicing were

mostly the significant predictor of the discrimination between the consonant clusters and the

vowel epenthesis forms. This indicates that the current results are not derived from language-

specific knowledge but from universal knowledge of perceptual similarity/distinctness.

The next chapter will show how this knowledge of perceptual similarity plays a role in the

typology of vowel epenthesis in loanword adaptation.
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Appendix 2A
Duration of the epenthetic vowels in Experiment 1 (msec)

cluster following vowel
[a] [i] [u]

bd 57.9 53.6 56.8
bn 53.7 63.5 61.1
db 61.3 62.8 65.3
dg 62.3 67.7 59.3
din 44 67.5 62.3
gb 56.8 64.5 68.4
gn 50.3 62.4 64.4

gn 41.7 74.8 81.1
km 60.7 40.8 53.9
kn 45.7 60.6 56.3
kp 45.3 35.5 52.1
kt 34.9 30.5 46.2
lb 37.8 38.1 36.3
lg 43.4 43.9 39.5
1k 61.6 44.8 32.3
IM 71.1 55.5 30.7
lp 34 34 43.2
md 71.5 71.6 60.1
Mg 57.7 72.3 65.1
ink 60.9 75.1 71.4
ml 44.9 38.6 58.3
mn 75.1 80.5 57
ng 74.5 62.8 64.1
nk 78.8 74.1 77.6
nn 44.4 61.1 75.4
pk 58.7 40.8 50.2
pn 61.6 86 76.9
pt 41.9 51.7 46.2
tM 56.5 70.7 61.1
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Appendix 2B
Duration of the epenthetic vowels in Experiment 2 (msec)

cluster a duration cluster I a duration cluster a duration cluster Ia duration

final kt 51.1 fk 61.2 fl 92.9 fm 70.7
fr 84.9 fs 65.7 gd 54.9 gl 79.8
gm 55.3 gr 73.3 gv 64.2 gz 72.2
kf 52 kl 101 km 69.9 kp 51.4
kr 44.1 ks 52.8 lb 62.2 lf 71.8
1k 69.8 lm 90.8 lv 76.2 lz 75.7
mf 81.8 mk 72.8 ml 83.2 mn 94.5
mr 78.5 ms 70.8 rf 69.3 rg 90.2
rk 58.4 rm 70.8 rs 72.8 rv 78.7
rz 88.7 sf 67.5 sk 67 sl 90.4

sm 80.5 sr 74.4 vd 73.7 vI 71.8
vm 60.2 vr 70 vz 82.4 zd 75
zl 73.4 zm 78.2 zr 99.3 zv 88
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Appendix 2C
Duration of the epenthetic vowels in Experiment 3 (msec)

cluster a duration cluster I a duration cluster a duration cluster a duration

fk 65.9 fl 51 fn 53.7 fs 62.1.
gd 61.7 gl 72.8 gm 58.3 gz 66.7
kf 48.4 kl 61.4 km 53.7 kt 49.4
lf 68.2 lg 66.8 1k 62.1 lm 57.6
mf 56.4 mg 53.8 mk 63.5 ml 47.2
mn 68.9 mr 75.8 mz 75.9 rk 60.1
rl 75.1 rm 73.3 rs 59.8 sf 46.4
sk 47.5 vl 74.9 vm 61.9 zg 72.9
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Chapter 3

A typology of epenthesis sites in
loanword adaptation

This section explores cross-linguistic patterns of epenthesis positions. In loanword adaptation,
when a consonant cluster in a source language is phonotactically illegal in the borrowing language,
vowel epenthesis may take place to repair the illegal cluster. For example, English 'cloth' is

adapted as [kila0] in Hindi (Singh, 1985), with an inserted vowel between the two consonants.
When vowel epenthesis takes place to repair a consonant cluster not allowed in a certain position,
there are two possible epenthesis sites in principle: (i) between the two consonants (internal

epenthesis, e.g., [#kla -+ [#kala]), and (ii) outside of the cluster (external epenthesis, e.g.,

[#kla -+ [#kla). In Hindi, unlike the example above, 'school' is borrowed as [iskul], with
external epenthesis. Of special interest is that the sites of vowel epenthesis differ depending on

the cluster, and for most clusters only one pattern of epenthesis is observed across languages.

For example, if t#kll is repaired by epenthesis, the vowel is always epenthesized between the

consonants, and if [#mb] is repaired by epenthesis, the vowel is always epenthesized outside the

cluster.

This cluster-dependent asymmetry in epenthesis sites has been paid much attention by pho-

nologists (e.g., Singh, 1985; Broselow, 1992; Fleischhacker, 2001, 2005; Gouskova, 2001; Steriade,
2006, a.o.). Previous analyses of loanword adaptation have argued that the position of vowel

epenthesis depends on the sonority profile of the cluster. Clusters with rising sonority, e.g.,
the stop-sonorant cluster in 'cloth', are more likely to undergo internal epenthesis than clusters

with level/falling sonority, e.g., the sibilant-stop cluster in 'school'. Most of the previous liter-

ature has only focused on epenthesis in stop-sonorant and sibilant-stop clusters in word-initial

position (e.g., Singh, 1985; Broselow, 1992; Fleischhacker, 2001, 2005). It appears that this is
because words beginning with those clusters in English are borrowed in many languages and are

well-studied. On the other hand, Gouskova (2001) expands the sonority-based generalization to

clusters with falling sonority other than sibilant-stop clusters, based on Russian loanwords in
Kirghiz, as Russian allows far more various types of consonant clusters than English at word

edges. For example, the Russian word trupka 'pipe' is borrowed into Kirghiz as [turupkel with

internal epenthesis, whereas lbovskij 'nonce last name' is borrowed as [ylbovskij] with external

epenthesis. All of these studies, however, have centered around the patterns of vowel epenthesis

that occur in word-initial position only, and few have attempted to address the patterns of vowel

epenthesis in non-initial position.

This study aims to provide a more comprehensive coverage of the sites of vowel epenthesis in
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loanword adaptation, by considering a variety of biconsonantal clusters, both in word-initial and
word-final positions. So this study extends the typology of consonant clusters beyond sibilant-
stop and obstruent-sonorant clusters. Also, epenthesis sites in word-final position are considered:
internal epenthesis (e.g., [akl# -+ [akal#] vs. external epenthesis (e.g., [akl#I -+ [akla#]).

Epenthesis in word-medial clusters is not considered since there is only one possible epenthesis
site in word-medial biconsonantal clusters (e.g., VC 1C2V - VCiaC2V), and thus no cluster-
dependent asymmetries are possible.

This study focuses on the cases where language-specific phonotactics do not obligatorily de-
termine the epenthesis site. Although this confound is ignored in most previous studies, in
many cases, only one pattern of epenthesis, either internal or external, is possible because of a
ban on certain sequences in the native phonology of the borrowing language. An example of a
markedness-driven cluster-dependent asymmetry is observed in Yakut (Sakha). Obstruent-liquid
clusters are adapted with internal epenthesis in Yakut, as shown in (5a), whereas sibilant-stop
clusters are adapted with external epenthesis, as in (5b). However, these examples are not in-
cluded in the current database because the obstruent-liquid clusters are not allowed even in
intervocalic position and thus external epenthesis is not a possible repair strategy The examples
in (6) show that the obstruent-liquid clusters are also illegal word-medially and repaired by an
epenthetic vowel between the two consonants. So for Russian klad, for example, *[mklaat] with
external epenthesis, which includes a phonotactically illegal sequence in Yakut, is not a phonotac-
tically legal structure, and [ktnlaat] with internal epenthesis is thus the only possible epenthesis
repair. In this case, the choice in epenthesis sites between obstruent-liquid and sibilant-stop
clusters is not in play, and thus this type of case is not considered in the current study.

(5) Russian loanwords in Yakut (Vasilyeva, 2010)

a. Internal epenthesis in obstruent-sonorant clusters
Russian Yakut gloss
klad ktulaat 'treasure'
platJa bmlaagga 'dress'
slumba suluuspa 'service'
korabli xaraabil 'ship'

b. External epenthesis in fricative-stop clusters
Russian Yakut gloss
stol ostuol 'table'
fkaf mskaap 'closet'

spitsi ispiisse 'knitting needles'

(6) Epenthesis in word-medial clusters (Pakendorf and Novgorodov, 2009; Vasilyeva, 2010)
Russian Yakut gloss
kukla kuukula 'doll'
kreslo kiriehile 'armchair'
kabluk Xobuluk 'heel'

Therefore, considered here are the cases in which both internal epenthesis and external
epenthesis result in a sequence permitted in the borrowing language and hence can both be
possible epenthesis repairs for the consonant cluster at the word edge. Loanwords in Bezhta, for
example, show such an asymmetry in epenthesis sites free from markedness restrictions. As ex-
emplified in (7), in Bezhta, word-initial stop-liquid clusters are borrowed with internal epenthesis
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(7a, b), whereas sibilant-stop clusters are borrowed with external epenthesis (7c). In this lan-
guage, external epenthesis before stop-liquid clusters does not cause a problem in the native
phonology, as we see them occurring intervocalically and adapted intact in (8a, b). For sibilant-
stop clusters, internal epenthesis, e.g., *[fikola] for fkola in (7c), should also possible in principle,
because a sibilant can initiate a word, as shown in (8c).

(7) Epenthesis in word-initial clusters in Bezhta (Comrie and Khalilov, 2009)
Russian Bezhta gloss

a. klej keley 'glue'
b. krolik korolik 'rabbit'
c. fkola ifkola 'school'

(8) No epenthesis in word-medial clusters in Bezhta (Comrie and Khalilov, 2009)
Source Bezhta gloss

a. aklemi (Georgian) aklamo 'camel'
b. pikru (Avar) pikro 'idea'
c. fakii (Avar) fak4i 'doubt'

The goal of this chapter is twofold: (i) to find generalizations about epenthesis sites in
loanword adaptation; and (ii) to investigate the factor(s) that determine epenthesis sites when
the native phonology of the borrowing language does not compel one site. By finding universal
generalizations about epenthesis sites that are not predictable from language-specific phonology,
we can figure out universal factors that derive the typology of epenthesis sites. Section 3.1
presents the results of a survey of epenthesis sites and suggests that the presence or absence
of intensity rise in the consonant cluster plays a crucial role in determining the site of vowel
epenthesis. Section 3.2 lays out the perceptual hypothesis about the typology of epenthesis
sites based on perceptual similarity between clusters and their matching forms with internal or
external epenthesis. Section 3.3 provides experimental evidence supporting the hypothesis, and
a formal analysis of the typology is given in Section 3.4.

3.1 Crosslinguistic survey

This section presents the results of a cross-linguistic survey of epenthesis sites in loanword adap-
tation. I conducted a survey of languages in which consonant clusters are not allowed to appear
either in word-initial or in word-final position, and vowel epenthesis takes place as a repair. Loan-
words from 50 languages were collected both from the literature and from my own fieldwork. The
entire list of languages, examples, and references appears in Appendix 3. Unless otherwise noted,
examples are from my own elicitations. The data from the fieldwork include only loanwords that
are borrowed from a donor language and used in the everyday language of the consultants and
do not include the consultants' on-line adaptations, while some examples from the literature
include on-line adaptation and second language errors. Notice that clusters involving a glide are
not included in the data, because the syllabic status of the glide, i.e., whether it is part of an
onset cluster or complex nucleus, may not be clear in each language.

At the outset, it is imperative to state the scope of the present survey. It only concerns cases of
epenthesis of a single vowel in clusters consisting of two consonants. So epenthesis of two vowels,
after each consonant, e.g., 'milk' -+ Imirmukml (Japanese; Hirano, 1965), and epenthesis after a
single consonant, e.g., 'pad' -+ [photi] (Korean; Kang, 2003) are not taken into consideration.
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As stated earlier, this thesis will be limited to consideration of cases of epenthesis when both
internal and external epenthesis are possible. Although this makes the number of available
examples rather small, it allows us to see where epenthesis is preferred in an environment that
is phonotactically undetermined.

The following subsections present the survey results according to the position of the epenthetic
vowel: (i) internal epenthesis (Section 3.1.1), (ii) external epenthesis (Section 3.1.2,), and (iii)
variation between internal and external epenthesis (Section 3.1.3).

3.1.1 Internal epenthesis

The types of consonant clusters that are always adapted with internal epenthesis are summarized
in (9). Examples by contexts and clusters are provided in the following tables, in which the
numbers in the second column refer to the number of languages that show the epenthesis pattern
in question.

(9) Internal epenthesis in consonant clusters
(T: stop, F: non-sibilant fricative, S: sibilant fricative, N: nasal, L: liquid, 1: lateral, C:
consonant)

a. Word-initial

b.

cluster # I example

#TT 6 gdansk (Polish; city name) -+ [gadwnskj (English)

#TC #TF 1 kvadrat (Russian; 'types') -+ [kuwa:dra:t] (Farsi; Bashiri,
1994)

#TN 6 kniga (Russian; 'book') -+ [kiniga] (Even) (Choi, 2010)
#TL 22 klub (Russian; 'club') -+ [kilub] (Tatar)

#FL 10 'Florida' -+ [feloridal (Farsi; Shademan, 2002), [pilorida
(Uyghur)

#NL 3 mladic (Serbian; last name) -+ [maladitf] (English)

Word-final

cluster # example
TS# 3 quds' (Arabic; 'holy') -+ [qutus] (Uyghur)

TN# 6 hukm (Arabic; 'law') -+ [hokum] (Indonesian; Tadmor,
2009b)

CN# FN# 2 rahn (Arabic; 'hostage') -+ [refem] (Portuguese)
SN# 7 3ism (Arabic; 'body') -+ [3isim (Indonesian; Tadmor,

2009b)
NN# 1 gimn (Russian; 'hymn') -+ [gimun] (Kirghiz)
LN# 5 'film' -+ filim (Uyghur)
Tl# 12 korablJ (Russian; 'ship') -+ [karabilj (Tatar)

Cl# Fl# 3 sahl (Arabic; 'easy') -+ Isahall (Nubian; Versteegh et al.,
2006)

Nl# 4 kremlP (Russian; 'the Kremlin') -+ [kmremil] (Kirghiz)

First, any word-initial cluster beginning with a stop undergoes internal epenthesis between

the stop and the following consonant. For example, Polish gdansk is borrowed into English as

[gadanskj, even though *[agdonsk] is phonotactically also possible. The number of languages
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that undergo internal epenthesis in stop-fricative clusters is particularly small because the clusters

in question are cross-linguistically rare and in some cases other kinds of repair, such as deletion,

are used to deal with illicit stop-fricative clusters. Also, internal epenthesis takes place in clusters

that consist of a non-sibilant fricative and a liquid. Due to the rarity of source words that begin

with a cluster consisting of a non-sibilant fricative and a following stop, fricative, or nasal,

the examples are mostly limited to epenthesis in [f]-liquid clusters. In the present survey, all

loanwords borrowed from words with initial [f]-liquid clusters have an epenthetic vowel after the

initial [f]. The last word-initial cluster that undergoes internal epenthesis is the nasal-liquid

cluster; the nasal-liquid cluster [mlJ often appears in the Slavic languages and is borrowed with

internal epenthesis.
Word-finally, stop-sibilant clusters show internal epenthesis, as illustrated in (9b). Also,

internal epenthesis takes place in any cluster that ends in a nasal or a lateral liquid. No matter

what the type of preceding consonant, the epenthetic vowel is placed before the final nasal or

lateral.'
It should be stressed that most of the consonant clusters in (9) that undergo internal epenthe-

sis involve an intensity rise within the cluster. Namely, epenthesis occurs at an intensity rise.

Word-initially, all the clusters in (9a) involve an intensity rise in the cluster; in stop-initial

clusters, cluster-initial stops involve a rise in intensity accompanied by a release burst, and in

fricative-liquid and nasal-liquid clusters, intensity increases from the fricative and the nasal to the

following liquid. In word-final position, first, stop-sibilant clusters involve an intensity rise when

the stop is released, which is the case in the Arabic loanword in (9b). Nasal-final and lateral-final

clusters involve an intensity rise too when the preceding consonant is either a stop or a fricative.

Word-final nasal-nasal and liquid-nasal clusters are cases that show internal epenthesis but no

intensity rise. It is possible that the first nasal in nasal-nasal clusters involves an audible release

and thus involves an intensity rise, as seen in the example of word-initial nasal-nasal clusters

previously. If this is true, there is an intensity rise between the two nasals, and epenthesis

takes place at the rise. If this is not the case, however, no intensity rise is present in word-final

nasal-nasal clusters as well as in lateral-nasal clusters, indicating that epenthesis takes place at

a non-rise position. Notice, however, that there is no intensity rise in either position in those

clusters; since the word-final nasal in Russian and English does not involve an audible release,

unlike what is observed in French word-final nasals, no intensity rise is created at the end of the

nasal. Hence, internal epenthesis in word-final nasal-nasal and lateral-nasal clusters does not at

least form a counterexample to the generalization that epenthesis occurs at an intensity rise. In

other words, if there is one intensity rise in a cluster, that is where epenthesis occurs.

3.1.2 External epenthesis

Let us now consider conosnant clusters that are always repaired by external epenthesis, which are

presented in (10). Unlike the clusters that undergo internal epenthesis and involve an intensity

rise within the cluster, most of the clusters that undergo external epenthesis involve an intensity

rise outside the cluster.

There is no case of epenthesis repair in word-final liquid-lateral clusters that is not determined phonotactically.

The only case of internal epenthesis in liquid-lateral clusters is found in Hebrew, in which English 'earl' is adapted

as [etrelI (Cohen, 2009). This example, however, is not counted in the current study, because Cohen (2009) argues

that it is likely that the loanword has an orthographic input when the English pronunciation is not acoustically

similar to the Hebrew pronunciation, which is the case in [eaell. In the other cases of adaptation of English rl [rl]
clusters, the b] deletes, often accompanied with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel (e.g., 'earl' -

[all (Korean)).
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(10) External epenthesis in consonant clusters
(T: stop, F: non-sibilant fricative, S: sibilant fricative, N: nasal, L: liquid, 1: lateral, C:
consonant, 0: obstruent)

a. Word-initial 2

b.

cluster # example

#FT 1 vdova (Russian; 'widow') -+ {ogdo:bol (Yakut; Pakendorf
and Novgorodov, 2009)

#NO #NT 3 mbira (Shona; 'mbira') -+ [ambira] (English)
#NF 1 n3amena (French; N'Djamena, capital of Chad) -+

[incamenal (Korean)

Word-final

cluster # example
TT# 4 'Egypt' -+ [icipthi] (Korean)

CT# ST# 7 most (Russian; 'bridge') -+ [mosta] (Ewen; Choi, 2010)
NT# 7 'land' -+ [lentil (Korean)
IT# 7 folk (Russian; 'silk') -+ [felkil (Tatar)

NS# 3 'France' -+ [fransi (Tatar)

First, in word-initial position, it is observed that external epenthesis occurs in consonant
clusters consisting of a non-sibilant fricative and a stop, when epenthesis is employed as a repair

of illegal consonant clusters. The Yakut example in (10a) is the only example that adapts a
word-initial fricative-stop cluster. As mentioned earlier, however, Russian [v] may behave as a

glide phonetically and phonologically, and so may involve higher intensity compared to the other

fricatives. If this is the case in the [vdj cluster in vdova, the cluster is not a fricative-stop cluster
phonetically, and there will be a rise in intensity from silence to the initial [v]. Also, word-initial

nasal-obstruent clusters undergo external epenthesis. Many nasal-obstruent clusters appear as
homorganic, as observed in [mb] in mbira in (10aa), but even when the place of articulation

is not exactly identical external epenthesis is preferred, as shown in N'Djamena -+ [incamenal
(Korean). Nasals also have high amplitude, and we assume an intensity rise from silence to the

initial nasal.
Let us now consider cases of external epenthesis in word-final position. When the word-final

consonant is a stop, the epenthetic vowel goes after the stop, as long as the illegal cluster is

repaired by epenthesis, not by the other repairs, such as consonant deletion or feature change.

In particular, there are a number of languages that undergo deletion of the final stop, e.g.,
'pump' -+ [pam] (Marshallese; Shinohara, 2006), which are not included in the current database

because this study concentrates on epenthesis patterns. The type of repair of stop-final clusters,
epenthesis or deletion, might be based on the phonetic realization of the stop, i.e., whether it is

released or not. If the final stop tends to be unreleased, it is likely to be repaired by deletion, and

if the stop is released, it is likely to be repaired by epenthesis. The fact that word-initial stops

rarely undergo deletion in loanword adaptation supports this hypothesis. Also, Kang (2003),
for example, shows that vowel epenthesis after word-final stops in English loanwords in Korean

2The example of lbovskij in Kirghiz (Gouskova, 2001) mentioned earlier is not included here because according
to Kara (2003), words beginning with Irn or [I] are usually pronounced with a vowel before the liquid, even when
the liquid is a singleton onset (e.g., /lajyk/ -+ [ylajykl 'sufficient'). Therefore, it is not obvious whether external
epenthesis in tylbovskij] is due to the markedness restriction on a word-initial cluster with a sonority fall or due
to the ban on word-initial [I] in general.
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is closely correlated with the stop release. In the examples in (10b), I assume that the stop in

question is fully released and creates a rise in intensity. The examples in (10b) show external
epenthesis after the word-final stop, even when internal epenthesis before the stop should also

be allowed according to native language phonotactics. In addition, nasal-sibilant clusters have

external epenthesis word-finally; I do not have relevant examples of epenthesis that occurs in

lateral-fricative clusters. There is no intensity rise within the word-final nasal-sibilant cluster as

well as outside the cluster.
It should be emphasized that the consonant clusters showing external epenthesis in (10) do

not involve an intensity rise, unlike the clusters showing internal epenthesis in (9) but involve an

intensity rise outside the cluster, i.e., from silence to the initial consonant in word-initial position

and from the final stop closure to its release in word-final position. One possible counterexample
is word-final stop-stop clusters; depending on the phonetic realization of the first stop, there

could be an intensity rise (when the stop is released) or not (when the stop is not released). In
English, the first stop in word-final stop-stop clusters tends to be unreleased, and so the 'Egypt'
example above does not involve an intensity rise in the cluster. However, another example

from Kazakh, for instance, involves Russian stop-stop clusters as a source, e.g., abyekt (Russian;
'object') -+ [abyekti (Krippes, 1994). As mentioned earlier, stops are clearly released in Russian
even in pre-stop position, and so there must be an intensity rise between the two stops in the
final cluster. However, there is also an intensity rise after the final stop, which is also audibly

released in Russian (Kochetov, 2008). There are thus two rises in intensity, one between the two
stops and the other after the final stop. This is reflected in loanword adaptation. In Korean,
for example, English word-final TT clusters are adapted with single external epenthesis (e.g.,
'compact' -+ [khamphekthi]), but Russian TT clusters also optionally allow internal epenthesis
along with external epenthesis (e.g., relikt (Russian; proper name) -+ [lellikthil lellikhithii).
Thus, epenthesis still does not occur in a non-rise position, and so external epenthesis in word-
final stop-stop clusters is not a counterexample.

A counterexample to the generalization is external epenthesis in word-final nasal-sibilant
clusters because they do not display an intensity rise outside the cluster. This will be discussed

in detail in the following section.

3.1.3 Variation between internal and external epenthesis

This subsection presents cases that show epenthesis patterns that vary between internal and

external epenthesis. The variation may depend on the source languages, borrowing languages
and dialects, and lexical items, or free variation between the two epenthesis forms.

3.1.3.1 Word-initial sibilant-initial clusters

Sibilant-initial clusters in word-initial position do not show an exceptionless epenthesis pattern

cross-linguistically. As summarized in (11), the predominant pattern is external epenthesis in
sibilant-stop clusters, while there exist two languages that employ internal epenthesis only and
three languages that vary between internal epenthesis and external epenthesis.
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(11) Epenthesis in sibilant-stop clusters

epenthesis # example
internal 3 stakan (Russian; 'glass cup') -+ [sitakkaanaq] (Aleut Eskimo;

Koo, 1980)
external 23 stakan (Russian; 'glass cup') -+ [mstakan] (Kirghiz;

Gouskova, 2001)
'school' -+ [sikuulaq] vs.

variation 6 fkola (Russian; 'school') -+ [iskuuluq
I_-_I_(Yupik Eskimo; Koo, 1982)

For the cases of variation, Yupik Eskimo shows a variable epenthesis pattern depending

on the source language.3 Similarly, Indonesian borrowed a sibilant-stop cluster from Sanskrit

with external epenthesis (e.g., stri -+ listri] 'woman') and the cluster from English with internal

epenthesis (e.g., stamp -+ [satomp]) (Yuliati, 2014). On the other hand, Farsi shows dialectal

variation between internal and external epenthesis; Russian fkaf 'cupboard' is normally borrowed

with external epenthesis ([?efkap]) but in some dialects it is borrowed with internal epenthesis

(Ifekafl) (Kambuziya and Hashemi, 2011). Hindi, Uyghur and Tatar show lexical variation; for
instance, in Hindi, English 'school' is borrowed with external epenthesis [iskull (Singh, 1985), and
'score' is borrowed with internal epenthesis Isikorl (M. Ohala, p.c.). Also, according to my Hindi

consultant, even the same word may show different epenthesis patterns depending on the dialect

(e.g., 'spelling' -+ [sapeliuj'][ispeliijJ). 4 Korean (Fleischhacker, 2001) and Japanese (Zuraw, 2007)
are also reported to show internal epenthesis in sibilant-stop clusters but are excluded from the

current database because neither language allows the intervocalic sibilant-stop clusters in the

native phonology that would have appeared in the case of external epenthesis. There is no rise in

intensity between the initial sibilant and the next stop, while there is an intensity rise from silence

to the sibilant. So the predominant pattern of external epenthesis in word-initial sibilant-stop

clusters is consistent with the generalization that epenthesis occurs at the position of intensity

rise, although there exist a few cases of internal epenthesis and variation.

Next, some clusters that are composed of a sibilant fricative and a non-sibilant fricative un-

dergo internal epenthesis while the others undergo external epenthesis. The number of languages

showing each epenthesis pattern and examples are given in (12).

(12) Epenthesis in sibilant-fricative clusters

epenthesis # example

internal 6 sv~eeka (Russian; 'candle') -+ [siveska] (Evenki; Choi, 2010)

external 2 'sphere' -* lIsfiAr] (Hindi; Singh, 1985)
variation 1 sviinka (Russian; 'pig') -+ [ itiinkaaq] vs.

svjit ir (Russian; 'sweater') -> [iswataq]/[isvataq

L (Yupik Eskimo; Koo, 1982)

The cluster that is repaired by internal epenthesis is the [sv] cluster of Russian, not only in

the Evenki example in (12) but also in the other languages. See Appendix 3 for the examples. It
can be again said that epenthesis occurs at a rise in intensity. In [sv], the preceding consonant Is]

3Koo (1982) states that [sikuulaq] is from English and [iskuuluq] is from Russian, but no evidence for this is

provided.
4According to the consultant, no dialectal variation in epenthesis sites is observed in stop-initial and non-

sibilant-initial clusters, which are always repaired by internal epenthesis.
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is a sibilant but is voiceless, while the following [v] is a non-sibilant but is voiced. This indicates
that in the low frequency region, the level of intensity must be greater in the [v] than in the

[s], resulting in a rise in intensity between the two. In contrast, clusters repaired by external
epenthesis do not involve an intensity rise within the cluster. For the [sf] cluster in the Hindi
example in (12), the sibilant [s] involves a greater intensity than the non-sibilant [f], resulting in
an intensity fall. The other example of external epenthesis is observed in Kirghiz; Russian zveno
is adapted in Kirghiz as [uzvanaJ 'chain link' (Gouskova, 2001). Likewise, the sibilant [z] involves
a greater intensity than the following [v], and there is no intensity rise between them. There is
an intensity rise from silence to the initial sibilant in [sf] and [zvJ, so external epenthesis takes
place where intensity is rising.

Sibilant-nasal clusters also show variable epenthesis patterns, which are summarized in (13).
Like sibilant-stop clusters, three patterns of epenthesis, i.e., internal epenthesis only, external
epenthesis only, and variation between the two, occur in sibilant-nasal clusters, although the
total number of languages is much smaller. The type of variation between internal epenthesis
and external epenthesis may be a free variation as in Tatar in (13), and may also depend on the
particular lexical items, as in Kazakh, which will be shown in detail later.

(13) Epenthesis in sibilant-nasal clusters

epenthesis # example
internal 1 'Smith' -+ [simis] (Uyghur)
external 4 Smolny (Russian; proper name) -+ [ismolnin] (Uzbek;

Akiner, 1997)
variation 3 smat (Russian; proper name) -+ [samat]~[asmat] (Tatar)

Similarly, the epenthesis pattern is not consistent for sibilant-lateral clusters, across languages
or even in the same language. As shown in (14), there are six languages observed in the current
survey in which sibilant-liquid clusters are repaired solely by internal epenthesis, two languages
in which they are repaired solely by external epenthesis, and two languages in which both internal
and external epenthesis are used for cluster repair.

(14) Epenthesis in sibilant-lateral clusters

epenthesis # example

internal 5 'slate' (En) - [felet] (Mahato 1974, reported in Broselow,
1992)

external 3 flJapa (Russian) -+ [islaapaq] 'hat' (Yupik Eskimo; Koo,
1982)
'Slovakia' -> [solovakil vs. 'Sleipnir' -+ leslepnir]

variation 3 (Wolof; Fleischhacker, 2001)

Although there are only a few loanwords including the word-initial [sr] cluster, only internal
epenthesis is observed in the current database. Here the [r] can be either a rhotic or a flap.

(15) Epenthesis in sibilant-[r] clusters

epenthesis # example
Internal 4 'Sri Lanka' -+ [seri larijka] (Farsi; Fleischhacker, 2001)

Regarding epenthesis patterns in sibilant-initial clusters in word-initial position, Fleischhacker
(2001) suggests an implicational universal, illustrated in (16). Specifically, in the hierarchy in
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(16), if a cluster undergoes internal epenthesis, all the other clusters on its right undergo internal

epenthesis too. For example, if internal epenthesis is allowed in Ismi in a language, it is also

allowed in Isn], Isl], Isr], etc.

(16) Epenthesis patterns in sibilant-initial clusters (Fleischhacker, 2001)

(S: voiceless sibilant fricative, T: stop, Y: glide, R: sonorant)

ST Sm Sn Sl Sr (SY5  TR)

external i.internali

In the present survey, there is no language that counter-exeiplifies this implication universal,

although it is also true that there are only a few languages that show the implicational universal

within the language: Assamese, Kazakh, Wolof. and Farsi. Also, the ratio of internal epenthesis

increases and the ratio of external epenthesis decreases as one moves to the right in (16), as

shown in Figure 3-1.
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e nthesis
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----------
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Figure 3-1: Ratios of epenthesis patterns in word-initial sibilant-initial clusters

Thus far we have seen that epenthesis takes place cluster-internally when the cluster features

an intensity rise within the cluster, and cluster-externally when the cluster features no intensity

rise within the cluster but features a rise outside the cluster. This cannot account for the

implicational relationships in (16), as sibilant-sonorant clusters all involve an intensity rise, and

thus with respect to intensity rise, there is no difference between Sm, Sn, Sl, and Sr clusters.

Here I suggest that the difference in epenthesis sites in sibilant-initial clusters is solid only

between the sibilant-initial clusters without an intensity rise within the cluster, i.e., sibilant-stop

and sibilant-non-sibilant and the sibilant-initial clusters with an intensity rise within and outside

the cluster, i.e., all of the other sibilant-initial clusters. This is primarily because the detailed

differences between sibilant-initial clusters described in (16) do not have strong evidence. First,

some of the languages that are reported to show the implicational relationship in (16) may not be

an appropriate example. For example, Fleischhacker's (2001) only example language that, shows

the epenthesis asymmetry between Sm and Sn clusters is Hindi. described by Bharati (1994).

According to the current survey, however, Hindi is one of the languages that shows variation

5 Since C-glide clusters are not considered in tUs study, SY is excluded in the following discussion.
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between internal and external epenthesis, as mentioned earlier, e.g., 'school' -+ [iskul vs. 'score'
-+ [sikorJ. So the implicational universal in (16) does not hold if internal epenthesis is not allowed
in Sm clusters. It is possible that the data reported in Bharati (1994) is partial and misses an
example of internal epenthesis in Sm clusters. Furthermore, I have not observed any case that
differentiates [m] and [n] in terms of epenthesis in the current database. So I tentatively conclude
that there is no implicational relationship between Sm and Sn clusters.

Also, Fleischhacker (2001) reports that Kazakh is located between Sn and Sl in the hierarchy
in (16), in which external epenthesis is allowed in sibilant-nasal clusters as well as in sibilant-stop
clusters, and internal epenthesis only takes place in sibilant-liquid clusters, as shown in (17).

(17) Epenthesis in sibilant-sonorant clusters in Kazakh (Sulejmenova 1965, reported in Fleis-
chhacker, 2001)

a. Sibilant-nasal clusters: variation between internal and external epenthesis
Russian Kazakh gloss
smorodina [simorodina] 'currant'
smena [ismen] 'change'
smat [simat]~[ismat] proper name

b. Sibilant-liquid clusters: internal epenthesis
Russian Kazakh gloss
slesar [silesir] 'metalworker'
fleja [Uilija] 'breech'

It should, however, be mentioned that in Kazakh, sibilant-nasal and sibilant-lateral clusters
are not allowed in the native phonology, and post-sibilant nasals and laterals undergo desonoriza-
tion, as exemplied in (18).

(18) Post-sibilant desonorization in Kazakh (Davis, 1998)
/kes-ma/ [kespel 'noodles' + INT

/koguz-ma/ [kournzbal 'bug' +INT
/koijmz-lar/ Ikoumzdar 'bug' +PLURAL

cf. /koiuwz-ga/ [kouumzga 'bug' +DIRECT

Previous studies account for the desonorization in Kazakh and the other Turkic languages
based on Syllable Contact, a constraint prohibiting a sonority rise over a syllable boundary
(Davis, 1998; Baertsch, 1998; Baertsch and Davis, 2001). In the case of Kazakh, consonant
clusters across a syllable boundary are banned when the first consonant is less sonorous than the
second. Therefore, external epenthesis in word-initial sibilant-sonorant clusters, as in [ismen] and
[ismat] in (17), yields a critical violation of a phonotactic restriction in Kazakh. The same applies
to the sibilant-lateral clusters. In the current survey, internal epenthesis in Kazakh sibilant-
lateral is not counted as an example because external epenthesis, e.g., *[islesarl for slesar, is not
allowed in the native phonology of Kazakh, and internal epenthesis may have been favored by the
markedness restriction in the process of loanword adaptation. I suggest that the implicational
relationship between sibilant-nasal and sibilant-lateral clusters in Kazakh vowel epenthesis may
be driven by markedness. The ban on sibilant-nasal clusters may be weaker than the ban on
sibilant-lateral clusters in Kazakh, because the degree of sonority rise in sibilant-nasal is smaller
than that in sibilant-lateral clusters, which may indicate that the dispreference for the sibilant-
nasal clusters is weak enough to allow the sibilant-nasal sequences that are illicit in native
phonology in some loanwords. In contrast, it is possible that the avoidance of the sibilant-lateral
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clusters in Kazakh is strong enough to enforce internal epenthesis in order to avoid intervocalic

sibilant-lateral clusters resulting from external epenthesis. In this case, the implicational relation

between sibilant-nasal and sibilant-lateral clusters may not be real. It should also be mentioned,

however, that Assamese shows the asymmetry in epenthesis sites between sibilant-nasal and

sibilant-lateral clusters, although it is not reported in Fleischhacker (2001).

Another reason not to assume the detailed distinctions in the implicational hierarchy in (16)

is that unlike the other type of clusters, sibilant-initial clusters show great variation in epenthesis

sites, and so it is possible that the present generalization just describes limited data. For example,

it is known that the word-initial Isli cluster is repaired with internal epenthesis in Egyptian

Arabic (e.g., 'slide' -+ Isilajd]; Broselow, 1992). This may not be the only epenthesis repair

because my Egyptian Arabic consultant indicates that 'slide' undergoes external epenthesis,
resulting in [?eslajdl. The aforementioned example of Hindi is also a similar case. Whereas

further investigation of data may also find counterexamples to the current generalizations about

the other types of consonant clusters, most of the data in the survey that differs from the previous

description involve sibilant-initial clusters in word-initial clusters. In conclusion, it is obvious

that sibilant-sonorant clusters allow internal epenthesis more likely than sibilant-stop clusters,

but it is not yet clear whether the detailed differences among sibilant-sonorant clusters are solid,
which simplifies the implicational universal in (16) to the one in (19). The implicational relation

with stop-sonorant cluster (TR) is vacuously established as there is no language showing external

epenthesis before word-initial stop-sonorant clusters.

(19) Epenthesis site asymmetry in sibilant-initial clusters

ST SR (TR)
+- external internal -+

To sum up, external epenthesis is more readily in sibilant-initial clusters without an intensity

rise within the clusters, i.e., the sibilant-stop and sibilant-non-sibilant clusters agreeing in voicing,
whereas internal epenthesis is more likely in sibilant-initial clusters with an intensity rise inside,

i.e., the voiceless sibilant-voiced non-sibilant clusters and sibilant-sonorant clusters. However,

there are cases of internal epenthesis in sibilant-stop clusters and cases of external epenthesis in

sibilant-sonorant clusters, which require further investigation.

3.1.3.2 Word-initial nasal-nasal clusters

Another type of consonant cluster that shows variable epenthesis sites is word-initial nasal-nasal

clusters. As shown in (10a), when the following consonant is an obstruent, external epenthesis

occurs before the initial nasal. When the following consonant is also a nasal, however, the

epenthesis position differs depending on the language; epenthesis may occur before the initial

nasal or between the two nasals, as shown in (20).

(20) Epenthesis in nasal-nasal clusters

epenthesis # example

internal 1 mnemosine (Greek; 'mnemosyne') -+ [minemosine (Korean)

external 1 mnemonicheskij (Russian; 'mnemonic') -+ [ymnemonich-

eskij] (Kirghiz; Gouskova, 2001)

Recall that word-initial nasal-nasal clusters may involve an audible release or not, indicating

that they may involve an intensity rise or not within the cluster, depending on the phonetic
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realization. So epenthesis may happen before the initial nasal, as in Kirghiz, or between the two

nasals, as in Korean.6

3.1.3.3 Word-final clusters involving a trill

Clusters involving the trill [r] show different epenthesis patterns from the clusters involving the

lateral, although both [r] and IlI are categorized as liquids.. I was not able to find loanwords

borrowing trill-initial clusters in word-initial position. In word-final position, when the cluster-

initial consonant is the trill tr], the epenthesis position may show variation. That is, although it

has been shown above that stop-final and fricative-final clusters undergo external epenthesis after

the final stop or fricative as shown in (10b), internal epenthesis may occur when the preceding

consonant is the trill, as shown in (21).7

(21) Epenthesis in word-final trill-initial clusters

cluster epenthesis # example

internal 1 darb (Arabic, 'path') -+ [darub]
rT# (Nubian; Versteegh et al., 2006)

external 2 park (Russian; 'park') -+ [parka] (Tatar)

rF# internal 2 farf (Russian; 'scarf') -+ [farif] (Tatar)

rS# internal 4 dars (Arabic; 'class') -+ [deris] (Uyghur)
rS# variation 1 borf (Russian; 'soup') -+ [boraf]~[borfil (Tatar)

Again, it is observed that epenthesis occurs where there is an intensity rise. As stated in

the previous chapter, trills involve more than one intensity rise. Therefore, in word-final rT

clusters, there exist two rises in intensity, one between the trill and the stop and the other

after the stop, which is audibly released. So the positions of internal epenthesis and external

epenthesis both involve an intensity rise in word-final rT clusters. On the other hand, when the

final consonant is a fricative, internal epenthesis is predominant. In word-final rF clusters, where

the final consonant is a non-sibilant fricative, both example languages show internal epenthesis.

When the final fricative is a sibilant [f1, in Tatar, internal epenthesis and external epenthesis are

in free variation. There is an intensity rise between the trill and the following fricative, so the

cases of internal epenthesis in word-final trill-fricative clusters show the same tendency to have

an epenthetic vowel at an intensity rise as the patterns in the other clusters we have seen thus

far, with the exception of optional external epenthesis in Tatar.

Also, the epenthetic vowel may be positioned after the final trill, as shown in (22). The

dominant pattern is internal epenthesis, but there is also a case of variation in Uyghur. Note

that when the cluster-final consonant is a lateral, it is always internal epenthesis that occurs

without exception, as shown in (9b).

6In Korean, a word-initial nasal geminate is adapted with external epenthesis (e.g., nna3i (Bantu) -+ [innaci]

'Nnaji' (name of a Nigerian Actress)), unlike internal epenthesis in heterorganic nasal-nasal clusters in (20). The

initial nasal in a geminate is not likely to involve an audible release, and this asymmetry in epenthesis sites may

be attributed to the different phonetic realizations of the nasal-nasal clusters.
7 Clusters involving the trill are found in Russian and Arabic, but there are no clusters with the English

approximant J]. In the database, there is no case in which epenthesis occurs before or after the English J], but
the ij often deletes accompanied by compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel.
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(22) Epenthesis in word-final trill-final clusters

cluster epenthesis # example

internal 5 qabr (Arabic; 'grave') -+ Ikabiri (Turkish; Kornfilt,

p.c.)
variation 1 qabr (Arabic; 'grave') -+ [kabrel vs.

fikr (Arabic; 'opinion') -> [fikir] (Uyghur)

Fr# internal 3 sihr (Arabic; 'magic') -+ [sihir (Uyghur)

Sr# internal 2 misyr (Arabic; 'Egypt') -+ [misir] (Uyghur)

Nr# internal I Tamr (Arabic; 'age') -+ [omor] (Uyghur)

External epenthesis after the final trill may be due to the acoustic property of the trill. That

is, an intensity rise is created by the last vibration of a trill, and the external epenthesis can

occur at the rise, and internal epenthesis can also occur at the other rise in intensity between

the preceding consonant and the trill.

In this section, it is shown that in the majority of cases, if there is an intensity rise within

the cluster, internal epenthesis occurs at the rise, whereas if there is an intensity rise outside
the cluster, external epenthesis occurs. Clusters showing variation between internal and external

epenthesis either involve two rises in intensity, as in clusters including a trill, or may involve an

intensity rise inside the cluster or not depending on the realization of the cluster, as in nasal-nasal

clusters. The cases that do not fit this generalization, such as the complex epenthesis pattern of

sibilant-initial clusters, will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

3.2 Hypothesis

The question is why vowel epenthesis occurs at an intensity rise. The working hypothesis of

this dissertation is that the epenthesis site in consonant cluster adaptation is determined by the

relative perceptual similarity between the consonant cluster and the corresponding sequences

with epenthesis, and epenthesis occurs at an intensity rise because it makes for a perceptually

smallar change to the consonant cluster, compared with epenthesis at a non-rise. This motivation

is based on the P-map hypothesis (Steriade, 2008), which hypothesizes that perceptually smaller

changes are preferred. In Chapter 2, we have seen that consonant clusters featuring an intensity

rise inside are less accurately discriminated from their matching epenthesis forms than clusters

featuring no intensity rise, which indicates that clusters with an intensity rise are perceptually

more similar to their epenthesis forms than clusters without an intensity rise. Therefore. it is

predicted that if there is an intensity rise in the input consonant clusters, an epenthetic vowel is

inserted at the rise, because the resulting epenthesis form is perceptually similar to the cluster.

The current hypothesis can explain some asymmetries observed in the previous section. First,
for word-final liquid-final clusters, the lateral [11 always has an epenthetic vowel before it whereas

the trill [r] may allow epenthesis after it (external epenthesis) as well as before it (internal

epenthesis). Lateral-final clusters involve an intensity rise whatever the consonant preceding the

lateral is, because the lateral has greater intensity than the other consonants. So epenthesis

occurs at the rise, before the final lateral [1]. On the other hand, the trill [rj yields two intensity

rises, one at the beginning of the [r] and the other at the end of the [r], which allows both internal

epenthesis and external epenthesis in trill-final clusters. Also, for word-final liquid-stop clusters,

lateral-stop clusters always show external epenthesis, while trill-stop clusters show variation

between internal and external epenthesis. This is because, in lateral-stop clusters, intensity is
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falling from the lateral to the following consonant, which means there is no intensity rise between

the two, and intensity is rising when the final stop is released, resulting in external epenthesis at

the stop release burst involving an intensity rise. In word-final trill-stop clusters, both internal

epenthesis and external epenthesis may occur depending on the language, as shown in (21).

Assuming the final stop is audibly released, which creates another rise in intensity after the stop

closure, there are two intensity rises in the clusters, one between the two consonants and the

other after the final stop, and either epenthesis pattern may occur.

Recall that external epenthesis is possible before word-initial sibilant-sonorant clusters, as

shown in (13) and (14). This variable epenthesis pattern is not observed in clusters consisting of

a non-sibilant fricative and a sonorant; as exemplified in (9a), only internal epenthesis between

the [f] and the following liquid is observed cross-linguistically. This asymmetry can be explained

by the difference in the intensity of the fricatives. As mentioned in the previous chapter, sibilants

involve relatively large acoustic intensity, and thus a rise of intensity exists from the silence to

the word-initial sibilant, as well as from the sibilant to the following sonorant. This results in two

rises in intensity, and both internal and external epenthesis can take place in sibilant-sonorant

clusters. On the other hand, the non-sibilant [f] has low intensity, comparable to that of stops

in word-initial position, and so the intensity change from the silence to the initial If] is not

considered here as a rise. This is illustrated in (23). Therefore, in [f]-initial clusters, there is only

one intensity rise between the [f] and the following sonorant, which results in internal epenthesis

only.

(23) Intensity rise and epenthesis in word-initial fricative-initial clusters

S R ... vs. # F R ...

(intensity)

(epenthesis) / / /

The current hypothesis can also explain the positional asymmetry in sibilant-sonorant clus-

ters; word-initially, both internal and external epenthesis may take place, as shown in (13) and

(14), whereas only internal epenthesis appears word-finally, as shown in (9b). This can also be

attributed to whether there is one intensity rise or two, as illustrated in (24). Unlike word-initial

sibilant-sonorant clusters that involve two rises in intensity, word-final sibilant clusters only in-

volve one intensity rise, between the two consonants, unless the sonorant is a trill, because

intensity after the sonorant is decreasing to the silence.

(24) Intensity rise and epenthesis in word-initial and word-final sibilant-sonorant clusters

# S R ... vs. ... S R #

(intensity)
(epenthesis) W /

Another variation in epenthesis sites that should be explained is found in word-initial nasal-

nasal clusters. Although the examples are limited to only two, depending on the language, either

internal epenthesis or external epenthesis can take place in nasal-nasal clusters, as shown in

(20). I attribute the variable epenthesis sites to the presumed phonetic realization of the cluster-

initial nasal. If the nasal involves an audible release, which creates a rise in intensity, internal

epenthesis occurs, and if it does not, external epenthesis occurs. In the latter case, in which
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there is no rise in intensity, the intensity rise between the silence and the initial nasal is the only

rise in intensity, and external epenthesis occurs at the rise, as illustrated in (25a). In the former

case, however, there exist two rises in intensity, one between the silence and the initial nasal

and the other between the two nasals, as illustrated in (25b), and in principle, both internal

epenthesis and external epenthesis are possible. I assume that internal epenthesis is preferred in

this case also has perceptual basis. To be specific, the cluster-initial consonant in word-initial

position, the first nasal here, is the one that listeners here first in the word and thus are more

sensitive to its perception compared to the perception of segments in non-initial positions. Even

though there are two positions that involve an intensity rise, internal epenthesis will cause a

perceptually smaller change to the cluster than external epenthesis because it is still the first

nasal that listeners hear first while the epenthetic vowel is located where intensity is rising. This

hypothesis is supported by the epenthesis pattern of the other word-initial clusters involving two

intensity rises. Other nasal-sonorant clusters, [mli and [mr] also involve two rises in intensity,

but only internal epenthesis takes place in these clusters in loanword adaptation. Sibilant-

sonorant clusters show variation between internal and external epenthesis, and the sensitivity to

the initial sibilant does not play a role as much as in nasal-initial clusters. Still, however, we see

internal epenthesis more often than external epenthesis in sibilant-sonorant clusters, and so we

conclude that the epenthesis pattern in these clusters does not reject the hypothesis. Notice that

maintaining the saliency of the word-initial consonant does not hold when there is no following

rise in intensity. Therefore, clusters such as the nasal-obstruent Imb], which do not have a rise

in intensity between the two consonants, are repaired by external epenthesis.

(25) Intensity rise and epenthesis in word-initial nasal-nasal clusters

a. # N' N vs. b. # N' N

(intensity)
(epenthesis) / X (X)

Intensity rise has an affinity with Fleischhacker's (2005) "perceptual break", which is assumed

to be composed of the onset of vowel-like formant structure. She also assumes that the "perceptual

break" is reinforced when the formant involves high intensity or a stop closure precedes the

formant. According to this, stop-liquid clusters form the strongest "perceptual break", followed

by stop-nasal, and that of sibilant-stop clusters is the weakest because there is no formant

structure preceding stop closure. Fleischhacker argues that this is the reason why stop-liquid

clusters are vulnerable to epenthesis, while sibilant-stop clusters are not. Although intensity rise

also refers to acoustic properties that affect speech perception, it is a broader concept that makes

more distinctions between consonant clusters than "perceptual break" does, explaining a wider

range of data than in Fleischhacker (2005). For example, we cannot explain why initial stop-

stop clusters always undergo internal epenthesis but sibilant-sonorant clusters show variation

between internal and external epenthesis solely based on "perceptual break", because "perceptual

break" may be stronger in sibilant-sonorant clusters that involve vowel-like formant structures

than in stop-stop clusters in which the release burst of the first stop may not involve vowel-

like formants. By adopting the two acoustic properties, intensity rise and C 1 voicing, we can

explain the difference in epenthesis sites between the two clusters; stop-stop clusters involve an

intensity rise between the two stops and undergo internal epenthesis, while sibilant-sonorant

clusters involve two rises in intensity and may show either internal or external epenthesis.

So far we have seen that epenthesis sites correspond to where there is an intensity rise. If there

is one intensity rise, one pattern of epenthesis, internal or external epenthesis, occurs, and if there
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are two intensity rises, internal epenthesis and external epenthesis are in variation. The remaining

question is how we can explain the epenthesis patterns in consonant clusters involving no intensity

rise. The clusters that involve no intensity rise are nasal-nasal, lateral-nasal, and nasal-sibilant

clusters in word-final position. The two nasal'final clusters undergo internal epenthesis, as shown

in (9b), while the nasal-sibilant clusters undergo external epenthesis, as shown in (10b). I

hypothesize that what determines the epenthesis site in these clusters is whether the nasal in

the cluster is audibly released or not. In word-final nasal-nasal and lateral-nasal clusters, the

final nasal does not involve an audible release in the source languages, Russian and English.

If external epenthesis occurs, the final nasal that was originally unreleased becomes released

by the following epenthetic vowel. This change in the release of the nasal would bring about

a perceptually noticeable change and thus is prevented. On the other hand, in nasal-fricative

clusters, the final fricative is first not the subject of release as it is not an occlusive consonant.

The cluster-initial nasal is unreleased before an obstruent, and if the cluster is repaired by internal

epenthesis, the nasal becomes released. To avoid the release of the nasal that is not present in

the cluster, external epenthesis would be preferred.

Summing up, the current hypothesis accounts for the cluster-dependent asymmetries in

epenthesis sites based on perceptual similarity between clusters and epenthesis forms in terms

of intensity rises. Attested epenthesis patterns depending on the number of intensity rises are

summarized in Table 3.1. " /" indicates the presence of intensity rise, and we see that the po-

sitions of intensity rise and those of the epenthetic vowels are matched when there exists an

intensity rise. If there is one rise in intensity in the cluster, epenthesis occurs at the rise because

an epenthetic vowel positioned at an intensity rise incurs a perceptually less salient change to

the cluster than a vowel inserted at a non-rise position. Specifically, if there is an intensity rise

within the cluster, internal epenthesis takes place, and if there is an intensity rise outside the

cluster, external epenthesis takes place. If there are two intensity rises in a cluster, epenthesis

sites may show variation between internal and external epenthesis. If there is no intensity rise in

a cluster, the epenthesis site is determined so that it does not yield a perceptually salient change
in the releasedness of the consonant in the cluster.

Table 3.1: Epenthesis sites depending on the number of intensity rises

# of intensity rise epenthesis site

0 (CC#) internal or external epenthesis

1 (within CC: #CxC / C'C#) internal epenthesis (#CaC / CaC#)
1 (outside CC: #'CC / CC,#) external epenthesis (#oCC / CCa#)
2 (#"C'C / C'C '#) variation between internal and external epenthesis

(#CaC~#aCC / CaC#~CCa#)

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 below summarize the epenthesis sites in the attested consonant clusters

presented in this section, along with the presence or absence of intensity rises (T: stop, F: non-

sibilant fricative, S: sibilant fricative, N: nasal, L: liquid, 0: obstruent, C: consonant).
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Table 3.2: Summary of the epenthesis sites in word-initial cluster adaptation

Table 3.3:

epenthesis clusters intensity rise
#_C1 C1_C2

internal #TC, #FL /
_ te na #NL
external #FT, #NO /
variation #SC, #NN / //X

3ummary of the epenthesis sites in word-final cluster

I intensity rise
epenthesis clusters

C 1 _C2 C_#

. TS#, CN#, Cl# / X
internal IN#, NN# X X

CT# X /external NS# X X
variation rO#, Cr# / /

adaptation

In Chapter 2, we have seen that consonant clusters involving an intensity rise within the clus-

ter are more confusable with the corresponding internal epenthesis forms than clusters involving

no intensity rise within the cluster. We have not tested, however, whether clusters without an

intensity rise inside, most of which involve an intensity rise outside the cluster, are perceptu-

ally similar to the corresponding external epenthesis forms, which will serve as perceptual basis

for external epenthesis in loanword adaptation. To test the hypothesis, additional perception

experiments were conducted, which will be presented in the next section.

3.3 Experimental evidence

We have learned that a consonant cluster CC that involves an intensity rise and a voiced C1

is perceptually more similar to its matching epenthesis form CaC than a cluster that does not.

This section investigates the perceptual similarity between consonant clusters and the other

matching epenthesis form with external epenthesis, either #aCC or CCa#, as well as the one with

internal epenthesis, #CaC or CaC#. The working hypothesis is that a consonant cluster featuring

an intensity rise within it, which undergoes internal epenthesis in loan cluster adaptation, is

perceptually more similar to its matching form with internal epenthesis, and a cluster featuring

no intensity rise within it, which tends to undergo external epenthesis, is perceptually more

similar to the form with external epenthesis. C1 voicing is not tested because it is intensity rise

that is far more important in determining the site of epenthesis in loanword adaptation, as shown

earlier. It is also hypothesized that consonant clusters that vary between internal and external

epenthesis are perceptually similar to the internal and the external epenthesis forms to a similar

degree. These hypotheses are tested with an ABX similarity judgment task in Section 3.3.1 and

with a transcription task in Section 3.3.2.
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3.3.1 Experiment 4

3.3.1.1 Methods

3.3.1.1.1 Participants

Participants of Experiment 4 were speakers of three different languages: (i) 11 speakers of English
(allowing several consonant clusters word-initially and word-finally), (ii) 9 speakers of Korean
(allowing several clusters intervocalically but not word-initially or finally), and (iii) 6 speakers

of Japanese (allowing only a few homorganic clusters intervocalically but not word-initially or
finally). The participants were all residents of the Boston Area, mostly students at MIT, and
did not have a hearing problem. After the experiment, the participants were paid $10 for their
participation.

3.3.1.1.2 Stimuli

Stimuli used in Experiment 4 were composed of nonce words containing a consonant cluster
either in word-initial or in word-final position, and the two matching epenthesis forms, one with
internal epenthesis and the other with external epenthesis. Specifically, for word-initial position,
nonce words of the shape [C1C 2 te were compared with the internal epenthesis form [CiC2 te
and the external epenthesis form [C1C2ate, and for word-final position, nonce words [netaC1C2 ]
were compared with [netaCiaC 2 ] and fnetiC1 C2 0]. As listed in Table 3.4, 31 word-initial clusters
and 31 word-final clusters formed from combinations of a stop (k), two fricatives (s, f), a nasal
(m), and two liquids (1, r) were used in the stimuli. Stops in the stimuli were all clearly released.
On the other hand, nasals were not audibly released except for the nasal [m] preceding the liquid
[1]. The stimulus clusters in Table 3.4 are classified by the number of intensity rises in Table 3.5.

Table 3.4: Consonant clusters used in the stimuli

edge C word-initial clusters word-final clusters

stop k'p, k's, k'f, k'm, krl, k'r prkr, sk', fkr, mkr, lk', rk'
fricative Is] sk', sf, sm, sl, sr krs, fs, m's, Is, rs
fricative [f] fkr, fs, fin, fl, fr krf, sf, m'f, If, rf
nasal m'k, m's, m'f, m'n, m'l, mrr krm', sm', fm', m'n', lm', rm'
liquid [1] lk, Is, lf, lm krl , sl, fl, Mrl, rl
liquid [r] rk, rs, rf, rm, rl kmr, sr, fr, mtr
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Table 3.5: Stimulus clusters by the number of intensity rises

# of intensity rise clusters

0 #fkr, m's#, s#, sf#, m'f#, lf#, m'n'#, 1m'#
1 (within CC) #krp, #k's, #k'f, #k'm, #kl, #k'r, #fs, #fm, #fl, #fr,

k's#, fs#, rs#, k'f#, rf#, krm'#, sm'#, fm'#, rm'#,
k'l#, sl#, fl#, mrl#, rl#

1 (outside CC) #skr, #sf, #mkr, #m's, #m'f, #m'n #1k, #s, #lf, #lm,
skr#, fk'#, mk'#, lk'#

2 #sm, #sl, #sr, #mnl, #mrr, #rk, #rs, #rf, #rm, #rl,
prkr#, rkr#, k r#, sr#, fr#, mrr#

The stimuli were recorded by a male Russian speaker, who also recorded the stimuli used in

Experiment 1. The duration of epenthetic vowels ranged from 40 to 60 Ms. [a] in the stimuli

was intended to be a stressed vowel so that the epenthetic vowels would not be stressed, and

the duration of vowel [a] was manipulated after recording by using Praat to have roughly the

same duration in all the stimuli (approximately 150 ms). Also, part of the templates other than

the consonant clusters and epenthetic vowels were all cross-spliced and thus were identical in all

forms.

3.3.1.1.3 Procedure

The participants completed an AXB similarity judgment task, in which X refers to a form
containing a consonant cluster, A refers to a matching form with internal epenthesis, and B

refers to a matching form with external epenthesis. In particular, the participants heard the
three nonce words in a row, and were asked whether the first one or the third one sounded more

similar to the second one with a cluster. The cluster form, which was the reference, was flanked
by the two epenthesized forms so that proximity to one of the epenthesis forms did not affect

the similarity judgment, which might have happened in ABX or XAB orders. AXB and BXA
orders were also counterbalanced. In each trial 500 ms of silence preceded the stimuli, which were

played with inter-stimulus intervals of 500 ms. The participants of each language group were told

that the words they were listening to were not words in their language. The participants were

instructed to press A on the keyboard if they thought the second word sounded more similar

to the first and to press L if they thought the second sounded more similar to the third. Also,
they were asked to respond as quickly as possible after they heard the last word and to choose

either first or third even if they did not know the answer. The experiment was conducted in the

Experimental Syntax and Semantics Lab in the linguistics department at MIT.

372 trials in total were created for the experiment by using 62 types of clusters given in Table

3.4, two orders presenting the stimuli (AXB and BXA), and three repetitions. The trials were

presented divided into eight blocks. The whole procedure lasted for 40-50 mins.

3.3.1.2 Results

Results show that the perceptual similarity judgments are mostly consistent with the loanword

typology, supporting the main hypothesis of the thesis. In what follows, I present proportions

of internal and external epenthesis responses by intensity rise within the cluster, for English

(Figures 3-2 and 3-3), Korean (Figures 3-4 and 3-5), and Japanese participants (Figures 3-6
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and 3-7). Here clusters with an intensity rise inclulde clusters involving two intensity rises, and

clusters with no intensity rise include clusters involving no intensity rise in either positions.
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Figure 3-7: Proportions of epenthesis in
word-final clusters (Japanese listeners)

The results for English and Korean participants show that internal epenthesis was preferred

to external epenthesis for consonant clusters with an intensity rise within the cluster, and exter-

nal epenthesis was preferred to internal epenthesis for consonant clusters with no intensity rise
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within the cluster. This tendency held for both word-initial and word-final positions. Mixed
effects logistic regression models were fitted to the responses to internal or external epenthesis
with the predictor of intensity rise within the cluster. Random intercepts for participant and
random slopes for intensity rise by participant were also included in the models. It was shown
that intensity rise was a significant predictor that affected perceptual similarity between conso-
nant clusters and their epenthesis counterparts in all four groups (English, word-initial: z=5.61,
p<.001; English, word-final: z=7.47, p<.001; Korean, word-initial: z=4.82, p<.001; Korean,
word-final: z=8.57, p<.001).

Looking at the results for Japanese participants in Figures 3-6 and 3-7, on the other hand,
internal epenthesis was favored over external epenthesis both in clusters involving an intensity
rise and clusters involving no intensity rise inside the cluster. However, responses to external
epenthesis were greater in non-rise clusters than in intensity rise clusters, and this difference was
statistically significant (word-initial: z=5.61, p<.001; word-final: z=3.21, p<.01). Namely, it still
holds that internal epenthesis is significantly preferred more often in clusters with an intensity
rise than in clusters with no intensity rise, and external epenthesis is significantly preferred in
clusters with no intensity rise than in clusters with an intensity rise. I attribute the tendency
to prefer internal epenthesis in general to the phonotactics of Japanese; Japanese only allows
some homorganic clusters word-medially, and most of the sequences of consonants resulting from
external epenthesis in this experiment do not fit Japanese phonotactics. Japanese speakers may
have difficulty in perceiving them correctly and tend to have an illusory vowel between the
two. Unlike Japanese, Korean allows several consonant clusters in word-medial position, such
as [kpJ, tmk], Ilk], and [lm], although it does not allow any clusters at word edges. So for the
word-initial stimulus cluster I#mkl, for instance, both internal epenthesis ([#makj) and external
epenthesis ([#amkl) produce sequences that are acceptable in Korean, and it is likely that Korean
participants were less affected by the native phonology in deciding perceptual similarity between
consonant clusters and their epenthesis counterparts than Japanese participants. Indeed, the
percentage of internal epenthesis for Japanese listeners is higher than that for Korean listeners,
which in turn is higher than that for English listeners.

As mentioned above, the consonant clusters that involve an intensity rise inside the cluster
are composed of clusters that involve only one intensity rise inside and clusters that involve
another intensity rise outside the cluster as well as the one inside. Also, the consonant clusters
that involve no intensity rise inside the cluster are composed of clusters that involve no intensity
rise in either position, i.e., inside and outside the cluster, and clusters that involve an intensity
rise only outside of the cluster. The barplots below illustrate proportions of internal and external
epenthesis responses according to the number of intensity rises in the consonant cluster: (i) no
intensity rise in either position ("none"), (ii) one intensity rise cluster-externally ("onee"), (iii) one
intensity rise cluster-internally ("onei"), and (iv) two intensity rises inside and outside the cluster
("two"). Clusters in the left two columns in Figure 3-8 to Figure 3-13 below correspond to the
clusters without an intensity rise in the right column in Figures 3-2 to 3-7 above, and clusters in
the right two columns in Figures 3-8 to 3-13 correspond to the clusters with an intensity rise in
the left column in Figures 3-2 to 3-7.
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For all the participant groups, both in word-initial and in word-final position, the propor-

tion of internal epenthesis is the highest in the clusters involving one intensity rise inside the

cluster ("onei") and the proportion of external epenthesis is the highest in the clusters involving

one intensity rise outside the cluster ("onee"). That is, the preference for internal or external

epenthesis is more obvious when we compare only the clusters involving one intensity rise. So it

can be said that these results are consistent with the current hypothesis: epenthesis is preferred

where there is a single rise in intensity in the cluster, and may show either internal or external

epenthesis when there is no intensity rise or there are two intensity rises.

Presented below are the ratios of each epenthesis pattern by the type of edge consonant,

i.e., the first consonant in word-initial clusters and the second consonant in word-final clusters.

First, mean responses of each epenthesis pattern in word-initial clusters for English, Korean, and

Japanese listeners are illustrated in Figures 3-14, 3-15, and 3-16, respectively. "ir" and "no" in

parentheses indicate the presence and the absence of intensity rise within the cluster. For the

clusters beginning with a fricative (f, s) or a nasal (in), clusters are divided into two groups, i.e.,

intensity rise and non-rise clusters. The whole list of word-initial stimuli is provided by intensity

rise within the cluster in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Word-initial clusters by intensity rise within the cluster and C 1

initial C intensity rise non-rise

stop k'p, k's, krf, k'mi, k'l, k l

fricative is] smi, sl, sr sk, sf,
fricative [f fs, fill. fl, fr fi(

na.sal m'l, nfr m , m's, mnf, mn

liquid [ij 1k, Is, lf, lmi

liquid Ir] rk, rs, rf, rm, rl

31.821

68.18

26.52

7348

27,27

72.73

k(ir) f(ir) m(ir)

26.77

73,23

42.8

57.2
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Figure 3-14: Proportions of epenthesis by the type of C1 in word-initial clusters (English listeners)
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We have seen earlier that internal epenthesis is more favored in intensity rise clusters than in

non-rise clusters, while external epenthesis is more favored in non-rise clusters than in intensity

rise clusters. Here we see that the response of internal epenthesis was higher in all intensity

rise clusters than in non-rise clusters, with the exception of trill-initial clusters for Korean and

Japanese listeners. Note that [ml-initial intensity rise clusters here are [nll and [irl, which

also involve an intensity rise outside the cluster, and nevertheless intensity rise is much more

preferred to external epenthesis. This is consistent with the loanword epenthesis data and the

current hypothesis that listeners are also sensitive to the word-initial consonant, as well as the

intensity rise. Out of intensity rise clusters, trill-initial clusters show the lowest proportion of

internal epenthesis across the participants groups. While there are two intensity rises in clusters

involving a trill, as in nasal-liquid clusters, the mean proportion of external epenthesis responses

is much higher in trill-initial clusters than in nasal-liquid clusters. This is not surprising given

that trill-initial clusters involve several rises in intensity; the first rise is followed by a fall in

intensity, which is in turn followed by the second rise in intensity, it may be the case that listeners

perceive the open phase following the first intensity rise as a vowel. This could particularly be
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true because the trill is not a phoneme in English, Korean, and Japanese.

Next, in Table 3.7, the word-final clusters are listed, classified by the final consonant and

intensity rise. Figures 3-17, 3-18, and 3-19 illustrate the responses of internal and external

epenthesis by the type of word-final consonant for English, Korean, Japanese listeners, respec-

tively.

Table 3.7: Word-final clusters by intensity rise within the cluster and C 2

final C intensity rise non-rise

stop p k sk, fk, mkr, 1kw, rk'

fricative [s] ks fs. rs um's, ls

fricative [f I k'f, rf sf, m'f, lf
nasal k nf, sm', fmn', rn' M'n', lIm'
liquid Ill k .l sl. fi, n'l, rl

liquid [r] kr, sr, fr, niwr
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Figure 3-17: Proportions of epenthesis by the type of C2 in word-final clusters (English listeners)
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Figure 3-19: Proportions of epenthesis by the type of Ci in word-final clusters (Japanese listeners)

Let us first see the results of non-rise clusters presented in the last, four bars. Except for

[m]-final clusters, in all non-rise clusters for English and Korean listeners, external epenthesis

is preferred to internal epenthesis, confirming the hypothesis. For Japanese listeners, the pro-

portions of external epenthesis are slightly higher in the non-rise clusters than in the intensit.y

rise clusters. The pattern in [m]-final non-rise clusters, i.e., Im'n' and Inf], in which internal

epenthesis is preferred to external epenthesis, is consistent with the cross-linguistic pattern of

epenthesis; we have seem in (9b) that those clusters, which do not involve an intensity rise both

inside and outside of the cluster, are repaired with internal epenthesis (e.g., gimn (Russian) -+

Igimun] (Kirghiz); 'film' -+ Ifiliml (Uvghur)). Notice that in the other word-final cluster involving

no intensity rise, the nasal-sibilant cluster, which is repaired by external epenthesis in loanword

adaptation, external epenthesis is far more preferred in English and Korean listeners. While the

response of internal epenthesis is higher than that of external epentlhesis for Japanese listeners,

the proportion of external epenthesis in [sj-final non-intensity-rise clusters is significantly higher

than that in Imil-final non-intensity-rise clusters.

Considering the results of the stop-final intensity rise cluster, i.e., jprkE], in the first bars, the

response of internal epenthesis is comparable to that of external epenthesis. This is not surprising
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because both of the stops in the cluster were clearly released and there were two intensity rises,
between the two stops and after the final stop. So participants preferred the second intensity rise
for the position of epenthesis. For the fricative-final clusters, external epenthesis was somewhat
preferred to internal epenthesis, not consistent with the hypothesis, except that Korean listeners
preferred internal epenthesis in If l-final clusters. The response of internal epenthesis was slightly
higher in intensity rise clusters than in non-rise clusters, but the differences were only significant
in English listeners' Ifl-final clusters (z-- 2.32, p- .05) and in Korean listeners' Ifi-final clusters

(z 4.34, p< .001) and Isi-final clusters (z=2.94, p-.001).
Recall that the epenthesis pattern in word-initial sibilant-initial clusters are somewhat compli-

cated; internal epenthesis is more likely in sibilant-trill clusters than in the other sibilant-sonorant
clusters (i.e., sibilant-nasal and sibilant-lateral), which in turn show a higher internal epenthesis
rate than sibilant-stop clusters. Let us see whether the present similarity judgment results reflect
the cross-linguistic epenthesis patterns. Figures 3-20, 3-21, and 3-22 illustrate the proportion
of each epenthesis pattern in word-initial Isi-initial clusters for English, Korean, and Japanese
listeners, respectively.
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Figure 3-20: Proportions of epenthesis in word-initial Isi-initial clusters (English listeners)
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Figure 3-21: Proportions of epentlhesis in word-initial Isi-initial clusters (Korean listeners)
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Figure 3-22: Proportions of epenthesis in word-initial Isl-initial clusters (Japanese listeners)

For all the participant groups, internal epenthesis was preferred to external epenthesis more in

[smi and [sl] clusters than in Iski clusters. A mixed effects logistic regression model was fit to the

responses with the predictor of C 2 in Isj-initial clusters with a random intercept of participant,

and the differences were mostly statistically significant (English: Ism] z 3.8, p- .001, IslI z -2.88,
p<.01 / Korean: Ismi z-2.9, p. .01, IslI p 0.1 n.s. , Japanese: Ism] z-3.26, p.: .01, Isfl z 2.45,

p<.05). There was no significant difference in the responses of internal and external epenthesis

between [sm] and [sli clusters for all the participant groups. Internal epenthesis was also preferred

more in Isr] clusters than in Isiiil and [sli clusters. and the difference was statistically significant for

English (ismi] z=2.7, pc..01, Islj: z 3.59, p, .001) and Korean listeners (Ismil: z.2.31, p.: .05, [slI:

z=3.4, p<.001), but not for Japanese listeners. To conclude, we can say that tbe results of the

similarity judgment task correspond to the cross-linguistic patterns of epenthesis in word-initial

sibilant-initial clusters.

Unlike in word-initial clusters, no variation in epenthesis sites is observed in word-final

sibilant-sonorant clusters. I explain this positional asymmetry based on intensity rise in (24);

whereas there are two intensity rises and thus two possible epenthesis positions in word-initial

sibilant-sonorant clusters, word-final sibilant-sonorant clusters (except for trill-final clusters) in-

volve only one intensity rise between the two consonants and only internal epenthesis occurs.

The similarity Judgment results for word-final sibilant-initial clusters support this hypothesis.

The responses for similar epenthesis sites in word-final sibilant clusters are presented in Figures

3-23, 3-24, and 3-25 for English, Korean, and Japanese listeners, respectively.
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Figure 3-25: Proportions of epenthesis iII word-final Isi-initial clusters (.Japanese listeners)

Let us focus on Ism] and [slj clusters first. In word-final position, the percentages of internal

epenthesis are higher than 90% across the participant groups. Comparing the results of Ismi
and [slJ clusters in word-initial and in word-final position, there were more responses of internal

epenthesis in word-final position than in word-initial position. This reflects the asymmetry

between word-initial and word-final sibilant-sonorant clusters in epenthesis sites. For [sri clusters,

the rate of internal epenthesis is lower than (smi and [slI clusters as well as lower than Isri clusters

in word-initial position. This is also attributed to intensity rise; in word-final Isri clusters., an

intensity rise at the end of the final trill exists, as well as the one between [sf and [rl, which may

be the reason for the higher external epenthesis rate.

3.3.1.3 Discussion

The results of Experiment 4 show that epenthesis sites in loanword adaptation are largely con-

sistent with the higher response of epenthesis type; participants judged clusters that involve an

intensity rise and undergo internal epenthesis in loan adaptation as more similar to the form

with internal epenthesis than to the form with external epenthesis, and clusters that involve no

intensity rise inside and undergo external epenthesis as more similar to the form with external

epenthesis in loanword adaptation than to the form with internal epenthesis. Notice that the

patterns observed in the results across participant groups are extremely similar, which indicates

that the results are not derived from language-specific knowledge but are derived from universal

preference for a perceptually similar change.

The results of the current experiment are consistent with the results of two similarity rating

experiments in Fleischhacker (2001). In these experiments, English-speaking participants rated

on a 7-point scale similarity or preference for English words beginning with a consonant cluster

to their corresponding forms with either internal epenthesis or external epenthesis. For example,

'stoke' was compared with Isotok] and [ostoki. While the first experiment used stimulus words

beginning with sibilant-stop, obstruent-sonorant (si, sl, sw, fl, and stop-sonorant), and tricon-

sonantal clusters such as [splJ, the second experiment focused on sibilant-sonorant clusters (sim,
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fm, sn, fn, sl, fl, and sw). It was shown in the first experiment that in sibilant-stop clusters,
external epenthesis was preferred to internal epenthesis, and internal epenthesis was preferred to

external epenthesis in all the other clusters, i.e., obstruent-sonorant, while no statistical signif-

icance was found in Ism] for similarity raters and Ism] and [fl] for preference raters. The mean

rating of internal epenthesis for Isl] clusters was higher than that for Ism] clusters, although the

statistical significance of this difference was not reported. In the second experiment, however,
no significant differences in ratings were observed across sibilant-sonorant clusters. Unlike in

the first experiment, there was no significant difference .in ratings between sibilant-nasal and

sibilant-lateral clusters.

In the current experiment, we have seen that external epenthesis was preferred in sibilant-

stop clusters, consistent with Fleischhacker's (2001) first experiment. Also, for [sm] and [si]

clusters, internal epenthesis was preferred and there was no significant difference between the

two clusters, which is consistent with Fleischhacker's second experiment and possibly with her

first experiment too. Although Fleischhacker did not test [#sr], it was clear in the current

experiment that the proportion of internal epenthesis was significantly higher in [#sr] than

in I#sm] and [#sl. To conclude, the increasing proportion of internal epenthesis in [#sk],

[#smj/[#sl], and [#sr] corresponds to the different epenthesis patterns between #ST, #SN/#Sl,
and #Sr. What remains to be determined by future research is the motivation for the asymmetry

between #SN/#Sl vs. #Sr both in the typology of epenthesis and in the similarity judgments.

3.3.2 Experiment 5

While listeners' choices were limitied to internal or external epenthesis in Experiment 4, vowel
epenthesis is not the only possible repair of the illegal clusters. Experiment 5 was conducted

employing a transcription task to see whether listeners' perception of consonant clusters with

regard to epenthesis is consistent with the epenthesis site typology, even when no choice is forced.

3.3.2.1 Methods

3.3.2.1.1 Participants

Twenty seven English speakers participated in the transcription experiment. The participants

were recruited from the subject pool of the MIT Behavioral Research Lab, as native speakers of

English who had not learned a second language involving many consonant clusters (e.g., Russian,

Arabic, German, Greek, etc.) and had no speaking or hearing problems. The participants were

compensated $10 for their participation.

3.3.2.1.2 Stimuli

The stimuli used for the transcription task consisted of the 58 types of nonce words beginning

with a consonant cluster used in Experiment 2. The matching epenthesis forms were not used.

3.3.2.1.3 Procedure

A transcription task was conducted in the Behavioral Research Lab at MIT. Each stimulus word

was played once following 350 ms of silence after the participants moved on to the next trial by
clicking the mouse on the "Click to proceed" button on the screen. After listening to the stimlus,
the participants were asked to write down on paper what they heard using the English alphabet.
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_____ -I

The participants were told that the words they were about to hear were nonsense words and were

allowed to add explanation if they thought English orthography was not sufficient to transcribe

the sounds they heard.
There were four practice items, which were also used for practice in Experiment 2, before

the actual experiment started. The 58 stimuli were played twice in a randomized order. It took

25-30 mins to complete the task.

3.3.2.2 Results

Since the stimulus clusters included native clusters in English and participants showed almost

100% accuracy for those clusters, results of non-native clusters in English are considered in what

follows.
Proportions of correct responses by intensity rise., i.e., intensity rise and C1 voicing, are il-

lustrated in Figure 3-26. Here we see a clear difference in percentage correct between clusters

beginning with a voiced consonant and clusters beginning with a voiceless-consonant. The dif-

ference between clusters with an intensity rise and clusters with no intensity rise was significant

only when C1 was voiceless, not when C1 was voiced.

60-
58.33

40- 44.44 vc
voiced

20 128.97 voiceless

0
0-4

intensity rise no rise
Intensity Rise

Figure 3-26: Percentage correct on non-native trials

Now let us see whether the transcription errors are similar to the epenthesis patterns in

loanword adaptation. Table 3.8 summarizes the typology and the most common epenthesis error

in transcription by word-initial consonant and intensity rise inside the cluster. The parentheses in

epenthesis pattern under the typology column means that loan epenthesis for the corresponding

clusters is not observed but is expected according to the intensity rise hvpothesis. We see here

that the typological pattern of epenthesis largely corresponds with the most frequent epenthesis

error in transcription.
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Table 3.8: Epenthesis typology and the most common epenthesis error in the transcription results

intensity rise typology [transcription error

[k]-initial / internal internal

[g]-initial / internal internal

[f]-initial ([fsJ, [fm]) / internal internal

Iv]-initial (lvml, [vi], lvi) / internal internal

Iml-initial / internal internal

([mok] [m~f, |m'Jnfn],

[l-f, [In r)
[m]-initial X external internal

([mn'k], [m'f], 'ns], [mini)

[f]-initial (lfkl) X (external) internal

[v]-initial ([vdl, lvzI) X external external

[l]-initial X (external) external

[ri-initial / (variation) internal

[si-initial ([srj) / internal internal

IzI-initial (Izil, [zl], zr]) / (internal) internal

[zi-initial ([zd], [zvI) _ _(external) internal

In what follows, proportions of errors for each cluster type are presented in a barplot. For the

type of errors, 'internal' stands for internal epenthesis, 'external' for external epenthesis, 'both'

for both internal epenthesis and exteirnal epenthesis, 'vocalization' for vocalization of one of the

consonants in the cluster (e.g., [lkJ -+ liki), 'deletion' for deletion of one of the consonants (e.g.,

[kmj -+* Im), and 'change' for feature change in one of the consonants (e.g., [km] - pmI], Igm],

[kn], etc.).
First, stop-initial clusters always undergo internal epenthesis in word-initial position in loan

adaptation. As shown in Figures 3-27 and 3-28 for lkI-initial and [gJ-initial clusters, respectively,
the error of internal epenthesis is extremely high compared to the other types of errors involving

external epenthesis, which is consistent with the typology in which only internal epenthesis occurs

in stop-initial clusters.

100-i 90

75

0

T
0
0

0:

50-

25-,

0

7.5
1.88 0 062 1.88

internal external both vocalization deletion
Error type

change

Figure 3-27: Error types on Ikl-initial clusters
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Error type

Figure 3-28: Error types on gi-initial clusters

Moving on to the fricative-initial clusters, If -initial clusters involve an intensity rise except for

the fricative-stop, [fkj. cluster. The Ifl-initial intensity rise cluster ifil showed internal epenthesis

in the loanword typology., whereas there is no real example of epenthesis in the other [fl-initial

clusters. As illustrated in Figure 3-29, the proportion of internal epenthesis errors was about

eightfold higher than that of external epenthesis errors. Even though the errors of deletion

and change are more frequent than internal epenthesis in this case, the preferrence for internal

epenthesis is obvious when comparing the errors of internal epenthesis and external epenthesis.

On the other hand, the non-rise cluster Iftk shows a high proportion of internal epenthesis errors

but no external epenthesis errors. Although there is no actual example of epenthesis. this result,

is unexpected because the IfkI cluster does not involve an intensity rise.

80

0
S60 -

0 40- 35.85 32.0830.19
0
C- 20

3.77 5.66
0 ~ 0

internal external both vocalization deletion change
Error type

Figure 3-29: Error types on If I-initial intensity rise clusters
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Figure 3-30: Error types on [fl-initial non-rise clusters

Figures 3-31 and 3-32 present the type and proportion of transcription errors in Iv]-initial

clusters. As expected, the ratio of internal epenthesis is the highest in intensity rise clusters,

which undergo internal epenthesis in the typology, as shown in Figure 3-31, and in non-rise

clusters, which undergo external epenthesis in the typology, the ratio of external epenthesis is

higher than that of internal epenthesis, although the most frequent error was change. Although

the difference between internal epenthesis and external epenthesis errors is small, the ratio of

external epenthesis with respect to internal epenthesis is much higher in non-rise clusters than

in intensity rise clusters.

0 0-70 13

a" 60-
0

0 40

20 12 99
.6 49 3 519 L l

0
0- 1 F-77777

internal external both vocalization deletion change
Error type

Figure 3-31: Error types on [vi-initial intensity rise clusters
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Figure 3-32: Error types on [v-initial non-rise clusters

The results of Isi-initial clusters were riot as informative because all the clusters except for

(sr] were native clusters of English and participants rarely imade an error. For the [sri clusters,

which are illustrated in Figure 3-33. the internal epenthesis rate was close to 90% but there

was no error of external epenthesis. This is consistent with the epenthesis pattern in loanword

adaptation that shows internal epenthesis only across languages.

100
88 1

0
75

50-

~~9 02

0

0

2 25-

9.52

0- 0 0 0

internal external both vocalization deletion change

Error type

Figure 3-33: Error types on intensity rise [s-initial intensity rise clusters

Just like the [srj clusters, Iz!-initial clusters with an intensity rise show a very high percentage

of internal epenthesis errors, as illustrated in Figure 3-34, while there were also about 8% of

external epenthesis errors. For Izi-initial non-rise clusters, which are expected to undergo external

epenthesis although there is no actual example. internal epenthesis is still the most conmion error,

as shown in Figure 3-35. However, the proportion of external epenthesis errors is somewhat

comparable with that of internal epenthesis, and crucially, it is far higher than that in Izi-initial

intensity rise clusters in Figure 3-34.
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Figure 3-34: Error types on Iz-initial intensity rise clusters
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Figure 3-35: Error types on [z-initial non-rise clusters

Consider the results of nasal-initial clusters now. Presumably, when there is an intensity rise

in nasal-initial clusters, internal epenithesis occurs, and when there is no intensity rise, external

epenthesis occurs in loanword adaptation. The transcription results in Figures 3-36 and 3-37

show that in both cases internal epenthesis is the most frequent error. However, the external

epenthesis error is much more frequent in non-rise clusters than in intensity rise clusters. So

although the ratio of internal epenthesis error is higher than that of external epenthesis in [mJ-

initial non-rise clusters that undergo external epenthesis in loanword adaptation, the difference in

the ratio of external epenthesis betweeii Ijni-initial intensity rise and non-rise clusters is noticeable

and consistent with the similarity judgment results in Experiment 4.
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Figure 3-36: Error types on mi-initial Intensity rise clusters
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Figure 3-37: Error types on nil-initial non-rise clusters

In the current loanword database, no exarmple of epenthesis is observed in word-initial lateral-

initial clusters. It is prediceted, however, by the intensity rise hypothesis that external epenthesis

would be preferred before the lateral-initial cluster because lateral-initial clusters do not feature

an intensity rise between the lateral and the following consonant. As expected, external epenthe-

sis was the most frequent transcription error in ll-initial clusters, as shown in Figure 3-38.

801-1

0 63.01
60

0
o 40-

0
20 15.99 16.3

721
0 [880

internal external both vocalization deletion change
Error type

Figure 3-38: Error types on Ill-initial clusters

As in lateral-initial clusters, there is no actual example of epentliesis in trill-initial clusters
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word-initially. Unlike lateral-initial clusters, however, trill-initial clusters involve an intensity
rise between the trill and the following consonant, as well as from the silence to the trill, and it
is expected that internal epenthesis is possible. The results in Figure 3-39 show a much higher

rate of internal epenthesis than that, of external epenthesis, which is also much higher than in
lateral-initial clusters involving no intensity rise.,

82 18

15.41

internal external

5 44091 0.3 0
I1 I

both vocalization deletion change
Error type

Figure 3-39: Error types on Iri-initial clusters

To summarize, the transcription errors are overall in accord with the epenthesis patterns in
loanword cluster adaptation. Figure 3-40 summarizes the ratios of internal epenthesis to external
epenthesis by the initial consonant in the cluster. It is shown that the ratio of internal epenthesis
is higher than 84% in all intensity rise clusters on the left side of the red vertical line, with the
exception of the Ifk] cluster with non-rise. In non-rise clusters on the right, the ratio of external
epenthesis is higher than 33%.
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Figure 3-40: Proportions of internal and external epenthesis

3.3.2.3 Discussion

The transcription results of Experiment 5 reflect the typological patterns of epenthesis sites
in loanword adaptation. In general, the most frequent epenthesis error corresponded to the
epenthesis pattern. There were two cases, however, in which the epenthesis pattern and the
transcription error did not agree: [mi-initial non-rise clusters and [zJ-initial non-rise clusters.
Both of these clusters were expected to have more external epenthesis responses than internal
epenthesis responses, but the most frequent error was internal epenthesis in the experiment.
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Importantly, however, the ratio of external epenthesis responses to internal epenthesis responses

was much higher in these clusters than in their matching clusters with an intensity rise. So

the asymmetry between intensity rise and non-rise clusters is still observed in the transcription

results. These results support the current hypothesis that epenthesis sites are determined based

on perceptual similarity between consonant clusters and their corresponding epenthesis forms.

3.4 Analysis

This section provides a formal analysis of the typology of epenthesis sites in loan adaptation based

on the P-map hypothesis (Steriade, 2008), within the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince

and Smolensky, 2004). It will be shown that interactions between suggested perceptually-driven

constraints and their rankings can correctly derive the typology introduced above.

Before embarking on the analysis, we need to clarify what exactly the input represents in loan

adaptation. Here I assume that in loanword adaptation the input is an auditory representation

of the source language that includes phonetic details. So a given phoneme of the source language

can be adapted differently in different segmental contexts depending on its surface phonetic char-

acteristics in the source language (cf. Kang (2003), Shinohara (2006)). Therefore, information

about acoustic cues such as intensity rises discussed earlier should be available in the input.

Let me introduce constraints we need to analyze the epenthesis sites in loan adaptation. First

of all, there would be a markedness constraint prohibiting consonant clusters, which motivates

epenthesis. I assume here that *COMPLEX defined in (26) penalizes consonant clusters in question

in the borrowing language, although in fact different markedness constraints might be working

in each language. When vowel epenthesis takes place, a faithfulness constraint prohibiting vowel

insertion, DEP-V in (27), will be violated. So if *COMPLEX outranks DEP-V, epenthesis may

occur. Additionally, internal epenthesis causes a split of the two consonants in a cluster, violating

CONTIGUITY in (28), and external epenthesis causes the modification at the word edge, violating

ANCHOR in (29).

(26) *COMPLEX (*CC; cf. Prince and Smolensky, 2004): No tautosyllabic consonant sequences

(27) DEP-V (McCarthy and Prince, 1995): No insertion of a vowel.

(28) CONTIGUITY (McCarthy and Prince, 1995):
Elements adjacent in the input must be adjacent in the output.

(29) ANCHOR (McCarthy and Prince, 1995):
A segment at the periphery of the output has a correspondent at the periphery of the

input.

In the previous section, I argued that epenthesis at an intensity rise would be a perceptually

smaller modification of the original cluster than epenthesis at a non-rise. By the P-map, this

perceptual difference is projected to correspondence constraints and their fixed ranking. I suggest

two types of DEP-V constraints in (30). Henceforth, IR stands for intensity rise in the constraint.

(30) a. DEP-V/IR: No insertion of a vowel in intensity rises

b. DEP-V/-,IR: No insertion of a vowel in non-rises

DEP-V/IR penalizes vowel epenthesis that occurs where there is an intensity rise, and DEP-

V/-,IR penalizes vowel epenthesis in the other contexts. Based on the perceptual disparity that
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epenthesis in a non-rise in intensity is perceptually more salient than epenthesis in a rise in

intensity, DEP-V/-,IR always dominates DEP-V/IR, as in (31). This universal ranking is based

on the P-map hypothesis (Steriade, 2008), whose gist is that perceptually smaller changes are

preferred, by ranking faithfulness constraints that prohibit perceptually more salient changes

over faithfulness constraints that prohibit less salient changes.

(31) Universal ranking: DEP-V/-,IR >> DEP-V/IR

Notice that there are two possible epenthesis sites in word-initial and word-final clusters,
cluster-internally 'and cluster-externally. If one position involves an' intensity rise and -the other

does not, vowel epenthesis takes place at.the AD since DEP-V/-,IR always outranks DEP-V/IR,
as shown in (33). Let us see how these constraints interact and derive cross-linguistic patterns

of epenthesis, based on the ranking in (32).

(32) Partial ranking for the epenthesis typology:
*COMPLEX >> DEP-V/-,IR >> DEP-V/IR

First, we have seen in (9) that clusters that undergo internal epenthesis only involve an

intensity rise between the two consonants in the cluster. In the tableau in (33), it is shown

that how internal epenthesis is derived in word-initial stop-initial clusters. In the following input

forms, I will use "i" to represent intensity rise for readers' convenience.

(33) Internal epenthesis in stop-initial clusters: #T' C -+ #TaC
#T C *CCj DEP-V/-R I DEP-V/IR

a. #TC *!

b. o #TaC
c. #aTC

The cluster form without epenthesis in (33a) is ruled out, violating the highest-ranked

markedness constraint *COMPLEX (*CC). The candidate with internal epenthesis in (33b) beats

the candidate with external epenthesis (33c) because in the case of external epenthesis, a vowel

is inserted at a non-rise, critically violating DEP-V/-,IR, which is universally ranked higher than

DEP-V/IR violated in the candidate with internal epenthesis.

In contrast, the universal ranking derives external epenthesis when there is no intensity rise

between the two consonants in the cluster. Recall that word-initial nasal-obstruent clusters are

repaired by external epenthesis. As shown in (34), external epenthesis in candidate (34c) is

favored because there is an intensity rise from the initial silence to the initial nasal and thus

DEP-V/IR is violated in the case of external epenthesis. Since there is no intensity rise between

the nasal and the following stop, internal epenthesis in (34b) incurs a violation of DEP-V/-,IR,
which outranks DEP-V/IR.

(34) External epenthesis in word-initial nasal-stop clusters: # N'T -+ #aNT

#/NT *Ci,_DEP-V/,IR DEP-V/IR

a. #NT *!

b. #NaT 1 !
c. OW #aNT

On the other hand, if both of the possible epenthesis sites are the same with respect to

intensity rise, i.e., both involve an intensity rise or both involve no intensity rise, what determines
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the epenthesis site? I suggest that the relavant ranking between CONTIGUITY and ANCHOR

determines the epenthesis site. Let me take an example of variable epenthesis sites in word-

initial sibilant-sonorant clusters. As seen in (13) and (14), sibilant-sonorant clusters, except for

[sr] that undergoes internal epenthesis only, show internal epenthesis only, external epenthesis

only, or variation between the two depending on the language. In the previous section, we have

assumed that word-initial sibilant-sonorant clusters involve two intensity rises, one from' the

silence to the sibilant and the other from the sibilant to the following sonorant. Therefore, both

internal epenthesis and external epenthesis occur at an intensity rise, violating DEP-V/IR. The

tableau in (35) illustrates constraint interaction in sibilant-sonorant clusters.

(35) Variable epenthesis sites in word-initial sibilant-sonorant clusters:

#/S, -+#SaR~#oSR
#AS R *CC DEP-V/-,IR DEP-V/IR CONTIGUITY ANCHOR

a. #SR _!

b. #S@R *
c. e #9SR **

Since candidate (35b) with internal epenthesis and candidate (35c) both violate DEP-V/IR,
the universal ranking in (31) does not differentiate the two candidates. I assume that the epenthe-

sis pattern is decided depending on the ranking of the other faithfulness constraints, CONTIGUITY

and ANCHOR. In (35), the two constraints are freely ranked, and internal epenthesis and exter-

nal epenthesis show a variation in the language. If CONTIGUITY outranks ANCHOR, external

epenthesis is preferred, and if ANCHOR outranks CONTIGUITY, internal epenthesis is preferred.

Let us see how these constraints can derive the implicational universal in word-initial sibilant-

initial clusters shown in (19). As previously mentioned, there are only a few languages that show

the implicational relationship within a language. Table 3.9 below summarizes the epenthesis

patterns in such languages.

Table 3.9: Summary of epenthesis patterns and languages in sibilant-initial clusters

language #ST #SN, #S1 #Sr

Farsi external external internal

Wolof external variation internal

Egyptian Arabic external internal internal

Uyghur variation internal internal

First, in Farsi, external epenthesis occurs regardless of the type of post-sibilant consonant.

External epenthesis in word-initial sibilant-stop clusters is prevalent cross-linguistically and is

predicted by the universal ranking in (31). In particular, there is no intensity rise between the

initial sibilant and the following stop, and thus internal epenthesis causes a critical violation of

DEP-V/-,IR. On the other hand, we assume an intensity rise before the word-initial sibilant,
and external epenthesis with a violation of DEP-V/IR, which is lower ranked than DEP-V/-,IR,

is favored. This is demonstrated in the tableau in (36). Here the ranking between CONTIGUITY

and ANCHOR is not relevant.
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(36) External epenthesis in #ST in Farsi

#IST *CC DEP-V/,IR JDEP-V/IR CONTIGUITY ANCHOR

a. #ST *!

b. #SaT
c. u #aST

In sibilant-nasal and sibilant-lateral clusters, however, there are two intensity rises and the
output form with internal epenthesis and the form with external epenthesis are the same in terms
of intensity rise. External epenthesis in these clusters in Catalan can be explained by ranking
CONTIGUITY over ANCHOR,. as illustrated in (37).

(37) External epenthesis in #SN, #Sl in Farsi

_# *S gN *CC DEP-V/-,IR DEP-V/IR CONTIGUITY ANCHOR

a. #SN *!

b. #SaN

c. 'W #aSN

In this case, both candidate (37b) with internal epenthesis and candidate (37c) with exter-
nal epenthesis violate DEP-V/IR. Candidate (37c) with external epenthesis is chosen because
CONTIGUITY outranks ANCHOR in this language and breaking the cluster is considered a more
critical violation than having an edge epenthesis.

Next, in Wolof, external epenthesis occurs in sibilant-stop clusters but external epenthesis and
internal epenthesis show lexical variation in sibilant-nasal and sibilant-lateral clusters. External
epenthesis in sibilant-stop clusters is explained in the same way as in Farsi in (36), which is
repeated below in (38).

(38) External epenthesis in #ST in Wolof

#'ST *CC_ DEP-V/-,IR DEP-V//IR CONTIGUITY ANCHOR1

a. #ST *!
b. #SaT !
c. ow #aST

The difference between Farsi and Wolof is that in Wolof, the ranking between CONTIGUITY
and ANCHOR is not fixed, unlike in Farsi. Therefore, both internal epenthesis and external
epenthesis can appear, as shown in (39).

(39) Variable epenthesis sites in #SN, #Sl in Wolof

#*S'N *C[JC DEP-V/-,IR DEP-V/IR CONTIGUITY ANCHOR

a. #SN _!
b. o #SaN
c. OW #aSN

In Egyptian Arabic, external epenthesis occurs in sibilant-stop clusters as in Farsi and Wolof,
but not only the epenthetic vowel but also the glottal stop [?} is inserted before the epenthetic
vowel because Egyptian Arabic does not allow onsetless syllables. This is illustrated in (40).
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(40) External epenthesis in #ST in Egyptian Arabic

# ST *CC ONSET DEP-V/-,IR DEP-V/IR DEP-?

a. #ST 0 !
b. #SaT
C. a #?aST

d. #aST

Candidate (40b) with internal epenthesis fatally violates DEP-V/,IR and is ruled out. Both

candidtate (40c) and candidate (40d) involve external epenthesis, but candidtate (40d) is ruled

out because it begins with a vowel and violates ONSET. Consequently, candidate (40c) with

an epenthetic [?] and a vowel preceding the cluster becomes the winner, despite the additional

violation of DEP-[?J.
In sibilant-nasal and sibilant-lateral clusters, only internal epenthesis is observed in Egyptian

Arabic. This suggests that in this language ANCHOR dominates CONTIGUITY, as opposed to

Farsi in which ANCHOR is dominated by CONTIGUITY. The higher ranked ANCHOR constraint

favors internal epenthesis, as demonstrated in (41).

(41) Internal epenthesis in #SN, #Sl in Egyptian Arabic

#'S'N *CC ONSET DEP/-,IR DEP/IR ANCHOR CONTIG

a. #SN *!
b. ow #SaN*
c. #?aSN
d. #aSN *

Again, both candidate (41b) with internal epenthesis and candidate (41c) with external

epenthesis violate DEP-V/IR, and the universal ranking between DEP-V/-,IR and DEP-V/IR

does not prefer one of them. However, candidate (41c) violates ANCHOR, which outranks CONTI-

GUITY violated by candidate (41b), and thus candidate (41b) with internal epenthesis is selected

as optimal.

Since the universal ranking in (31) favors external epenthesis in sibilant-stop clusters by

default, ANCHOR plays a role to derive internal epenthesis for the languages that allow inter-

nal epenthesis in sibilant-stop clusters as well as sibilant-nasal and sibilant-lateral clusters. In

Uyghur, internal epenthesis and external epenthesis both can appear depending on the lexical

item, whereas only internal epenthesis is observed in sibilant-nasal clusters. We assume that in

Uyghur ANCHOR is ranked as high as DEP-V/-,IR, deriving variation between internal epenthesis

and external epenthesis. This is demonstrated in (42).

(42) Variable epenthesis sites in #ST in Uyghur

#/ST *CC DEP-V/,IR ANCHOR DEP-V/IR CONTIGUITY

a. #ST
b. #SaT *

c. " #aST

In this case, candidate (42c) with external epenthesis at an intensity rise is as bad as candi-

date (42b) with internal epenthesis at a non-rise because ANCHOR violated by candidate (42c)

outranks DEP-V/IR. Thus, both internal epenthesis and external epenthesis are possible.
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The same ranking predicts internal epenthesis in sibilant-sonorant clusters, as shown in (43).

Since both internal epenthesis and external epenthesis occur at an intensity rise, both candidate

(43b) and candidate (43c) violate DEP-V/IR. Candidate (43c) is ruled out because it violates

ANCHOR ranked higher than DEP-V/IR, and candidate (43b) is chosen as the winner.

(43) Internal epenthesis in #SN in Uyghur

# S N *CC DEP-V/,IR ANCHOR DEP-V/IR CONTIGUITY

a. #SN *!
b. e #SaN * *

c. #OSN *! *

To conclude, the asymmetry in sibilant-initial clusters can be accounted for by the universal

ranking in (31) and the relevant ranking of CONTIGUITY and ANCHOR.

There are also clusters that involve no intensity rise in either possible epenthesis position.

One type is word-final lateral-nasal clusters, which undergo internal epenthesis, and the other

is word-final nasal-fricative clusters, which undergo external epenthesis. First, the word-final

lateral-nasal cluster [lm] does not involve an intensity rise between [1] and [m], and the final [m]

is not released in the example source languages in the database and thus does not create an

intensity rise. Therefore, both internal epenthesis and external epenthesis trigger a violation of

DEP-V/-,IR. Internal epenthesis is forced if ANCHOR outranks CONTIGUITY as seen earlier, and

the ranking in (44 successfully derives internal epenthesis in lm#].

(44) Possible constraint interaction for internal epenthesis in [lm#I

lm# *CC DEP-V/-,IR DEP-V/IR ANCHOR CONTIGUITY

a. lm# *!
b. P lm# * *

c. lma# *!

However, there is no motivation for ANCHOR outranking CONTIGUITY in the languages that

show internal epenthesis in lm#] clusters. Crucially, this ranking wrongly predicts internal

epenthesis in word-final nasal-fricative clusters. In Uyghur, for example, 'film' is borrowed with

internal epenthesis as [filim], and 'dance' is borrowed with external epenthesis as ttansa]. Under

the ranking in which ANCHOR outranks CONTIGUITY as in (42) and (43), the .candidate with

internal epenthesis becomes the winner, which is counterfactual. This is demonstrated in (45), in

which the black hand indicates the candidate selected by the constraint ranking and the normal

hand in parenthesis indicates the attested output that is supposed to be selected.

(45) Failure to derive external epenthesis in NS# in Uyghur

NS# *CC _JDEP-V/-,IR ANCHOR DEP-V/IR CONTIGUITY

a. NS# _!

b. * NzS# *

c. (u) NSa# *!

I suggest a kind of IDENT constraint (McCarthy and Prince, 1995), which requires the re-

leasedness of an occlusive in the input. This constraint, IDENT(release) in (46) is ranked higher

than DEP-V/-,IR and plays a role in determining the epenthesis sites in word-final lateral-nasal

and nasal-fricative clusters.
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(46) IDENT(release):
Corresponding input and output segments have the same value of release.

IDENT(release) is violated either when a released stop/nasal. in the input is unreleased in the

output or when an unreleased stop nasal in the input is released in the output. In (47), the

candidate with external epenthesis in (47b) fatally violates IDENT(release) because a prevocalic

nasal is always released while the final nasal in the input does not involve an audible release.

Thus, candidate (47a) with internal epenthesis is successfully selected as the winner.

(47) Internal epenthesis in lm# in Uyghur

lm'# *ID(rel) DEP-V/-,IR i ANCHOR DEP-V/IR CONTIG

a. lm,# * la*m
b. lm'a# * *

The current ranking can also derive external epenthesis in word-final nasal-fricative clus-

ters, as shown in (48). Candidate (48a) with internal epenthesis violates the highest ranked

IDENT(release) since the vowel inserted after the cluster-initial nasal releases the nasal, which is

not audibly released in the input. So candidate (48b) with external epenthesis wins, even though

it violates ANCHOR, which outranks CONTIGUITY in this language.

(48) External epenthesis in NS# in Uyghur

N'S# *ID(rel) DEP-V/-,IR ANCHOR DEP-V/IR CONTIG

a. NraS# *!
b. uw N'Sa#

Let us now see how the cluster-dependent asymmetries in epenthesis sites can be analyzed by

the suggested constraint ranking. The first asymmetry that will be explained is the lateral-trill

asymmetry in word-final clusters. Consonant clusters that end with the lateral [11 always undergo

internal epenthesis, while clusters that end with the trill [r] show variation between internal and

external epenthesis. As shown in (49), word-final stop-lateral clusters involve an intensity rise

between the two consonants, and thus the form with internal epenthesis in (49b) violating the

lower-ranked DEP-V/IR beats the form with external epenthesis in (49c) violating the higher-

ranked DEP-V/-,IR. On the other hand, word-final stop-trill clusters in (50) have two intensity

rises and equally violate DEP-V/IR, allowing both internal epenthesis and external epenthesis.

(49) Internal epenthesis in Trl#: T'l# -+ Tal#

*[ T'l# *CC DEP-V/-,IR DEP-V /IR CONTINUITY ANCHOR]

a. Tl# *!

b.*Tol# I**
c. Tla# *

(50) Variable epenthesis sites in T'r#: T r'# -Tra#Tar#

T/r# *CCDEP-V/,IR DEP-V/IR CONTINUITY ANCHOR

a. Tr# __
b. gw Tar#
c. u Tra# * *
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When the liquid is cluster-initial, we have also seen an asymmetry in epenthesis sites. Whereas

lateral-stop clusters always undergo internal epenthesis, trill-stop clusters show a variation be-

tween internal epenthesis and external epenthesis. Here we assume that the word-final stop is

audibly released. The asymmetry in epenthesis sites comes again from the asymmetry in terms

of intensity rise; there is no intensity rise after the [l, while there is an intensity rise after the [r].

As demonstrated in (51), internal epenthesis in candidate (51b) occurs at a non-intensity rise

position, fatally violating DEP-V/-,IR. Candidate (51c), however, has a vowel inserted after the
released stop, i.e., at an intensity rise, and becomes the winner. Unlike in lateral-stop clusters,
there are two intensity rises in word-final trill-stop clusters, one between the trill and the stop
and the other after the released stop. As shown in (52), thus, candidate' (52b) with internal

epenthesis and candidate (52c) with external epenthesis equally violate DEP-V/IR, and either
one can appear depending on the ranking betweep CONTIGUITY and ANCHOR.

(51) External epenthesis in IT'#: lT # -+ ITa#
_ IT'/ # *CCj DEP-V/IR DEP-V/IR CONTIGUITY ANCHOR

a. lT# __

b. laT#
c. o lTa#

(52) Variable epenthesis sites in rT'#: rAT" # -+ raT#~raT#

r /T'# *CC JDEP-V/-,IR] DEP-V/IR CONTIGUITY ANCHOR

a. rT# *!
b. o raT# I _
c. a rTa#

The present ranking also accounts for the sibilant-non-sibilant asymmetry in epenthesis sites,
in which word-initial sibilant-sonorant clusters may show both internal and external epenthesis,
whereas non-sibilant-sonorant clusters are always subject to internal epenthesis. As shown in
(53), the forms with internal (53b) and external (53c) epenthesis in sibilant-sonorant clusters
equally violate DEP-V//IR, without any other violations. The output with external epenthesis in
non-sibilant-sonorant clusters (54c), however, violates higher-ranked DEP-V/-,IR, because low
intensity of the non-sibilant fricative does not form an intensity rise in word-initial position, and
thus the form with internal epenthesis (54b) wins.

(53)

(54)

Epenthesis in #SR: #'S'R -+ #SaR-#aSR
S"R *CC DEP-V/-IR DEP-V/IR CONTIGUITY ANCHOR

a. #SR _!

b. e #SaR
c. #aSR

Epenthesis in #FR: #F'R -+ #FaR
#F/R *CC DEP-V',IR DEP-V/IR CONTINUITY ANCHOR

a. #FR *!

b. u #FaR
c. #aFR *!

The next asymmetry to be explained is positional asymmetry in sibilant-initial. clusters;
sibilant-sonorant clusters show inter- or intra-language variation between internal and external
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epenthesis in word-initial position, but only undergo internal epenthesis in word-final position.

The word-initial variation is already explained in (53). Internal epenthesis.in word-final position

is again explained by the universal ranking of DEP-V/-,IR over DEP-V/IR, as shown in (55);

external epenthesis in (55c) violates DEP-V/-,IR, and thus internal epenthesis in (55b) is selected

to be optimal.

(55) Epenthesis in SR#: S'R# -+ SaR#
S'R# *CC DEP-V/,IR DEP-V/IR CONTIGUITY ANCHOR

a. SR# *!
b. aw SaR# * *

c. SRa# [[ *
In this section, the intensity rise hypothesis about the position of epenthesis, laid out in

section 3.2 and experimentally supported in section 3.3, has been formalized in the framework

of Optimality Theory. The perceptual distinctness shown in section 3.3 was projected to the

universal ranking of DEP-V constraints based on the P-map hypothesis, and the universal ranking

successfully derives the typology of epenthesis sites in loan adaptation with the help of certain

other faithfulness constraints, such as IDENT(release), CONTIGUITY, and ANCHOR.
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Appendix 3: The list of borrowing languages

Abbreviations
T: stop, F: non-sibilant fricative, S: sibilant fricative, N: nasal: L: liquid, C: consonant, Ru:
Russian, En: English, Ar: Arabic

Epenthesis in word-initial clusters

Epenthesis in stop-initial clusters

#TT

Language Example Reference

English gdansk (Polish) - [gadwnsk] city name Riggs (2014)

Korean gdansk (Polish) -+ [kiadansikhi] city name my elicitation

Even tkani (Ru) -+ [tikan] 'fabric' Choi (2010)
Evenki tkani (Ru) -> Itikan] 'fabric' Choi (2010)
Egyptian Arabic gdansk (Polish) -+ [gedanisk] city name my elicitation

Thai kba:l (Khmer) -+ [kabam] 'head' Suthiwan (2009)

#TF

Language Example Reference

Farsi kvadrat (Ru) -+ [kuwa:dra:t 'types' Bashiri (1994)

#TN

Langua'ge Example Reference

Alaskan Eskimo knut (Ru) -+ [knu:tak]~[kanu:taq] 'whip' Hammerich (1954)
Even kniga (Ru) -> [kiniga] 'book' Choi (2010)
Evenki kniga (Ru) -> [kiniga 'book' Choi (2010)
Dolgan kniga (Ru) -+ [kiniga] 'book' Stachowski (2010)
Kirghiz knifka (Ru) -+ [kinefke] 'book' Gouskova (2001)
Uyghur knifka (Ru) [kinifkc] 'license' my elicitation

#TL

Language Example Reference

Alaskan Eskimo
Farsi
Basque
Tuvan
Tatar
Uyghur
Even
Evenki
Egyptian Arabic
Bengali

plita (Ru) -+ [plita]~[palitaq] 'stovetop'
klife (Ru) -+ [kali:feh 'cut'
cross/crucifix (En) -+ [gurutzej

plan (Ru) -> [pilaan] 'plan'
klub (Ru) -+ [kalub] 'club'
klub (Ru) -+ [kulub] 'club'
klop (Ru) -> [kolop] 'bedbug'
klop (Ru) -+ [kalapi]~[kelapi 'bedbug'
plastic (En) -+ [bilastik]
gram (Sanskrit) -+ [geram] 'village'

Hammerich (1954)
Bashiri (1994)
Riggs (2014)
Harrison (2000)
my elicitation
my elicitation
Choi (2010)
Choi (2010)
Broselow (1992)
Ka (2009)
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Inuktitut
Hindi
Sinhalese

Ket

Wolof
Farsi
Aleut Eskimo
Uzbek
Dolgan
Indonesian
Kirghiz
Turkish

Clause (En) -+ [kalasi]
please (En) -+ [piliz]
tribida (Sanskrit) -+ ttirividal 'triple'

kriuk (Ru) -+ [kuruk] 'hook'

klas (French) -+ [kalas] 'class'
traffic (En) -+ [terafik]
priistol (Ru) -+ [pilisitooluq] 'alter'

tramvaj (Ru) -[ [tiromvaj] 'tram'
Pr6sika (Ru) -- [poroskuo]
glas (Dutch) -+ [gelas] 'glass'

trupka (Ru) -+ [turupke 'pipe'
'prince' (En) -+ [pirvns]

Pollard (2008)
Singh (1985)
Samarajiwa and Abey-
sekera (1964)
Vajda and Nefedov
(2009)
Ka (1985)
Shademan (2002)
Koo (1980)
Akiner (1997)
Stachowski (2010)
Tadmor (2009a)
Gouskova (2001)
Beel and Felder (2013)

Epenthesis in non-sibilant fricative-initial clusters

#FT

Language Example Reference

Yakut vdova (Ru) -+ fogdo:boj 'widow' Pakendorf and Nov-

gorodov (2009)

#FL

Language Example Reference

Yupik Eskimo xliep (Ru) -+ [kiliipaq] 'bread' Koo (1982)
Farsi xlep (Ru) -+ [xelab] 'bread' Bashiri (1994)

Even x1jep (Ru) -> [kilep] 'bread' Choi (2010)
Evenki xljep (Ru) -+ [kilep] 'bread' Choi (2010)
Egyptian Arabic floor (En) -+ tfiloorl Broselow (1992)
Hindi fruit (En) -+ [firut] Singh (1985)

Aleut Eskimo xl1jep (Ru) -> [xlleebaq] 'bread' Koo (1980)

Dolgan xlJep (Ru) -+[kildp] 'bread' Stachowski (2010)

Kirghiz frunze (Ru) -+ tboronzol 'Frunze' Gouskova (2001)

Tatar vrac (Ru) -+ Ivaratf] 'doctor' my elicitation

Epenthesis in sibilant fricative-initial clusters

#ST

Language Example Reference

Aleut Eskimo
Archi
Assamese

Bengali

stakan (Ru) -+ [sitakkaanaq] 'glass cup'
stol (Ru) -+ [ustull 'table'
'school' (En) -+ [iskul]

'school' (En) -+ [f kull

Koo (1980)
Chumakina (2009)
Baishya (2010), reported in
Dutta (2015)
Gouskova (2001)
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Bezhta

Catalan
Central Pahari

Dolgan
Egyptian Arabic
Even
Evenki
Farsi

Fula
Haitian Creole
Hausa
Hindi
Kazakh
Kirghiz
Indonesian

Manange
Miami Spanish
Pahari
Sinhalese

Spanish
Tatar

Telugu
Turkish

Tuvan
Uyghur

Uzbek
Wolof
Yakut

Yupik Eskimo

fkola (Ru) -+ fifkola] 'school'

'stop' (En) -+ astp]
'stool' -+ [istu:1]

skalo (Ru) -+ [yska:la]
'study' (En) -+ [?istadi]
stol (Ru) -+ [ostol] 'table'
stol (Ru) -+ [ostolj 'table'
fkaf (Ru) -+ [fekap] / jefkap] 'cupboard'

staty (French) -+ tistatil 'statue'
'statue' (En) -+ [estati]
'scale' (En) -+ [sakeli]
'school' (En) -+ [iskull
stantsiiya (Ru) -+ [*stansa] 'train station'
stakan (Ru) -* lmstakan] 'glass cup'
stri (Sanskrit) -+ tistril 'woman'
'stamp' (En) -+ [satemp]
'school' (En) -+ [eskull
'store' (En) -+ lestorear]
'school' (En) -+ tsaku:lJ
'school' (En) -+ [iskul]

'stop' (En) -+ [estop]
fkola (Ru) - [f ikola] 'school'
'ski' (En) -+ [iski]
'station' (En) -+ [istefanu
'studio' (En) -+ [sutudi]
'skeleton' (En) -> liskelet]
stakani (Ru) -+ [istaqaan] 'glass cup'
statistika (Ru) -+ [istatistikal
'Stockholm' -+ [sitokholom]
f kaf (Ru) -+ [ifkop] 'cupboard'
'statue' (En) -+ festati]
stol (Ru) -+ [ostuol] 'table'

'school' (En) -+ [sikuulaq]
fkola (Russian; 'school') -> [iskuuluq

Comrie and Khalilov
(2009)
Bonet and Lloret (1998), ?
Sharma (1980), reported in
Broselow (1992)
Stachowski (2010)
Broselow (1992)
Choi (2010)
Choi (2010)
Kambuziya and Hashemi
(2011)
PL 1997
Tinelli 1981, Flei 2001
Han (2007)
Singh (1985)

Gouskova (2001)
Yuliati (2014)

Hildebrandt (2009)
FernAndez (1983)
Khan and Bukhari (2011)
Samarajiwa and Abey-
sekera (1964), Broselow
(1992)
Gibson (2012)
my elicitation

Broselow (1992)
Beel and Felder (2013)

Harrison (2000)
my elicitation
my elicitation
Akiner (1997)
Ka (1985)
Pakendorf and Novgorodov
(2009)
Koo (1982)

#SF

Language

Alaskan Eskimo
Dolgan

Example

svinka (Ru) -+ [sitinkaq] 'pig'
sverlo (Ru) -+ [sibdrlid]

Reference
Hammerich (1954)
Stachowski (2010)
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Even
Evenki
Hindi
Kirghiz
Tatar
Yakut

Yupik Eskimo

svinjja (Ru) -+ Itcivindia 'pig'
svJetrka (Ru) -+ Isiveskal 'candle'
'sphere' (En) -+ [isfiAri

zveno (Ru) -+ luzvanal 'chain link'
svata (Ru) -> [siviatal female name (dim.)

svinija (Ru) -+ [sibinpa 'pig'

svinka (Ru) -+ Icitiinkaaq] 'pig'

sviitiir (Ru) -+ [iswataqj/jisvataqj 'sweater'

Choi (2010)
Choi (2010)
Singh (1985)
Gouskova (2001)
my elicitation
Pakendorf and
gorodov (2009)
Koo (1982)

#SN

Example
'smile' (En) -+ ismaill

'Smith' (En) - [simis]
'snack' (En) -+ Iaznak]
smena (Ru) -+ [ismeni 'change'
smorodina (Ru) -+ [simorodina] 'currant'
smat (Ru) -+ lsimatl[ismat] proper name
'smoking' (En) -+ [esmoquini
smat (Ru) -+ [sonatijasnat] proper name
Smolny (Ru) -+ [ismolnin] proper name
'smoke' (En) -+ tesmok]
'smoking' (En) -+ tsomokij]

Reference
Baishya (2010), reported
in Dutta (2015)
my elicitation
BL, Fleischhacker
Sulejmenova (1965)
Fleischhacker (2001)

Gibson (2012)
my elicitation
Akiner (1997)
Fleischhacker (2001)

Language

Aleut Eskimo
Assamese
Bengali

Catalan

Egyptian Arabic

Farsi

Hindi
Indonesian
Spanish
Wolof
Yupik Eskimo

Example

flJapa (Ru)
'slate' (En)
'slate' (En)

[fiXaabaq] 'hat"

tsilet]
[felet]

'slam' (En) -+ [aziamj

'slide' (En) -+ [silayd]
'slide' (En) -+ I?eslajd]
'Slav' -+ feslav]
flarj (Ru) -+ [felaij] 'hose'
'slipper' (En) -+ [silpAri

slot (Dutch) -+ [selot] 'lock'
'slogan' (En) -+ [eslogan]
'Slovakia' -+ [solovakil
flJapa (Ru) -+ [islaapaq] 'hat'

Reference
Koo (1980)
Dutta (2015)
Mahato (1974), reported
in Broselow (1992)
Bonet & Lloret (1998),
reported in Fleischhacker
(2001)
Broselow (1992)
my elicitation
Kambuziya and Hashemi
(2011)
Singh (1985)
Tadmor (2009a)
Gibson (2012)
Fleischhacker (2001)
Koo (1982)
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Assamese

Uyghur
Catalan
Kazakh

Spanish
Tatar
Uzbek
Wolof



#Sr

Language Example Reference

Egyptian Arabic 'Sri. Lanka' -> [seri lankal my elicitation

Farsi 'Sri Lanka' -> Iseri laijkal Fleischhacker (2001)

Indonesian srigala -+ [sedrigala] 'wolf' Tadmor (2009a)

Wolof 'Sri Lanka' -+ [siri laijka Fleischhacker (2001)

Epenthesis in nasal-initial clusters

#NT

Language Example Reference

English mbira (Shona) -+ tambiraI my elicitation

Korean mbira (Shona) -+ timbiral my elicitation

Malagasy mbe (Bantu) -+ (6mby] 'ox' Adelaar (2009)

#NF

Language Example Reference

Korean n3amena (French) -+ [incamenal capital of my elicitation

Chad

#NN

Language Example Reference

Kirghiz mnemonicheskij (Ru) -+ [ymnemonicheskij] Gouskova (2001)

'mnemonic'

Korean mnemosine (Greek) -+ [minemosinel my elicitation

nna3i (Bantu) -+ [innacil 'Nnaji'

#NL

Language Example Reference

Bengali mlan (Sanskrit) -+ [melan] 'gloomy' Kar (2009)

English mladic (Serbian) -+ Imaladitf] my elicitation

Egyptian Arabic mraz (En) -+ Imarazj my elicitation

Epenthesis in word-final clusters

Epenthesis in stop-final clusters

TT#

Language Example Reference

Indonesian
Kazakh
Korean
Tatar

al-sabt (Ar)
abyekt (Ru)
'Egypt' (En)
'Egypt' (En)

[sabtul 'Saturday'
-+ [abyekti 'object'

-+ [icipthi]
-+ tigiptal

Tadmor (2009a)
Krippes (1994)
my elicitation
my elicitation
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Language

Dolgan
Even
Evenki
Egyptian Arabic
Irish
Yakut

Tatar

Language
Arabic
Ewenki
Kanuri
Korean
Uyghur
Yakut

Example
most (Ru) -+ [mosta] 'floor'

most (Ru) -+ [mostal 'floor'

most (Ru) -* Imostal 'floor'
'list' (En) -+ [lestal
'toast' (En) -+ [tostal
most (Ru) -+ [muostal 'floor'

'list' (En) -+ Ilistal

Example
'lamp' (En) -+ [lamba
bank (Ru) -+ Ibanka] 'bank'
'bank' (En) -+ [bAnki1
'paint' (En) -+ [phinthij
bank (Ru) -+ [bankal 'bank'
vint (Ru) -+ [bi:ntel 'screw'

Reference
Stachowski (2010)
Choi (2010)
Choi (2010)
my elicitation
Riggs (2014)
Pakendorf and Nov-
gorodov (2009)
my elicitation

Reference
Versteegh et al. (2006)
Choi (2010)
Ldhr et al. (2009)
my elicitation
my elicitation
Pakendorf and Nov-
gorodov (2009)

Example

folk (Ru) -+ [xolka] 'silk'
folk (Ru) -+ [folko] 'silk'
folk (Ru) -+ [solga 'silk'

folk (Ru) -+ [felkil 'silk'
folk (Ru) -+ [solko] 'silk'

Reference
Choi (2010)
Choi (2010)
Vajda and
(2009)
my elicitation
Pakendorf and
gorodov (2009)

Example
darb (Ar) -+ [darub] 'path'
park (Ru) -+ Iparka] 'park'
park (Ru) -+ [paarka] 'park'

Reference
Versteegh et al. (2006)
my elicitation
Vasilyeva (2010)
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ST#

NT#

IT#

Language

Even
Evenki
Ket

Tatar
Yakut

rT#

Nefedov

Nov-

Language

Nubian
Tatar
Yakut



Epenthesis in fricative-final clusters

TS#

Language Example Reference

Georgian 'paradox' (En) -+ [paradoksi] Riggs (2014)
Tuvan gips (Ru) -+ [giipis] 'cast' Harrison (2000)

Uyghur quds7 (Ar) - [qutus] 'holy' my elicitation

NS#

Language Example Reference

Indonesian 'dance' (En) -+ [dansa my elicitation
Uyghur 3ins (Ar) -+ l3insi] 'gender' my elicitation
Tatar 'France' (En) -+ [fransil my elicitation

rF#/rS#

Language Example Reference

Nubian 6'arf (Ar) -+ [zarif] 'envelope' Versteegh et al. (2006)
dars (Ar) - [ders], [deris] 'lesson'

Tatar xarf (Ar) -+ [xiref] 'letter' Poppe (1968)
borf (Ru) -+ [boraf]~[borfi] my elicitation

Tuvan farf (Ru) -+ [faarif] 'ground meat' Harrison (2000)
Uyghur dars (Ar) -+ Ideris] 'lesson' my elicitation

Epenthesis in nasal-final clusters

TN#

Language Example Reference

Assamese 'cotton' (En) -+ [kotonj Dutta (2015)
Indonesian hukm (Ar) - [hokum] 'law' Tadmor (2009a)

Tatar ritm (Ru) -+ [ritamj 'rhythm' my elicitation
Uyghur hukm (Ar) -+ [hokum] 'law' Versteegh et al. (2006)

FN#

Language Example Reference

Portuguese rahn (Ar) -+ [refem] 'hostage' Versteegh et al. (2006)
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Example
'prism' (En) -+ [prijpm]

komunizm (Ru) -+ [komunisaml 'commu-

nism'
komunizm (Ru) - [komunismm 'commu-

nism'

3ism (Ar) [3isin 'body'

3ism (Ar) -3ism 'body'

Reference
Dutta (2015)
my elicitation

my elicitation

Tadmor (2009b)
my elicitation

Example
'film' (En) -+

'film' (En) or
'film' (En) -+

'film' (En) -+

[filimi
film (Dutch) -+ [filiml/[filem]

[thillin]
[pilml//[pilim]

'film' (En) -+ [filim]

Reference
Cohen (2009)

my elicitation
Samarajiwa and
sekera (1964)
my elicitation

Epenthesis in [1l-final clusters

Tl#

Language

Arabic
Assamese
Bengali
Even
Egyptian Arabic
Indonesian
Javanese
Moroccan Ara-
bic
Pahari
Tatar
Uyghur
Uzbek

Example
'cable' (En) -+ [ke:bil]

'bubble' (En) -+ [babul]
'people' (En) - [piupoll
spektakl3 (Ru) -+ [spektakoll 'play'
'shuttle' (En) -- [fatal]
aql (Ar) -+ [akall 'wisdom'
aql (Ar) -+ [akalj 'wisdom'

immbl (French) -+ [mubal] 'building'

'cycle' (En) -+ Isaikull
korabli (Ru) -+ [karabil] 'ship'

Taql (Ar) -+ [qilI 'wisdom'
fakl (Ar) -+ [fakil] 'form'

Reference
Versteegh et al. (2006)
Dutta (2015)
Islam (2004)
Choi (2010)
my elicitation
Tadmor (2009a)
Versteegh et al. (2006)
Versteegh et al. (2006)

Khan and Bukhari (2011)
my elicitation
Lindblad
Versteegh et al. (2006)

Example
'waffle' (En) -+ [wafel]
sahl (Ar) -+ [sahall 'easy'
buffle (French) - [buffel 'buffalo'

Reference
my elicitation
Versteegh et al. (2006)
van der Sijs (2009)
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SN#

Language

Assamese
Bulgarian

Kirghiz

Indonesian
Tatar

LN#

Language

Hebrew
Indonesian
Korean
Sinhalese

Uyghur

Abey-

Fl#

Language

Indonesian
Nubian
Dutch



Nl#

Language Example Reference

Bengali 'personal' (En) -+ [parsonal] Islam (2004)

Bulgarian kremlP (Ru) -+ [kremal] 'the Kremlin' my elicitation

Kirghiz kremlP (Ru) -+ [kuremmll 'the Kremlin' my elicitation

Tatar kremlj (Ru) -+ [kremall 'the Kremlin' my elicitation

Epenthesis in [r]-final clusters

Language Example Reference

Even tigr (Ru) -+ [tjigarl 'tiger' Choi (2010)
Indonesian fikr (Ar) -+ [fikir] 'opinion' Tadmor (2009a)
Javanese s abr (Ar) -+ Isabar 'patience' Versteegh et al. (2006)
Turkish qabr (Ar) -> [kabir 'grave' Jaklin Kornfilt, p.c.
Uyghur fikr (Ar) -+ Ifikir] 'opinion' my elicitation

IFr#

Language Example Reference

Javanese 6'uhr (Ar) -> [luhur] 'midday' Versteegh et al. (2006)
Nubian bahr (Ar) -+ [bahar 'ocean' Versteegh et al. (2006)
Uyghur sihr (Ar) -+ [sihiri 'magic' my elicitation

Sr#

Language Example Reference

Nubian masyr (Ar) -+ Imasri/Imasir 'Egypt' Versteegh et al. (2006)
Uyghur misr (Ar) -+ [misir) 'Egypt' my elicitation

Nr#

Language Example Reference
amr (Ar) - [omor] 'age' my elicitation
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Chapter 4

Sonority sequencing in consonant
cluster adaptation and perception

In the previous chapters, I have provided an analysis of the epenthesis typology and consonant

cluster perception in terms of auditory factors, intensity rise and C1 voicing. There is, however,
an alternative analysis based on the sonority sequencing of the consonant clusters. Previous
research on vowel epenthesis in consonant cluster adaptation and of illusory vowel perception in
consonant clusters has crucially relied on the sonority profile of the cluster. So the purpose of
this chapter is to assess whether the sonority-based hypotheses can explain the typology of vowel
epenthesis in loan adaptation (Section 4.1) as well as the current experimental results reported
in Chapter 2 (Section 4.2).

4.1 Sonority-based analyses of epenthesis sites

Previous studies, such as Gouskova (2001), Steriade (2006), and Flemming (2008), have used the
sonority profile between the two consonants in the cluster to account for the cluster-dependent

asymmetry in epenthesis sites. Although they all employ sonority profile for the analysis, they
have different points of view about how sonority profile plays a role in vowel epenthesis; Gouskova
(2001) argues that epenthesis sites are determined so that the resulting form is not phonologically
marked in terms of syllable structure, whereas Steriade (2006) and Flemming (2008) assume that
it is the faithfulness of the sonority profile that determines the epenthesis sites.

4.1.1 Markedness-based account

One markedness-based view attributes this asymmetry between sibilant-stop and stop-sonorant
clusters to the inherent unsplittability of sibilant-stop clusters (Selkirk, 1982; Broselow, 1992,
a.o.). That is, sibilant-stop clusters are considered a single constituent sharing a linked laryngeal
node, while stop-sonorant clusters are not. For this structural reason, sibilant-stop clusters
cannot be broken by an epenthetic vowel and have to undergo external epenthesis, whereas
stop-sonorant clusters can undergo internal epenthesis allowing a split by the epenthetic vowel.
This view, however, cannot cover all the cases of vowel epenthesis in sibilant-initial clusters, as

well as the present typology of vowel epenthesis including the cases of external epenthesis in
clusters that are not sibilant-stop clusters, such as nasal-nasal clusters. There are cases, such as

Indonesian and Hindi, in which internal epenthesis and external epenthesis show a variation in
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repairing sibilant clusters, and it is not plausible that some of these sibilant-stop clusters form a
contituent while the others do not. In addition, external epenthesis in sibilant-sonorant clusters,
which could be in free variation with internal epenthesis, needs an explanation not based on the
internal structure.

Gouskova (2001) employs a markedness constraint based on sonority contour. Gouskova's
(2001) analysis of epenthesis sites in Russian loanwords in Kirghiz adopts the Syllable Contact
Law (Murray and Vennemann, 1983; Vennemann, 1988), a cross-linguistic observation that sonor-
ity tends to fall across a syllable boundary, as a markedness constraint which bans a sonority
rise across syllable boundaries, defined in (56).

(56) SYLLABLE CONTACT: Sonority must not rise across a syllable boundary.

Gouskova argues that an epenthetic vowel is placed so that the resulting sequence does not
violate SYLLABLE CONTACT. For example, a cluster with rising sonority /#bl... / undergoes
internal epenthesis I#bal. . . I because if it undergoes external epenthesis, the resulting form

[#b.1... ], having a sonority rise across a syllable boundary, will violate SYLLABLE CONTACT.

In contrast, a cluster with flat/falling sonority such as /#st... / undergoes external epenthesis
because even though neither internal epenthesis [#sa.t... nor external epenthesis [#as.t...I
involve a sonority rise across syllable boundaries, internal epenthesis additionally violates the
faithfulness constraint CONTIGUITY by breaking the input cluster. This can be derived when
SYLLABLE CONTACT outranks CONTIGUITY, as illustrated in the tableaus in (57) and (58).

(57) Non-rising sonority clusters -+ external epenthesis

#sta SYLLABLE CONTACT CONTIGUITY

a. #sata
b. g #asta

(58) Rising sonority clusters -+ internal epenthesis

#bla SYLLABLE CONTACT CONTIGUITY

a. o #bola

b. #9bla __

The SYLLABLE CONTACT account of the cluster-dependent asymmetry in epenthesis sites
is also not sufficient to explain the entire typology, particularly when considering epenthesis
patterns in word-final position. As seen earlier, the word-final lateral-nasal cluster [lm] under-
goes internal epenthesis (e.g., 'film' -+ [filim] (Uyghur)), even though external epenthesis would
not result in a sonority rise across the syllable boundary (*[fil.mij). In Kirghiz, the word-final
nasal-nasal cluster also undergoes internal epenthesis (e.g., 'gimn' -+ [gimun]), as seen in the

previous chapter, and the ranking between SYLLABLE CONTACT and CONTIGUITY suggested for

epenthesis in word-initial clusters does not derive the correct epenthesis pattern in word-final
position, as shown in (59).

(59) Word-final non-rising sonority sonorant-sonorant clusters -+ internal epenthesis

gimn# SYLLABLE CONTACT I CONTIGUITY

a. ( gimun#
b. gimnu#
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4.1.2 Faithfulness-based account

Steriade (2006) and Flemming (2008) adopt the notion of sonority contour in formulating faithful-

ness constraints, based on perceptual similarity between clusters and epenthesis forms, proposed

by Fleischhacker (2001, 2005). Recall that Fleischhacker (2001, 2005) suggests a hierarchy in

consonant cluster splittability such that stop-sonorant (TR) clusters are most likely to be split

by an epenthetic vowel, followed by sibilant-liquid (SL), sibilant-nasal (SN), and sibilant-stop

(ST) clusters in order, showing the implicational relationship mentioned in the previous chapter.

She argues that this hierarchy originates from perceptual similarity between the cluster and the

resulting form with internal epenthesis, based on experimental evidence. That is, #TR and

#TaR are perceptually most similar to each other, and #ST and #SaT are the least. Building
on this, Steriade (2006) suggests faithfulness constraints requiring correspondence for sonority

contour between the input cluster and the epenthesized output, arguing that epenthesis sites are

determined so that the sonority contour of the input cluster is perceptually similar to that of the

output sequence with an epenthetic vowel. This is illustrated in (60) and (61), in which the blue

line indicates the sonority contour between the two consonants. 0 stands for obstruent and R

stands for sonorant. An obstruent-sonorant cluster, such as /#bl... /, involves a sonority rise,
and its corresponding form with internal epenthesis [#bol... I also involves a sonority rise, which

is slightly sharper. So the change from the shallow sonority rise in /#bl/ into the steep sonority

rise in I#ba] is perceptually small, resulting in internal epenthesis. In a clusters with level or

falling sonority, such as /#mb... /, however, the sonority fall in /#mb/ is perceptually very
different from the sonority rise in I#mab with internal epenthesis, and thus internal epenthesis

is not likely in clusters involving a sonority plateau or a sonority fall.

(60) Sonority contour correspondence (61) Sonority contour correspondence
in word-initial obstruent-sonorant in word-initial sonorant-obstruent
clusters clusters

input input

# 0 R # R 0

a. a.v

# 0 e R # R e 0

b. b.

#e 0 R #e R 0

Flemming (2008) develops a metric to calculate the sonority contour; abstract terms such as

shallow or steep sonority rise are replaced with a specific ratio derived by dividing the sonority

contour in the input consonant cluster C1 C2 by the contour in the output sequence of the initial

consonant and the following epenthetic vowel C 1i, based on the sonority scale given in (3), which
is repeated in (62) below. By subtracting the ratio from 1, the more similar the corresponding

sonority contour is, the smaller distance value it receives. Internal epenthesis is preferred in the

clusters having a small sonority rise distance to the clusters having a large distance, by ranking

a faithfulness constraint requiring preservation of a larger distance value over the one requiring
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preservation of a smaller value.

(62) Sonority hierarchy (e.g., Clements, 1990)
obstruents nasals liquids glides vowels

1 2 3 4 5

less sonorous more sonorous -+

The faithfulness analyses based on sonority contour also cannot explain the full range of

epenthesis data presented in the previous chapter. The unexplainable cases are not specifically

problems of the faithfulness-based account but are problems of any sonority-based account in

general. I discuss these problems in the next section.

4.1.3 General limitations of sonority-based accounts

The hypothesis based on sonority contour, regardless of whether it employs markedness or faith-

fulness, does not seem to be sufficient to explain the whole range of the epenthesis data in loan

adaptation. First of all, not all clusters involving the same sonority profile pattern together in

epenthesis. For example, both word-initial stop-stop clusters and nasal-nasal clusters involve level

sonority, but the nasal-nasal clusters may be repaired with external epenthesis (e.g., Kirghiz)

or with internal epenthesis (e.g., Korean), as seen in (20), while stop-stop clusters are always

repaired with internal epenthesis cross-linguistically, as shown in (9a).

Second, the same sonority class may also show different epenthesis patterns. In the case of

liquids, the epenthetic vowel is always positioned before the word-final lateral 1]. as shown in

(9b) (e.g., korabli (Russian; 'ship') - [karabal (Tatar)), whereas the vowel may go before or

after the final trill [r] as shown in (22) (e.g., qabr (Arabic; 'grave') -+ [kabre] (Uyghur) vs. [kabiri

(Turkish)), even though both the lateral and the trill are classified as liquids. This cannot be

fixed by refining the sonority hierarchy such that it differentiates laterals from trills. For example,

in Parker's (2002) sonority hierarchy, laterals are more sonorous than trills and flaps. However,

it does not change the fact that the sonority is rising in both lateral-final and trill-final clusters.

In other words, it cannot be explained why only trill-final clusters may allow external epenthesis,

even though both lateral-final and trill-final clusters are of rising sonority. If one assumes that

the steeper the sonority rise is, the more likely internal epenthesis is, it still does not explain

why then nasal-final clusters, which involve a smaller sonority rise than trill-final clusters, always

show internal epenthesis.

A similar asymmetry is found in fricatives too; word-initially, clusters beginning with a non-

sibilant fricative always have the epenthetic vowel after the fricative, as shown in (9a), whereas

clusters beginning with a sibilant fricative may undergo either internal or external epenthesis. In

terms of sonority, sibilant and non-sibilant fricatives are not differentiated, and thus the sonority

profiles of sibilant-initial and non-sibilant-initial clusters are identical, but their behaviors in

epenthesis are different from each other.

Third, even the same cluster in a language may behave differently in terms of epenthesis

depending on its position in the word. The adaptation of sibilant-nasal clusters in Tatar is a

good example. As presented earlier, in Tatar, epenthesis in word-initial sibilant-nasal clusters

shows variation; for example, both [asmat] and [samat] are used for Russian smat (proper name).

The same cluster, however, always undergoes internal epenthesis word-finally, e.g., 3ism (Arabic;

'body') -+ [3isom], and external epenthesis, e.g., *[3ismal, is not possible. Not only in Tatar but

also in the typology, word-initial sibilant-sonorant clusters show a variation in epenthesis sites
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in several languages, but there is no language that shows the variation in word-final sibilant-

sonorant clusters.

Fourth, the same type of cluster may be adapted with different epenthesis patterns in the

same language depending on its phonetic realization. For instance, word-final stop-stop clusters
T1T2 # from English are borrowed into Korean with a single external epenthesis (e.g., 'compact'

-- [khamphekthi] ), whereas T1T2 # clusters in Russian are optionally borrowed with double
epenthesis, i.e., both internal and external epenthesis (e.g., relikt (Russian; name of a vocal trio)

Ilellikthi]~llellikhithil).
Hence, I conclude that the sonority contour hypothesis is not sufficient to cover the entire

typology of epenthesis sites in loan adaptation. The current hypothesis, however, can explain
the aforementioned problematic cases. The first asymmetry in clusters with the same sonority
profile originates from the asymmetry in the presence of intensity rise. In word-initial stop-
stop clusters, the initial stop is always released creating an intensity rise, and thus epenthesis
takes place at the intensity rise, i.e., internal epenthesis. In contrast, word-initial nasal-nasal
clusters may involve an audible vocalic release or not, as mentioned previously. So depending on
the phonetic realization of the initial nasal in the cluster, either internal epenthesis or external
epenthesis can occur, as demonstrated in (??) and (??) in the previous chapter.

The intensity rise hypothesis can also account for the epenthesis asymmetry in the same
sonority classes, liquids and fricatives. For the liquids, in [1-final clusters, the intensity is rising
from the preceding consonant to the Ill, and is falling from the [1 to the post-[I] silence. Therefore,
internal epenthesis takes place at the intensity rise. In trill-final clusters, in contrast, we have two
intensity rises, one between the preceding consonant and the trill and the other after the trill,
and we observe both internal epenthesis and external epenthesis (cf. (49), (50)). Recall also that
the asymmetry between sibilants and non-sibilants is also explained by the difference in intensity
rise. In sibilant-sonorant clusters, we assume an additional intensity rise from the silence to the
sibilant, and external epenthesis, as well as internal epenthesis, is possible. For non-sibilant-
sonorant clusters, intensity rise from silence to If] is not sufficient to create an intensity rise, so
there is one intensity rise between the initial [f] and the following sonorant, and only internal
epenthesis occurs (cf. (53), (54)).

Also, the intensity rise hypothesis has accounted for the asymmetry in which sibilant-sonorant
clusters show a variation in epenthesis sites in word-initial position but not in word-final position
in (53) and (55). That is, word-finally, there is only one intensity rise between the sibilant and the
following sonorant and internal epenthesis occurs, whereas word-initially there is an additional
rise in intensity from the silence to the word-initial sibilant allowing both internal epenthesis and
external epenthesis.

Lastly, the donor asymmetry between English and Russian stop-stop clusters may be at-
tributed to different phonetic realizations of the cluster in each language. That is, in English
word-final stop-stop clusters, the first stop may be unreleased, but in Russian stop-stop clusters,
the first stop is always clearly released (cf. Kochetov, 2008). This indicates that in English stop-
stop clusters there is only one intensity rise at the release of the final stop, but Russian stop-stop
clusters involve two intensity rises, one between the two stops and the other at the release of the
final stop.

In summary, we have seen several cluster-dependent asymmetries in epenthesis sites that
cannot be explained by the sonority-based hypothesis. The asymmetries stem from phonetic
properties of the clusters, and the intensity rise hypothesis can successfully provide an explanation
for them.
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4.2 Sonority profile in non-native cluster perception

4.2.1 Sonority sequencing in non-native cluster perception

It has been argued that the sonority profile of consonant clusters has an influence on consonant

cluster perception. Specifically, the likelihood of perceptual epenthesis may differ depending on

the type of consonant cluster. Berent et al. (2007, 2008, 2009, et seq.) argue that the likelihood of

perceptual epenthesis is determined by the universal markedness of onset clusters, particularly
by the sonority profile of the cluster. The markedness is based on the Sonority Sequencing
Principle (SSP). According to the SSP, a good syllable involves sonority increasing throughout
the onset to the nucleus, and decreasing from the nucleus and throughout the coda. Berent et

al. conducted several tasks (syllable count, AX discrimination, transcription), across speakers of

different native languages, English, Korean, and Spanish, who have some or no relevant clusters
in their native languages. The results showed that universally less marked clusters with rising

sonority, e.g., blif, are more accurately discriminated from their matching forms with epenthesis,
e.g., balif, than universally more marked clusters with level sonority, e.g., bdif from badif, which

in turn are more accurately discriminated than even more marked clusters with falling sonority,

e.g., ibif from labif. Based on these results, Berent et al. argue that speakers possess universal

linguistic preferences regarding sonority, and extend them to non-native cluster perception.

Several questions arise, however, as to whether the perception of a variety of consonant
clusters can be simply generalized in terms of the three sonority profiles. First of all, several

different clusters belong to each sonority profile, and their phonetic characteristics may not be
classified together as the same category in perception. For example, consonant clusters with

falling sonority in Berent et al.'s (2007, 2008) stimuli include clusters beginning with the lateral

,/l/, the trill /r/, the flap /r/, and the nasal /m/. The accuracy of the perception of these clusters,

however, is likely to differ from one another. As for the liquids, as mentioned and experimentally
proved earlier, laterals that do not involve an intensity rise would be more accurately perceived

than trills and flaps that involve an intensity rise. Also for nasals, if the nasal [m] is audibly

released, its perception would be less accurate than when the [m] is unreleased. Crucially, Berent

et al's results conflict with the current experimental results. The current results suggest that

a consonant cluster C1C2 and its epenthesis form are more confusable with each other when

intensity rises from C1 to C2 , whereas Berent et al. suggest that they are less confusable when

sonority rises in the cluster. Since the phonetic correlate of sonority is intensity, these results

stand in contradiction. In addition, voicing of the first consonant in clusters, which also turned

out to have a significant effect on the consonant cluster perception in Chapter 2, is not considered

in the sonority-based hypothesis. To sum up, the sonority hypothesis assumes that the more

marked the cluster is, the more likely epenthesis is, whereas the current hypothesis assumes that

the more similar the cluster is to the epenthesis form, the more likely epenthesis is. The notions

of "marked" and "similar" may not agree with each other. 'The next section will investigate the

contributions of phonological factors such as the SSP as well as phonetic factors such as intensity

rise and C1 voicing in non-native cluster perception.

4.2.2 Sonority effects in the current experiments

This section reanalyzes the results of Experiments 1, 2, and 3, the current experiments on non-

native cluster perception, in terms of sonority sequencing, and see whether the same sonority

effect observed in the previous studies is found in the current study too. The sonority profiles
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were coded l)ased on the sonority hierarchy suggeste(j by Clements (1990) in (62), because it

was used iII the previous Studies of sonority sequencing in non-native clusters (e.g., Berent et al.

2007, et seq., Daland et al., 2011), as well as because it is the best sonority hierarchy that works

for all available studies.

4.2.2.1 Experiment 1

Recall that Experiment I was an AX discrimination task between a word-initial cluster CC and

its matching sequence with internal epenthesis CC.

4.2.2.1.1 Korean listeners

Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show the percentage correct by sonority profile and by sonority distance,

respectively. It is shown that clusters with falling sonority are perceived with the highest ac-

curacy. These show the lowest accuracy in Berent et al.'s (2008) results, who also used Korean

participants. Clusters with rising sonority, which were best discriminated in Berent et al., showed

a slightly lower mean percentage correct than clusters with falling sonority and a slightly higher

percentage correct than clusters with level sonority. A mixed effects logistic regression model

was fit to the percentage correct, in which the fixed effect was sonority profile and the random

effects were participant and cluster. Sonority profile was treatment-coded with sonority plateau

as the baseline. It turned out that the difference in percentage correct between sonority fall

clusters and sonority plateau clusters was statistically significant (z 3.98, p- .001), and so was

the difference between sonority plateau clusters and sonority rise clusters (z=2.04, p<.05). The

latter difference is consistent with Berent et al.'s, even though it is a much smaller difference

compared to Berent et al. 's results, but the former difference between sonority fall and sonority

plateau is opposed to Berent et al.'s results. Another logistic regression model with sonority

profile coded with sonority rise as the baseline showed that the difference between sonority fall

clusters and sonority rise clusters was not significant, which was also not expected by the sonority

hypothesis. Sonority distance differentiates clusters with falling sonority of --2 (e.g., [lk]) and of

-1 (e.g., [mkj), as shown in Figure 4-2, and there was no significant difference in the accuracy

between the two.

60 66.07667 62.28

0- sonority
40 fall

CO plateau

20 rise

-,0

fall plateau rise
Sonority profile

Figure 4-1: Percentage correct by sonority profile (Korean listeners)
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Figure 4-2: Percentage correct bY sonority histance (Korean listeners)

4.2.2.1.2 Chinese listeners

Now we analyze the results for the Chinese listeners in terms of sonority profile and sonority

distance. Figure 4-3 shows a completely opposite pattern compared to Berent et al.'s studies;

the percentage correct was the highest in clusters with falling sonority. followed by clusters with

level sonority, and was the lowest in clusters with rising sonority. However, a mixed effects

logistic regression model showed that no difference between clusters was statistically significant.

Figure 4-4 presents the difference in the accuracy between clusters with falling sonority of 2 and

of -1, which was also not significant.

60 62.01 60.91

o 40 sonority
all

Cz plateau

20

fall plateau rise
Sonority profile

Figure 4-3: Percentage correct by sonority profile (Chinese listeners)
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Figure 4-4: Percentage correct by sonority distance (Chinese listeners)

Sumrning up, the results of Experiment I did not show the expected sonority effect. The

only predicted difference was found between clusters with rising sonority and clusters with level

sonority for Korean participants, but the results for Korean participants also included a significant

difference between clusters with falling sonority and clusters with level sonority in the opposite

direction. This is totally unexpected by Berent et al.'s previous research, which also conducted

an AX discrimination task using stimuli recorded by a Russian speaker and employed Korean

and Mandarine Chinese speakers as participants.

4.2.2.2 Experiment 2

Experiment 2 was also an AX discrinination task but, used nore varied types of clusters for

stimuli. Two speaker groups, speakers of Korean and English participated in the experiment.

4.2.2.2.1 Korean listeners

Figures 4-5 displays percentage correct results for each sonority profile. The percentage correct

was the highest in clusters with falling sonority, contrary to the sonority hypothesis. A mixed

effects logistic regression model, however, showed that there were no significant differences in the

accuracy between the sonority profiles.
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Figure 4-5: Percentage correct by sonorlity profile (Korean listeners)

Figures 4-6 illustrates percentage correct results for each sonority distance. Again, no signif-

icant differences were found between the sonority distances.
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4.2.2.2.2 English listeners

Here are results for English listeners. As in the analysis in Chapter 2, the results of native

clusters in English were excluded because participants were significantly better at discriminating

native clusters than non-native clusters. Figures 4-7 and 4-8 illustrate the percentage correct

by sonority profile and by sonority distance. respectively. Although we see small differences in

the percentage correct between sonority profiles and between sonority distances, mixed effects

logistic regression models showed that no differences were statistically significant.
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Figure 4-7: Percentage correct by sonority profile (English listeners, non-native clusters only)
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Figure 4-8: Percentage correct by sonority distance (English listeners, non-native clusters only)

In Experiment 2, it is shown that sonority profile does not make any significant differences
in the accuracy of consonant cluster discrimination. This is again unexpected given the sonority
hypothesis and contradicts previous results in which sonority profile was a significant predictor
for the accuracy of discrimination between consonant clusters and epenthesis forms.

4.2.2.3 Experiment 3

Recall that Experiment 3 was an AX discrimination on word-final clusters and their matching
forms with internal epenthesis with Korean listeners. There has been no discrimination experi-
ment on word-final consonant clusters, to my knowledge, but the same sonority hypothesis can
apply to word-final clusters. According to the SSP, falling sonority is the most desirable in coda
clusters, followed by flat sonority and rising sonority, exactly opposite to the sonority markedness
in onset clusters. Therefore, we can assume the opposite hypothesis of sonority profile in word-
final consonant cluster perception; the accuracy of discrimination between word-final clusters
and their matching forms with epenthesis would be higher in clusters with falling sonority than
in clusters with level sonority, which in turn shows a higher accuracy than clusters with rising
sonority. The percentage correct results by sonority profile are presented in Figure 4-9. It is
shown that the percentage correct was the highest in clusters with a sonority plateau, which was
slightly higher than in clusters with a sonority fall. The difference between these two was not
statistically significant. On the other hand, the participants were significantly less accurate in
clusters with a sonority rise than clusters with a sonority plateau/ fall (p< .001), which partially
confirmed the hypothesis.
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Figure 4-9: Percentage correct by sonority profile

Figure 4-10 shows the percentage correct results 1 sonority distance. Here we see that the

percentage correct was highest in clusters with a sonority distance of 1, but there were no

statistical differences between sonority distances of 2. - and 0. As in Figure 4-9, clusters with

rising sonority, i.e., sonority distances of t and 2, showed significantly less accuracy than the

others, and there was no difference between the two sonority distances.
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Figure 4-10: Percentage correct by sonority distance

In sum, the sonority hypothesis is only partially confirmed in Experiment 3 between clusters

with sonority rises and clusters with sonority non-rises. No significant difference was observed

between clusters with sonority falls and with sonority plateaus.

It is shown that in the current discrimination experiments the sonority hypothesis pursued

and confirmed in the previous studies does not hold. Some differences were consistent with the

prediction of the sonority hypothesis, but there were also other differences that contradicted the

hypothesis and most of the differences were statistically insignificant.

4.2.3 Deriving sonority effects

Then why do we get different results fron Bereut et al.'s (2007. 2008. 2009, et seq.)? I believe

that this is because sonority profiles may be confounded with the acoustic factors that were

found to affect consonant cluster perception, i.e., intensity rise and C1 voicing, in the previous

experiments. This means that the results of Berent et al.'s experiments are just one possible result

we may get from some combinations of initial consonant clusters, and thus some combinations
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of the stimuli with different phonetic realizations may derive the same results as in Berent et al.,
but other combinations may not.

Let us take a closer look at the stimuli used in Berent et al. (2007, 2008). The stimuli were

recorded by a native speaker of Russian. First, 30 clusters with a sonority rise were composed of
18 voiceless stop-sonorant clusters and 12 voiced stop-sonorant clusters, all of which involve an
intensity rise. For 30 sonority plateau clusters, 18 clusters were combinations of voiceless stops
and 12 were combinations of voiced stops. Since the first stop in word-initial stop-stop clusters is
always audibly released, all of the clusters with flat sonority involve an intensity rise too. Thirty
clusters with falling sonority consisted of 15 trill/tap-stop clusters, 7 lateral-obstruent clusters,
and 8 nasal-stop clusters. All the trill/tap-initial clusters must have involved an intensity rise
and all the lateral-initial clusters must have involved no intensity rise within the cluster, but it
is not clear how many initial nasals in the nasal-stop clusters were audibly released and involved
an intensity rise within the cluster Focusing on C1 voicing, the ratio of voiceless consonant to
voiced consonant in C1 position was 3:2.in the clusters with rising sonority and with flat sonority,
and all C1 consonants were voiced in the clusters with falling sonority. We have already seen in
Chapter 2 that when there is a rise in intensity, the cluster and the epenthesis form is significantly
more confusable when beginning with a voiced consonant than when beginning with a voiceless
consonant. So the reason for the higher discriminability of clusters with sonority rises in Berent
et al. might be because of the many voiceless consonant initial clusters, although this does
not explain the difference between sonority rise and plateau. Also, we found out in the current
experiment that clusters with a rise in intensity were more confusable with their epenthesis forms
than clusters with no rise in intensity when the C1 is voiced, which is the case for the clusters
with falling sonority here. Although there was no information about phonetic realizations of
nasal-initial clusters, which makes their intensity rise factor unavailable to us, we can still expect
that there would be more clusters with a rise in intensity (15 trill-initial + a nasal-initial) than
clusters without a rise in intensity (8 lateral-initial + 0 nasal-initial). So by hypothesis, the low
discrimination accuracy of clusters with sonority falls in Berent et al. may come from a greater
number of clusters with an intensity rise.

In order to see whether this is true, out of my own stimuli used in Experiment 2, 1 constructed
a subset, which had a similar distribution of clusters to Berent et al.'s stimuli, in terms of intensity
rise and C1 voicing. The clusters included in Subset 1 are listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Clusters used in Subset 1
# sonority C, voiced Ci voiceless
5 rise #gm, #gl #k'm, #krl, #kr
2 plateau #g'd #k'p

12 fall #lb, #1k, #Is, #m'f, #m'k, #m'k,
#rf, #rg, #rk, #rs, #rv, #rz

For clusters with rising sonority, two clusters beginning with the voiced stop [g] and three
clusters beginning with the voiceless stop [k] were used. No fricative-initial clusters with rising
sonority were included because such clusters were not employed in Berent et al.'s (2007, 2008)
experiments. Two stop-stop clusters, one voiced and the other voiceless, were included in the
subset. In fact, the ratio of clusters with a voiced C1 to clusters with a voiceless C 1 stood at 2:3
in Berent et al.'s stimuli, just as in the sonority rise clusters. Since these two clusters, [#grd]
and [#krpl, were the only sonority plateau clusters used in Experiment 2, the C1 voiced-voiceless
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ratio in Subset I was not identical with but not too different from Berent et al.'s . Next, clusters

with falling sonority consisted of three nasal-obstruent clusters, three lateral-obstruent clusters,

and six trill-obstruent clusters. This shows a very similar distribution to the stimulus clusters

with falling sonority in Berent et al. (2007, 2008), although information about the releasedness

of the cluster-initial nasal was not available and I included two clusters with an unreieased nasal

and one cluster with a released nasal at random. Percentage correct results of Subset I bly the

sonority profile are illustrated in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11: Percentage correct by sonority profile (Subset 1)

Here we see the sanie tendency in the proportion of accuracy observed in Berent et al's

experiments. Namely, consonant clusters with a sonority rise showed the highest percentage

correct, followed by clusters with a sonority plateau, and clusters with a sonority fall showed

the lowest, indicating that clusters with a sonority fall were the least discriminalble from the

epenthesis, and clusters with a sonority rises were the best discriminable. The same mixed

effects logistic regression model that was run in Section 4.2.2 was fit to the percentage correct

results in Subset 1, and the difference was statistically significant only between the sonority falls

and rises (p,- .01). So we can say that the anayisis of Subset t replicated Berent et al.'s results

albeit partially.
Next, I created another subset, consisting of the consonant clusters listed in Table 4.2. This

subset was intended to have all intensity rise clusters for sonority fall clusters and all voiceless-

consonant-initial clusters for sonority rise clusters, expecting that the accuracy decreases in the

falling sonority clusters under the effect of intensity rise and increases in the rising sonority

clusters under the effect of C 1 voicing, while maintaining the same sonority profiles. All of the

clusters were taken from the stiniuli used in Experiment 2, as in Subset 1.

Table 4.2: Clusters used in Subset 2

Ssonority -C 1 voiced C1 voiceless

6 rise km I . fi. fl. "Isn, #sl

2 plateau fg'd k p

6 fall #rf. iirg, 4-rk, ;trm, rv /-rz

Subset 2 involves clusters with a sonority rise, all of which began with a voiceless obstruent,

and clusters with a sonority fall, all of which began with a trill, involving an intensity rise. The

clusters with a sonority plateau were the sarie as in Subset 1. It is predicted in this subset
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that the accuracy in sonority rise clusters is higher than that in Subset 1, because the clusters

all began with a voiceless C 1 that turned out to make the cluster more discriminable from the

epenthesis form than a voiced C 1 . Conversely, for clusters with falling sonority, it is predicted

that the accuracy in Subset 2 is poorer than that in Subset 1, because trill-initial clusters involve

an intensity rise, which makes the cluster perceptually more similar to the epenthesis form. The

accuracy results by sonority profile are presented in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-12: Percentage correct by sonority profile (Subset 2)

As predicted, the accuracy in sonority rise clusters became higher, and the accuracy in

sonority fall clusters became lower than that in Subset 1. This results in more evident differences

in percentage correct between the sonority profiles than those in Subset 1, showing the same

tendency as in Berent et al. All the differences here were statistically significant (p<.001).

Lastly, I constructed Subset 3, using the clusters given in Table 4.3. Again, all the clusters

were the same ones used in Experiment 2. This subset consists of all falling sonority clusters

without an intensity rise and all rising sonority clusters beginning with a voiced consonant.

Table 4.3: Clusters used in Subset 3

son C1 voiced C1 voiceless

7 rise g 111, g 1 vin, i vr, i zn , z z r

2 plateau gd /k'p

6 fall ilb, t7 s, lk, lm I n, i, v, glz

In Subset 3, all the clusters with rising sonority began with a voiced obstruent, and it is thus

predicted that the accuracy in these clusters is lower than in sonority rise clusters in Subset 1,

which included both clusters beginning with a voiced C 1 and clusters beginning with a voiceless

C1 , and than in sonority rise clusters in Subset 2, which consisted of clusters beginning with

a voiceless C1 only. Clusters with falling sonority in Subset 3 consisted solely of lateral-initial

clusters, featuring no intensity rise. Therefore, it is expected that the accuracy in these lateral-

initial clusters in Subset 3 will be higher than the accuracy in clusters with falling sonority in

Subset 1, which involved nasal-initial and trill-initial clusters as well as lateral-initial clusters,

and than in clusters with falling sonority in Subset 2, which were all trill-initial. There was no

change in clusters with a sonority plateau. Figure 4-13 shows the accuracy results of Subset 3.
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Now we see the reverse pattern, in which clusters with a sonority fall were the most dis-

criminable from the epenthesis forms, followed by clusters with a sonority plateau, an( clusters

with a sonority rise were the least discriminable. All these differences were statistically highly

significant (p- .001.). This suggests that the sonority effect in non-native chister perception is

one possible result that derives from one possible combination of particular consonant clusters,

not the one that holds universally.

Unlike the sonority profiles, which showed different results depending on the subset, we see

a consistent effect of intensity rise regardless of the subsets. As illustrated in Figuic 4-14, both

in Subset I and in Subset 3, the participants discriminated clusters with no intensity rise better

than clusters with an intensity rise, from the epenthesis forms, at a statistically significant level

(p<.001). There were no clusters without an mtensit.y rise in subset 2.
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Figure 4-14: Percentage correct b y intensity rise

Also, across the subsets, the effect of C1 voicing was significant As shown in 4-15.. in

all three subsets, clusters beginning with a voiced consonant were harder to discriminate from

the epenthesis forms than clusters beginning with a voiceless consonant. The difference was

statistically highly significant in every subset (p- .001).
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In this chapter, we have examined the effect of sonority profile in vowel epenthesis in loan-

word adaptation and in non-native cluster perception. First, the larger typology of loan vowel

epenthesis described in this dissertation is not fully covered by the sonority-based hypothesis

because it includes several asymnetries observed in the same sonority profiles, the same sonority

classes, and even the same consonant clusters. Those asymmetries can be explained when the

intensity rise and C1 voicing are taken into account. Illusory vowel epenthesis in non-native

cluster perception, which has been explained based on the sonority profile, is also best explained

by the auditory factors, i.e., intensity rise and C1 voicing. The results of current perception ex-

periments involving stimuli that systematically vary in the sonority profile, intensity rise and C 1

voicing show that in discrimination between a consonant cluster CC and its matching epenthesis

form CoC, the significant predictors are intensity rise and C1 voicing, and sonority profile is not a

significant predictor. An apparent effect of the SSP, like the one reported in the previous studies,
can arise if sonority profile is confounded with intensity rise and C1 voicing.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This dissertation has examined cluster-dependent asymmetries in vowel epenthesis in loanword
adaptation and in non-native cluster perception. In Chapter 2, I discussed two auditory fac-
tors that crucially affect the relative perceptual similarity between consonant clusters and their
corresponding vowel epenthesis forms: intensity rise and C1 voicing. The working hypothesis
was that consonant clusters that involve a rise in intensity or begin with a voiced consonant
are perceptually more similar to the corresponding epenthesis forms than clusters that involve
no rise in intensity or begin with a voiceless consonant. A series of discrimination experiments,
which employed stimuli including various types of consonant clusters in both word-initial and
word-final positions, largely confirmed this hypothesis.

In Chapter 3, I provided novel generalizations about epenthesis sites in consonant cluster
adaptation, based on an extensive cross-linguistic survey of loanwords including a variety of clus-
ters both word-initially and word-finally. It was shown that the cluster-dependent asymmetries in
epenthesis sites are best explained by the auditory property of consonant clusters, i.e., intensity
rise. Specifically, if a cluster involves an intensity rise inside the cluster, epenthesis occurs inside
the cluster; if a cluster involves an intensity rise outside the cluster, epenthesis occurs outside
the cluster; and if a cluster involves two intensity rises, either internal or external epenthesis
can occur. I proposed that this is because the epenthetic vowel insertion where there is an in-
tensity rise makes a perceptually less salient change from the original cluster than epenthesis
where there is no intensity rise, based on the P-map hypothesis (Steriade, 2008) that an output
involving a perceptually smaller change is more optimal. The results of the similarity judgment
and transcription experiments supported this hypothesis.

In Chapter 4, I reviewed the alternative analyses of cluster-dependent asymmetries in vowel
epenthesis and in non-native cluster perception based on the sonority profile. It was shown that
the sonority-based accounts fail to generalize to the full set of data. For the epenthesis site typol-
ogy in loanword adaptation, I pointed out several asymmetries that cannot be explained relying
on the sonority profile. Clusters with the same sonority profile or with the same sonority class
may behave differently in loan epenthesis across languages and even within the same language.
Also, even the same consonant cluster may show different epenthesis patterns depending on the
position in the word or on the phonetic realization of the cluster in the source language. For
non-native cluster perception, the results of my perception experiments involving the same clus-
ters or the same sonority categories with different phonetic realizations in terms of the auditory
properties, intensity rise and C1 voicing, showed that it is the auditory factors that play a more
important role in non-native cluster perception than the sonority profile. The difference between
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my results and the results of the previous research could be due to the fact that the sonority

profile variable was confounded in their experiments with different phonetic realizations.

There are, of course, remaining questions. First, there were several results in the results of

the perception experiments that cannot be fully explained by the current hypothesis. There may

be other auditory factors that affect the vowel similarity of the cluster, which will need further

investigation. Also, although the epenthesis data in this dissertation is limited to loanwords and

second language acquisition, epenthesis patterns in Li phonology and first language acquisition

are possibles area in which to further explore the cluster-dependent asymmetries and to see

whether the current auditory hypothesis holds.
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